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software Release 4 from
Iverson Software promises
to be the best ever. This
version brings true Object

Oriented Programming to J, making
itmucheasierto write large and com-
plex systems. Extensionsto locales
include hierarchical paths and object
locales that can be dynamically cre-
ated and referenced, This allows you
to extend and customize a host of
built-in facilities such as the plot and
grid objects.
The new grid object implements a
ideal for data entry and formatting.

Watch for theReleaseof J,Windows CF
www.jsoftware.com

J + OOP =
J Release 4

rereeae

 
Wehavealso improved the develop-
ment environment to simplify working
with projects and creating standalone
systems.

Many new Labs, have been added to
get you up and running quicker. We
have also added the ability to create
a LAB in RTFformat, for example, to
include standard math symbols.
The documentation has been com-
pletely revised for this release. It will
be available in printed form, and in
Windows Helpfile format.

Distributed by:
Strand SoftwareInc.
19235 Covington Court
Shorewood, Minnesota

USA 55331Tel (612) 470-7345Fax (612) 470-9202
info@jsoftware.com  
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Editorial
by Ajay Askoolum

APL.This acronym either evokes a sense of comfort or one of confusion. When
confused (state of lacking information), the typical reaction is ☁What is APL?☂.
Indeed, what is APL? It is a commercial language which is available on all
platforms, from mainframes, MACs, Unix to Personal Computers running DOS,
OS/2, Windows3.1x, 95 and NT (including some shareware versions). In the
infancy of personal computers, APL interpreters were available for CP/M
machines too. APL is some 30 years old, and has offered a core level of
consistency which can only be envied by other major programming languages
which have evolved.
Today☂s APLstrives for compatibility with IBM☂s APL2,irrespective of operating
system platform. APL2 is a mainframe interpreter. However, the PC offerings,
notably APL+Win from APL2000, Dyalog APL/W from Dyadic and APL.68000
from MicroAPL offer ☁core☂ language compatibility with APL2 as well as
Windows (or MAC in the case of APL.68000) established standards. IBM☂s
Windows 95/NT version of APL2is in Beta test level 7; the OS/2 version has
beenavailable for a long time.
Therefore, APL, irrespective of its tokens or specialised characters is now DDE,
ODBC and Windows API compliant. APL can have a conversation with
Microsoft Access, Word, Excel, Lotus123 (to name but a few) and can use third
party add-ons such as FarPoint☂s VBX (Spread) and Visual Components ActiveX
OCX (Formula One) with remarkable ease. TrueType fonts have eliminated the
frustration of communicating written APL. APL had maturity from thestart, in
spite of the adversity of slow CPU, limited memory, storage and expensive
hardwaresuchas custom printer heads and characterset chips; it has now come
of age and works seamlessly, without requiring specialist hardware.
With this level of integration, APL is neither the ☁stick☂ to be confronted with, nor
is it the fledgling of a protective species which requires a protective environment.
Whyis it not more successful? More visible? It would be easy to suggest that this
is entirely due to not having Microsoft as a benefactor. I can put forward three
alternative explanations.

First, is the APL publicity organ (the marketing of APL vendors/distributors
as weil as the numerousinternational APL journals, including Vector) in the
wrong hands? Possibly so, becausethis is an agent preachingto the converted.
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If not so, perhaps the medium of communication is not on a wavelength that
reaches the wider world. Indeed the standard clichés that ☁APL works with
you, not against you☂ or ☁APL takes one tenth of any other language, namely,
volumeof code and timeto developit☂ are only meaningfulto the converted.
Second, APLisstill in the primitive age whenthe written word had not been
invented. APL users have vendors☂ manuals to hand, usually. The uninitiated
will not come across APL anywhereelse or whenthey do, they tendto read
the epitaph of APL. Onthe other hand, a novice is spoilt for choice when
attempting to find third party reference on any aspect of the world of
computing, except APL. An APLuser either no longer needs anyreference,
has becomestagnantforthe lack of it or knows exactly where to findit
through his/her specialist network of contacts, such as Vector☂s product
guide. Now I can useall the methods, properties and events of Formula One
OCXversion 5.0 but first I had to find out how to by guesswork: its
documentation doesnotrefer to APL,ils help desk does not support APL per
se and APL2000☂s documentationofit could not be moresparse. A viable
alternativeto findingoutis to give up...
Thirdly, the inherent nature of APL is suicidal. It solves problemsvery quickly
andthereforeits requirements such as mainframe CPU, which can have a
year☂slead timefor planning and budgeting, are more immediate. A longer
time cycle can be beneficial because it does notcreate ☁crisis☂; it allows for a
moreleisurely approach to planning and development. But, the immediacyofAPL oughtto be an asset nota liability. | suspectthatit is not the developmentcycle but poor APL coding whichis the real culprit, APLis the leastprescriptive languageI know andit is completely oblivious of programmerabuse. Given that most APL programmershavecrafted their skill with a greatdealof personaleffort (because you have to do everything, you learneverything),it is easy to understand not only the individualstyle of APLsystemsin existence butalso the political naivety of APL professional in themidst of computing professionals at large. On balance, APL tendsto lose thebattle for survival, primarily becausea life span of 30 years has been longenoughto confirm a sense of recurring crisis with the maintenance of APLsystems.

Where Next for APL?
The Vendors☂ concession to control structures or keywords is a major stepforward not only for programmer productivity but also for easing theintroduction of APL to other programmers. Core compatibility with APL2 alsoallows programmersto movefrom oneinterpreter to anotherbutthisis severelyjeopardised by departures from the ☁core☂ APL2 standards; the differentquadAVs, IBM's own auxiliary processors, Dyadic☂s namespaces and the myriadof APL2000's quad functions are very distinct solutions to standard recurringproblems. The result? One APLcan talk to another APLonly via an interpreter!  
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From the point of view ofattracting new membersto the APLfold, a major leap
of faith is required of APL vendors: tutorial manuals. These should provide
worked examples and commentary onrealistic applications using today☂s APL.
The objective would not beto teach butto illustrate techniques. A stock control
or book club application with a GUI front end or indeed other standard exercises
on programming courses would be suitable. Demonstration workspaces such as
APL+Win☂s REL20arefinefor illustrating the power of APL but they make no
effort in teaching how to harness the same power(reverse engineering is not a
recommendedalternative to tutorials).
Vector and other journals need a re-juvenated approach. This can only come
from new people getting involved in writing for the journals, or by simply taking
the way forward. APL needsto be seen, seen not just by decision makers but
especially by passers by. Quite literally, we need to enable APL material to fall
into the hands of casual browers in bookshops, newsagents etc. The emphasis
needsto be on teaching good standards and promoting today☂s basic APL where
nested arrays and Windows GUIare no longer specialist topics but integral to
the language.
In future, Vector plans to organise issues by themes such as ☁Windows
Programming With APL☂ , ☁APL Basics☂ and ☁Sustainable APL Programming
Standards☂, Additionally, Vector will organise a number of
tutorial/demonstration sessions (see APL News). This requires your
contribution, in fact it requires the wider participation of the international APL
community. Vector will endeavour to make good APL material accessible to as
wide an audience as possible, has consideredelectronic distribution of material
and has a website for this and other purposes (www.vector.org.uk). Your
individual contributionis a vital requirementfor the continued success of APL.It
is imperative to share/publicise APL insight and expertise, and that implies that
the culture for APL development must evolve from being driven by keen
individuals to being team based. That is, APL should evolve from the ☁Here☂s the
solution, what is the problem?☂ ideology to the ☁For this problem, APL is
demonstrably theeffective solution☂ ideology.
Finally, an incentive: Vector will give one year☂s complimentary subscription for
each article which is accepted for and published in a future issue. The
forthcoming AGMis an ideal opportunity to express your ideas for Vector and
the Association; please avail yourself of the opportunity and comeforward.



 

  
A World of Opportunities...
Reuters Information Services in Toronto builds and operates one ofthe largest historical
databases in the world. It serves the Financial industry through a variety of Reuters
delivery products. Our Toronto unit has recently been overwhelmed with new
requirements to enhanceour offerings, while undertaking an effort to organise and
catalogue our systemsin preparation for Y2000testing.

Programmer/Analysts
Full timepositions will involve many aspects of the software developmentlife cycle,
including writing functional specifications, coding, testing and providing support. The
focus will be on the maintenance of complex database systems, and will involve both
applications and systems programming. You need two years of programming experience
plus a degree in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, or Mathematics, or
equivalent industry experience. You enjoy, and are challengedby, the prospect of solving
complex problems, and your communication skills enhance your ability to work
effectively in a team environment. APL experience, database management and
knowledge ofthe financial data and information industry would be assets. If you are
interested in full time opportunities, respond quotingfile C0918.
Consulting positions are also available at Reuters, and this is one of the best timesto
becomeinvolved! Learn aboutthe entire system and make yourself an asset for future
contracts too. If you already know the Reuters applications then we want to hear from
you. Considerations will be made for remote or on-site consulting. Strong APLskills
(ideally Sharp APL) and experience are a must. Assignmentscan often betailored to
challenge and take advantage of the consultants experience and interests. Ifyou are
considering consulting opportunities, respond quoting file D0918.
 

Theseare superb career opportunities with an industry leader that recognizes
achievementin very tangible ways. To apply, please send your résuméto:
HumanResources
Reuters Information Services (Canada) Limited
The Exchange Tower, Suite 2000
Toronto, Ontario M5X 1E3
Fax: (416) 364-9017
We appreciate your interest and will contactyouifa meeting is appropriate.
REUTERSis an equal opportunity employer.
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Quick Reference Diary 1998-1999
Date Venue Event
May 22nd RSS, London BAA Vendor Forum and AGM
duly 27-31 Rome APL98
August 10-14 1999 Scranton, Penn. APL99
 

Datesfor Future Issues of VECTOR
Vol.14 Vol.15 Vol.15
No4 Noi No.2

Copy date 10th April 3rd July 4th Sept
Ad booking 17th April 10th July 1ith SeptAd Copy 24th April 49th July 18th Sept
Distribution May 98 August 98 October 98
Edited by Stefano Anthony Alan Sykes &

Lanzavecchia Camacho Alan Mayer
 

 

 

Vector Back Numbers

 

Back numbersof Vector are available from:
British APL Association,
c/o Gill Smith,
Brook House, Gilling East,
YORK YO6 4JJ

Price in UK: £10 per complete volume (4 issues);
£12 (overseas); £16 (airmail) including postage. 
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Well now you can!
 

£ = Cells(i, 2), Value BSet File = CF. OpenFile (f) ;
End Sub a

Sub FAppend()
Dim Rslt As Variant
Data = Selection. Value
Rsit = File. FAppend (Data)
End Sub    

 

 

That☂s why Dyalog APL/W remainsthe professional
choice, Forfurther information, contact Dyadic or
your local distributor today.

 

Dyadic Systems Limited, Riverside View, Basing Road, Old Basing,
Basingstoke, Hants. RG24 7AL, United Kingdom.
Tel:+44 1256 811125 Fax:+44 1256 811130 Email: sales@dyadic.comMicrosoft is a registered trademark and Windowsand the WindowsLogo are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation  
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APL9I9I
On Track to the 21st Century
August 10-14, 1999 ♥ Scranton, Pennsylvania

 

Call for Participation
Papers
Papers are invited on a full range of topics concerning array processing
languages (APL, J, K etc.). Papers which emphasize productivity and
entrepreneurship are particularly desired. Since this will be the last APL
conference before the start of year 2000, when many millennium bugs will
manifest, papers which reflect solutions to year 2000 problems are encouraged.
Paper topics can includebut are notlimited to:

+ Novel uses of APL in the Business Environment
+ APL Legacy Applications
+ Can APL be used successfully with Web applications?
+ APL readiness for Year 2000
+ Distributed APL over a Network
+ Remote Procedures and Workspace Concerns
+ Mathematical Algorithms
+ APL andJ in Education

Abstracts for planning purposes are requested by September 1, 1998. Preliminary
abstracts are welcome now.Final drafts are due by January 15, 1999. Papers will
be impartially reviewed and selected by a distinguished panel of referees.
Pending further arrangements, abstracts may be sent to NY/SIGAPLatP.O. Box
2697;New York, NY; USA; 10163-2697, or to David E. Siegel at
Siegel@ACM.ORG.Thefinal submission address may well change.
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Tutorials
90 minute interactive sessions lead by a PC-equipped instructor. Abstracts due
by March 1, 1999.

Workshops
Hands-onsessions in PC-equippedlab facilities. Abstracts due by March 1, 1999.

VendorForums
Vendors are encouraged to exhibit their products and discuss new
developments.
APL99is co-sponsored by NY/SIGAPL(a chapter of ACM) andthe University ofScranton.

Stephen Mansour ♥ Conference Chair
David Siegel ♥ Conference Proceedings Editor
Garth Foster ♥ Conference Program Chair
Susan Trussler, PhD ♥ University of Scranton Liaison

 

10  
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CORRESPONDENCE
Finding an Elephant

From: George MacLeod 8 February 1998
Thesonof a friend of mine foundthis item on the Internet. I therefore have no
knowledgeof its provenance. I am responsible for the bits on APL andJ.
A study was doneto find out the different methods computer programmers use
to solve problems. The study consisted of taking different programmers to South
Africa and telling them to go and find an elephant.
The COBOL programmers immediately adopted a simple strategy; they took a
picture of an elephant, faced east and started walking. Each time they
encountered an animal they comparedit to the picture, andif it did not match
they tossed it aside and kept walking. When they cameto an oceanthey took one
step north and started back to the west, repeating the algorithm with each ocean.
The more experienced programmers placed a knownelephant in Cairo to keep
themselves from walkingoff into the Mediterranean.
The Assembly Language programmers used the same method as their COBOL
brethren, but executed it on their knees ♥ insisting it was moreefficient that
way.
The Database programmers hired thousands of natives at enormous expense,
and gave themall a picture of an elephant and sent them running off in different
directions. Some ofthe things they brought back did indeed resemble elephants.
The Artificial Intelligence programmers sat down and developed a complex and
complete definition of what an elephant was, and what wereits attributes, and
the procedure one would follow to create a mathematical ratio of ☜not an
elephantat all☝ to ☜absolutely an elephant☝ for any one animal. At no time did
they actually attemptto find an elephant.
The Object Oriented programmers wentto the library and took out the book
☜Finding Kangaroos in the Australian Outback☝. They carefully changed every
occurrence in the book of the words ☜Australia☝ to ☜Africa☝, and ☜Kangaroo☝ to
☜Elephant☝.

11
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Because of the powerof their language the APL programmers only needed one
instruction to find all of the elephants at once. The instruction was: Africa ¢
Elephant.
Two J programmers, who claim to be reborn APLers, unfortunately took a wrong
fork and were never seen again. A planned search had to be aborted as no
further J programmers could be found.

37 Newhouse Road
Bovingdon
Herts HP3 OE
Tel: 01442 834015; Email: 100412.1305@compuserve.com

APL Null
From: Ajay Askoolum January 1998
APL character null '' (or 0/'anystring') and numeric null © (or 0/anynumeric vector) surprised me. I have checked this with APL*PLUS III,
APL*Win, Sharp APL and Dyalog/APL:all these interpreters behaveidentically.
Therefore, tempted as ] am, I cannotcall this a bug. However, I would like to be
able to express what is happeningin words.

"te! ABCD! a Returns null
"ABCD'le'! a Returns 0 000
"Ye ABCD! a Returns iiia
{ABCD «!'' a Returns null

Theresults are consistent when 1 2 3 4, say, is substituted for 'ABCD'.
'A'a,=0/'ABCD' a Returns a surprise i

as does
(O/'ABCD' )a.s'A!

Whatis APL doing? The surprise result which prompted meto look into this was
2a.=0/1 4

or more generally, 24.=condition/value which caused my function tobranchto a routine I had not expected. I would have expected the result to benull or zero.
Can you express what APLis doing in words?

12  
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Newsfrom Sustaining Members
Dyadic Systems Ltd
Dyadic is pleased to announce the successful launch of a new Dyadic Support
Service (DSS) for Dyalog APL. This is primarily an electronic service based on
email and the World Wide Web.
One of the key features of the service is that users may download patches
containing enhancements and problem corrections from the Dyadic web site
http:/ /www.dyadic.com. The process of downloading and applying a patch is
completely automated(it☂s written in Dyalog APL, of course) and convenientto
use. Furthermore, the patch files are updated on a daily basis, so DSS users can
stay absolutely up-to-date with the latest Dyalog APL developments.In addition,
Dyadic☂s new change control system issues email messages to DSS users,
informing them of changes, enhancements and fixes automatically as code is
released.
Behind the newserviceis a totally new incremental approachto the development,
enhancement and maintenance of Dyalog APL. This technique allows small
changes to be made, tested, and safely released to users in a much shorter time-
scale than was previously possible. As a consequence, Dyadic is able to deliver a
steady stream of enhancements, as well asfixes, that would previously have had
to waitfor a new softwarerelease.
Since the start of the service, some of the enhancements madefor the benefit of
DSS subscribers are as follows:
Grid Comments the Grid object has been enhanced to support comments, (tips

that appear whenthe user hovers the mouseovera cell} which
are consistent with thelatest edition of Microsoft Excel.

:For the : For control structure now accepts multiple variables as
in: For a bec :in (1 2 3)(4 5 6)

MetaFiles making complex graphical pictures using the Metafile objectis
now muchfaster than before.

Tracer You can nowtrace the execution of EX on ) LOAD.
ActiveX The OCX support has been extendedto cater for ActiveX

objects that expose an object hierarchy (like OLE Servers).

13
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Syntax colouring Improvements have been madeto the colouring of compound
names(e.g. NAMESPACE . SUB. FOO) and dynamicfunctions
and operators.

Further enhancements in the pipeline include a facility to reformat a function
during editing, and a significant improvement in the efficiency of cloning
namespaces using DOR and of making newinstances of OLEServerobjects.
Naturally, there will still be new majorreleases of Dyalog APL issued at roughly
12-monthly intervals, and Dyadic intends to announce some exciting new
features at APL98.

Insight Systems/ Adaytum Software
SQAPL Client Version 3.0. Available at APL98. Work on the next release of
SQAPL(previously announced as version 2.1, now renumbered to 3.0), has now
reached a stage where we can commit to a release date: the release will be
available by the APL98 conference in Rome(July 1998). We hopeto see youall
there! Initially, the release will be available for 32-bit Windows (WindowsNT, 95
and 98), for the APL systemsavailable in these environments (APL+Win, APL2
and Dyalog APL).
Key features of version 3.0 are:

+ Nolimits on the size of bind variables or record length, except those imposed
bythe drivers themselves (and ☜Workspace Full☝ of course).

+ Supportfor the ODBC ExecDirect, allowing execution of statements without
preparing them first, and improved support for stored procedures.

+ GetInfo and PutInfo calls, which allow you to inquire about the capabilities of
a particular data source, and set options after connection.

+ Supportfor☜BrowseConnect☝, allowing theODBCdriverto provide dialog _
boxesto guide the user through connection to a data source.

+ Bulk Input, allowinginsertion or update of multiple rowsofdata (sets of bind
variables) in a single operation.

+ For advanced users, we will make the Environment, Connection and
Statement handlesavailable so that you can extend the product from APL by
making direct ODBC DLLcalls.

+ Installation Script

14  
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Adaytum Software. We believe that Adaytum Planning is en route to becoming
oneof the biggest APL-based businesses ever. Adaytum Software now employs
almost 100 people world wide. In January, our US revenues exceeded UK
revenues for the first time, after about eighteen months of operation in the US
market, a period in which the UK has also experienced substantial growth. The
total numberof customers world wide is now in excess of 450.
Our development team has grown to about 15 people, our goal is to moreorless
double this number during the next twelve months. If you have a knowledge of
APL and C++, Visual Basic or Java (or preferably a combination of these), please
contact mkrom@adaytum.dkor check our Web site: www.adaytum.dkfor an up-
to-date list of open positions. We arealso recruiting technical writers, product
designers and testers. Positions will exist in Denmark, the UK and in North
America.
The next major product release is due at the end of 1998. The focus of
development for this release is ☜large, distributed customers☝: Workflow,
Distribution of Reports and Data Entry Tools for organisations with hundredsof
widely distributed users. A multi-user Server architecture will provide a Web
Server, and an ODBCServer.
Another major theme is ☜Open Systems☝: A COM Automation API to allows VB,
C++ and other ☜third party☝ developersto call our ☜Planning Server☝ and build
custom planning applications.

Causeway Graphical Systems Ltd
The autumnandearly spring have been a period of consolidation and plain hard
workfor all of us. It may be the approach of 1/1/2000, or maybe the advantages
of array programmingare again getting noticed. Either way, the result has been
that the ☜Products Department☝ (Adrian) has been lagging behind the software
in getting CPro outof beta and into production.
The good newsis that the softwareitself is proving fast, stable and reliable.
Watch the website (the release notes are posted with every significant update)
for progress on the tutorial and help files. NewLeafand RainPro updates are also
available for both Dyalog and +Win to all users on current maintenance ♥ email
us for the ZIP passwords,or to receive your copy by diskette if you prefer.
The other good news is that we are now happy to accept both VISA and
Mastercard, which greatly simplifies payment from non-UK customers. Finally,
congratulations to Eric Lescasse who has sold more copies of RainPro and
NewLeafthan anyoneelse, including us!

15
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The Vector Product Guide
compiled by Gill Smith

VECTOR☂s exclusive Product Guide aims to provide readers with useful
information about sources of APL hardware, software and services. We welcome
any comments readers may have on its usefulness and any suggestions for
improvements.
Wereservethe right to edit material supplied for reasons of space or to ensure a
fair market coverage. The listings are not restricted to UK companies and
international suppliers are welcometo take advantage of these pages.
For convenienceto readers, the productlist has been divided into the following
groups (☁poa☂ indicates☁price on application☂):

+ Complete Systems (Hardware & Software)
+ APL andJ Interpreters
+ APL-based Packages
+ Consultancy
+ Other Products
+ Overseas Associations
+ Vendor Addresses
+ World Wide Web and FTP Sites

Every effort has been madeto avoid errors in theselistings but no responsibility
can be taken by the working group for mistakes or omissions.
Wealso welcomeinformation on APL clubs and groups throughoutthe world,
 

Yourlisting here is absolutelyfree, will be updated on request, andis
also carried on the Vector web site, with a hotlink to your ownsite,It is

the most complete and most used APL address book in the world.
Please help us keep it up to date!    

All contributions and updates to the Vector Product Guide shouldbesentto Gill
Smith, at Brook House, Gilling East, York, YO6 4JJ. Tel: 01439-788385,
Email: apl385@compuserve.com

16  
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COMPLETEAPL SYSTEMS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Dyadle IBM RS/S000 MD920 14,798

1BM RS/6000 MD320 13,817

'BM AS82000 MDa20 22,656

IBM RS/6000 MD520 37,114

IBM AS/6000 MDS90 72,054

18M RS/6000 MD540 122,842

Optima IBM Compatibie poa

APL INTERPRETERS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
APLSoftware APL*Plus/PC Relaase 10 450

Runstime poa
APL*PlusIl 4,995
Run-time poaDyalog APL. 1000-10,000
APL2/PG poa

Beautiful Systems ♥_Dyalog APLW for Windows poa
Dyalog APLfor Unix poa

☁The Bloomsbury Software CompanyAPL#PCVersion 11 260
APL#Win v1.8 1350

Upgradeto Version 1.8 840
Migration to APL#+Win 620

750
APL+DOS 1300
Migration to APL#DOS 620/390

DETAILS
APL POWERstation (Greyscale) 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Mflops RISCProcessor 8Mb RAM, 120Mb Disk19° 1280x1024 Greyscale Graph Display AIX, OSF Moll, DyalogAPL(t-user)
APL POWERstation (Colour) 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Mflops RISCProcessor 8Mb RAM, 120Mb Disk16" 1280x1024 Colour Graphics Display AIX, OSF Mott, DyalogAPL(1-user)
Advanced APL POWERstation 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Mllops RISCProcessor 16Mb RAM, 320MbDisk, 150Mb Tape16" 1280x1024 Golour Graphics Display AIX, OSF Motif, DyalogAPL(t-user)
APL POWERsystem (8-users)27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Mflops FUSCProcessor 16Mb RAM, 320Mb Disk, 150Mb Taps CD-ROMDrive, 16 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL (2-8 user licence)
APL POWERsystem (16-users) 34.5 MIPS, 10.9 Milops RISCProcessor 32Mb RAM, 1.24Gb Disk, 2.9Gb Tape CD-ROMDrive, 16 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL (8+ user licence)
APL POWERsystem (32-users} 41 MIPS,13 Milops RISCProcessor 64Mb FIAM, 1.7GbDisk, 2.3Gb Tape CD-ROMDrive,32 PortsAIX, Dyslog APL(8+ userlicence)
Complete networked or stand-alonesolutionsincludingconfiguration installation, maintenance and commissioning,

DETAILS
STSC's APLtor (8M PCs & compatiblas.Upgradesfrom earlier
releases also avaliable.
Closed version of APL*Plus/PC which prevents user exposure toAPL.
All the features of mainframe APL"Piusfor your 386PC!

2nd generation APLtor Unix systems
IBM's APL2 for the PC.
USDistributor of Dyalog APLproducts from Dyadic.
See Dyadic listing for product detaits.
Upgradeto version 11 givesfree runtime (£120 from anyversion)
A.32-blt Windows-hostad Interpreter that runs under all Windowsplatforms Including Windows 95. Note: Any user purchasingAPL+Win during 1996 will recelva frea updatesto Vn 1.8 and Vo2.0 (userto pay carlags)
From eatiler versions of APL+Win.Free update to Version 2.0(user to pay carriage)
from APL*PLUS11 versions 4/5. Free update to Version 2.0 (userta pay carrlage)
from earller versions of APL*PLUSII
APL*PLUSII DOS is renamed to APL+DOS.
from APL*PLUS/PC or APL*PLUSIf
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APL2000's 2nd generation APLforall major Spare and Alsc Unixworkstations.
2nd generation APL for DEC VAX computers under VMS.
Enhances VS APLwith many high performance,highproductivity features. For VMICMS and MVS/TSO offers simpleupgradefrom VS APL.
Finnish distributor of Dyalog APLproducts.
See Dyadle's llsting for product details.
Second generation APL for DOS.Runs in 32-bit mode, supportsvery targe workspaces. Unique ☜window-based* APL.DevelopmentEnvironmentand Screen Manager. Requires986/486 based PCor PS/2,at least 2Mb RAM, EGAor VGA,DOS 3.3 or later.
As above, plus object-based GUI development tools. FlequiresWindows3.0 orlater.
Second generation APLfor Unix systems.Available for Altos,Apollo, Bull, Dec, HP, IBM 6150, [BM RS/5000, Masscomp,Pyramid, NCR, Sun and Unisys machines, and for PCs andPO/2s running Xenix or AIX. Oracie Interface available tor IBM,Sunand Xenix versions.
Macintosh version of |-APL,
ISOconforming Interpreter. Supplied only with manual (see☜OtherProducts☂ for accompanying books).As aboveAs aboveStrand Software Inc has the sole sellling rights to IversonSoftware Inc products. |-APLstocks a few of thes (mainlyAPLIWIN and the personal J products and books), butis nolongeran agent.
APL2 for educational or demonstration use, Write, fax or Email to
APLProducts; specify disk slza desired,
Product No. §799-PGG. PRPQ Number RJ0441.
☁Orderfrom 1-800-1BM-CALL
Product No, 5604-260. Part number 38F1753,
From all IBM dealers, including MicroAPL,
Part No 89G1556.
Part No 8961697, Containsall facilities of the Entry Edition plus:082 interface; co-operative processing TCP/IP interface; toolsfor writing APs; TIME facility
Product No. 6648-065.
Product No. 5765-012.
ProductNo, 5689-228.Full API.2systemforS/970andS/300
Product No. 5688-229, Runtime environmentfor APL2 packages
APLsystems marketed and supported...
trom: Dyadic, Manugistics, IBM
under: Windows, OS2 and Unix

APL*PLUSII for UNIX poa

APL*PLUS VMS- pos
APL"PLUS Mainframe poa

Dinosott Oy Dyalog APLIW for Windows poa
Dyalog APLtor Unix poa

Dyadic Dyalog APLfor DOS/388 995,

Dyalog APLIW far Windows 995
Dyalog APLfor Unix 995-12,000

lAC/HumanInterfaces
|-APL{Mac: 13

LLAPL Ltd 1-APUPC or clones 8
1-APL{BBC Master 3
}APYArchimedes 8Strand Software Ine

IBMAPL Products TryAPL2 tree

APL2 PC (US Version) $830
APL2 PC (European Version) £348.

APL2 tor OS/2 Entry Edition $185
APL2 tor OS/2 AdvancedEdition $650

APL2 for Sun Solaris $1500
APL2 for AIX 6000 poa
APL2 Version 2 _ ♥-Poa___
APL2 Application Envt Vn poa

insight Systems APLYPLUS}PC poa
Dyalog APL poa
APL2 poa

Iverson Software Inc. J on the Web confine registration...
J EducationalEdition $50
J Standard Edition $150
J Professional $325
Bocks and accessories (discounts for reg users}
J Dictionary $50
J User Manual $50
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J Phrases
J Primer

☁Sat of the above 4 books $160
Concrete Math
Fractals, Visualization & J
Exploring Math

$50
☁$60

User Conference Proceedings $35
Mugs, T-shirts, Mousepads $10 each

APLIWIN
J Austria J

Dyalog APL
Causeway Products

$70
poa
poa
poa

Structural Analysis Software poa

Lescasse Consulting APL+PC
APL+Unix
APL+DOS
APL+Win,
Dyalog APLIW

poa
poa
poa
poa
poa

MasterWork Software Manugistics Products and ISI poa
MicroAPL APL.68000 Level|

APL.68000 LevelII

APLEBO00/X

APL.68000 Level|
Mac,ST, Amiga,

Mac, Amiga
APL,68000 LeveltI
sT

Amiga
Mac
APL*PLUS Rel 10APL*PLUS II V4.0

Oasis Systems Dyalog APL
APL*PLUS
APL.68000
APL2

Optima Dyalog APLW
RETime Tracker Oy APL+PC (APL*PLUS/PC)

2000

2500

1500-6000

260

170

260

620

450
1395,

poa
poa
995

For 386/PC under Windows 3.4
Oistributorfor Austria and Switzerland
Distributor
Distributor
Complete package by IG Zenkner&Handelto perform structural
analysisfenginsering calculations, Also suitable for dynamicproblems,e.g, earthquake simulation,
Lescasse Consulting is the exclusive APL2000 distributorIn
France and also
distributesin Switzerland and Belgium.Call for price quotes.

French distributer tar Dyalog
New Zealand distributor
First generation APL with numerous enhancements, Multi-userversion (Unix, Mirage, MCS).
☁Second generation APL. Nested arrays, user defined operators,selective specification etc. Mulli-user version(Unix, Mirage,MCs)
Second-generation APL. Nested arrays, userdefined operators,selective specification, etc. Multl-usar AIX version with fullOSF/Motif support.
First generation APL. Singleuser, tull windowing interface,software floating point support.
First generation APL. Single user,full windowing Interface,hardware floatlng polnt.
Second generation APL. Full windowing interface, softwarefloating point support.
Second generation APL. Full windowing interfaceHardware andsoftware floating polnt support.
Secondgeneration APL. Full windowing interface.Hardware andsoftware floating point support,

Dyadic Systems
Manuglistics
MisroAPLLid
(BM
Fully fledged Windows development environment,
Complete APL+ and Statgraphles product rangeandlinks tovarious 3rd party products.
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APL+DOS (APL*PLUSIl}
APL+Win (APL*PLUS I), APL+Link
APLIUNIX
APL*PLUS Sharefile

Soliton Associates SHARP APLfor MVS poa
SHARPAPLfor Unix poa

Strand Software: Canada
All APL*PLUS Products poa
Dyadle andISIproducts poa

USA
Dyadic and ISt products poa

APL PACKAGES
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
ADAPTASoftware MPS - Master Production Schadutingnos

FBS- Forecasting and Budgeting System

tor IBM MVS maintrames
for {BM RS/E000 and Sun SPARC

All APL*PLUSproducts Including upgrades and educational.

DETAILS

DRP- Distribution Requirements Planning

Adaptable Systems FLAIR poa

Adaytum Software Adaytum Planning poa
The APL Group Quatedi $1500-4000
APLSoftware Lid{maintrame) RDS poa

IPLS poa
REGGPAK poa

(microcomputer) POWERTOOLS. 298
REGGPAK poa
ROS 390

Beautiful Systems ASF_FILE $399
NAT_FILE $2090

OBF_FILE $299

SF_READ poa

The Bloomsbury Software Company(for VSAPL) Enhancements & Shareflia poa
Compiler poa

Finite toader and interactive rescheduler. Custornisable fullfunction scheduling system, (Available outside Australia byspecial arrangement only.)
Full4eatured Budgeting and Financial Planning system tormediumto large enterprises.
Electronic Data Interchange {EDI} transiation software for thePG,with strict compliance checking,
Relation Data Base System
Project Management System
Regrassion Analysis Package
Assemblerwritten replacementfunction for commonly used
PU-consuming APLfunctions,includes a Forms Processor,
Regression Analysis Package
Relationat Database System
Dyalog APLW auxiliary processorfor accass to APL°PLUS/PCAPLcomponentfiles (☜.ASF).
Dyalog APL/W auxillary processor which emulates the
APL"PLUSJPCquad-N nativefila subsystem for accessto theDOSfile system.
Dyalog APLIW auxillary processorfor efficient block modeabcess to dBASEformatfllas, Designed to getlarge amounts ofdata In and cut of (BASE,Notsulted for random access to smallamaunts of data (\t does not handle keys).
Cyalog APL/W functionsto read APL*PLUSdata objects of anytype orstructure from *.SF style componentfiles created byAPL'PLUS II of Ill.
Component files, quad-tunctions & nested arrays for VSAPLunder VM/CMS & MVS/TSO
TheFirst APL compilert
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(for APL2) SharefilefAP poa

Causeway CausewayPro tor DyalogWY 400/$600
RainPro Business Graphics 250

NewLsat for Dyalog and+Win 400

Cinerea AB ORCHART 250

CODEWORK HELM poa

HMLW. 4XTRA poa
Arbitrage poa
Basket poa
Menu-Bar poa

HRH Systems APLUtilities poa

APL*PLUSUtllites
JAC/HumanInterfacesSPARKS poa

EPIDEMIC poa
COINS poa
FIBONA poa

FAPL Ltd Educational workspaces 5
IBM APL Products A Graphical Statistical System $250

(ass) $500
$2500

INFOSTROY APL*PLUS)Xbase Interface{II888 Version 2) $198

(DLL Version1) $198
Insight Systems IUTILS/XP 20-95

ASt 95
Wincom 95
S2D,22D,x2Xx poa

STSC's shared access componentfile system for APL2.Comparable to afl APL*PLUSfila systems: multi-user storage ofAPLZ arrays with efficient disk usage.
Causeway application developmentplatform tor Dyalog APLIW.
The uhimate graphics toolkit for the APL developer. Adds 3Dcharting capability, Web publishing and clipboard support to the
shareware product. Charts can be included in NewLeafreports.Functionally compatibleacross Dyalog/W and APL+Win.
Frame-based reporting tool with comprehensive table-generationand text-flow support. Cffers multiple master-page capablity,bitmap wrap-around and on-screen praview with pan and zoom.Fully supported on Dyalog/W and APL+Win (1.8 and above)
Organization chart package for BM APL2/PC. Full & heavilycommented source code included- free Intagration into otherapplications. NB: ASCII output with Iine-drawing (semi-graphic)characters for boxes.
Deelsion Suppart systemfor top management. Handles fargemutt-dimenslonal tables, data analysis, EIS presentations;generates HTMLandLatex output, Platforms: DOS, APL#l,Windows 9.1/95 for Dyalog APL, LAN support. Ideal for APL.customisation, mora than 100 installed.
Front-end Forelgn Exchange dealing / pos keeping
Arbitrage modelling
Basketcurrency modelling
pulldown menufor APL"PLUS/PG
Softwareto transfer workspaces between APL*PLUS and Sharp,and between APL*PLUSand |-APL. Software to import IBM ATF
files to APL*PLUS.
Public domain software, unlock locked {ns, a user-friendlyalternative to locking, ins of mathematical physics, menus, and.
others.
Educatlonal simulation of electric cireult (for Apple Mac.)
Educational simulation of spreading infection (for Appla Mac.)
Educatlonal simulation (KS3} of coin-tossing experiment withsimple stats (for Apple Mac.)
Educational simufation of Fibonacc!☂s rabbits (for Apple Mac.)
PCformatdisks with the examples trom: Thomson. Espinasse(Kits 1-4), Kromberg, Jizba & FinnAPL. All the examples to saveyourfingerst
for DOS, Product Number 5764-009
for Workstations (OS/2, Alx, Solaris), Product Number 6764-092
for CMS, Product Number 5764-011

Complete packagewrittenin C. Comparable with the data, Index
& meme files of FoxPro, dBASE, & Clipper. Multi-user support.No DBMSlicense required,
The same in a DLL form! Gives your Windows applicationsalladvantages of DLLs.
Cross-platform utility library including simple OS cafls (DIR,COPY, DEL, RENAME) and DATEfunctions. For APL*PLUSII,
APL2 and Dyaleg APL under Windows, OS/2 and Unix,
APLSpreadsheetInterface. *Device-Independent☝ spreadshestriver supporting Excel, 123 and Quattro-Pro for Dyalog APLIW
Asynchronous comms packagefor Dyalog APLW
Advanced APL syntax analysis and conversion packagesfromSharp and APL2 to Dyalag, and betwoen anytwo APLs
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JAD Software

Lescasse Consulting

SQAPLClient poa

SQAPLServer poa

JAD SMS 180-800

APL+Win Monthly Training Program$600

Advanced Windows Programming...$95

DLLparser for +Win $250

Delphi Forms Transtator $195
APLeLink Pro poa
SQAPL Pro poa
RainPro poa
NewLeaf poa
Graphx and ChanFx poa
Formula One and Dyaleg APL $95,

UngeAllegre InternatServer AP poa
RETime Tracker Oy UIT/W poa

AJGRAPH poa
ECCO PROwith APL poa

NEWTTCP/IP SDK with APL poa
DB+ poa

Sollten Assoclates LOGOS poa
MAILBOX poa
VIEWPOINT poa

Warwick University BATS 250

FAB free
Zark APLTutor (PC) $299

APLTutor (MF) $5000
Zark ACE $99

Interface trom APL*PLUSI], APL2 and Dyalog (Windows, OS/2
or Unix) to most SQL databases over most networks.
Makes APL☁PLUSII, APL2 or Dyalog APL (Unix) available as
Sequetlnk servers. Can be called from SQAPLclients or other
applications such as Excel, C++, Smalltalk,Visual Basic.
Software managementsystem for APL*PLUS{I based onhierarchical databases;Includesfull-screenInterface and stand-
alone funetlens, Price depends on numberofusers,

Download 50+ page document about APL+ programming each
month. You also gat one of more workspacesfull of re-usable
APLcode and sometimes additionalfiles or products,
200-page book plus companiondisk on interfacing APLandDelphi, Containsfull coverage of Delphi-2, +Win and Dyalog.
Parse any Visual Basic DLL. deciaration file into a set of quadNAdefinitions. Turn constants andstructures Into APLvariables.Avallable for APL+Win and Dyalogv.
Design forms with Delphi and tum them automatically Into APLprograms which racreate tha same torm (+Win and DyalogiW¥).
ODBC Interface for APL+Win
ODBC Interface for Dyalog APLYW
Highly customisable 2D and 3D publication graphics for
APL+Win and Dyalog APLW
Page layout endprinting tools far APL*Win and Dyalog
High-quality business graphics for APL+Win
100-page book + companiondisk on how to use the FormulaOne VBXwith Dyalog APUW
An internat serverfor Dyalog APL/W.Visit www.lingo.com for a
live demo,
Comprehensive high-level Windows UserInterface Ilbrary for
APL+Win and +Il v 5.1. Comprehensive spreadsheets,replicatedflelds, specialfield types,etc, 16 and 32bit versions avallable.
Graphpak-compatible 2D graphics package for +Win and +DOS.Includes mult-window support, print and metafile support. NoOLLs required,
Leading group and personalinformation management systemwith comprehensive customising. Supplied with sample +Winworkspace to interface to ECCOdatabases via DDE.
Lead TCP/IP SDKwith Interfaces to all protocols. Supplied on 3CD ROMStogether with a sample +Win workspace.
Database Interface for APL+OOS under Windows.Allowscombining character-based APLapptications with ODBC-
compliant databases such as Oracle and SQL-server..
Application DevelopmentEnvironment
Electronic Mail
Report generator with Intertacas to DBZ and MVSdata
Menudriven system for time series analysis and forecastingusing Bayesian Dynamic modelling,Price Is reduced to £35 tor
academicInstitutions.
☁Tralning program for the above.
APL computer-based training. Avaliable for APL*PLUS PC &
APL"PLUSII. Damedisk $10.
Malntrame version.
APLcontinuing education. APL tutor news and hotiine phonesuppor.
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APL Advanced Techniques... $59.95. 488pp. book, (SBN 0-9619067-07} inciuding 2-disk setof utilityfunctions {APL"PLUS PC format).
Communications $200 pe, $500 mf Move workspacesorfiles between APLenvironments.

APL CONSULTANCY AND DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£) DETAILS
Adfes Consultancy poa Development, maintenance, conversion, migration,documentation, of APL products In all APL environments
Alay Askoolum Consultancy poa APL+Win development and migration of actuarial, financial,mathematical applications.
Andrews Consultancy pos APLprogramming and analysis, Year-2000 legacy systems,algorithms, tee-processing,
APLSolutions Inc Consultancy poa APLsystems design, development, maintenancs,documentation,testing and training, Providing APLsolutions

☁since 1969.
AUSCANSoftware Consultancy poa APLsoftware development, training
Bloomsbury Software Consufiancy 300-7504+VAT
Camacho Consultancy poa Manuals; feasibility reports and estimates: analysis andprogramming; APL and MS Windows appilcations; Sharp, IStAPL, APL*PLUS, APL2/PC and other APLs spoken. Fixed pricesystems a speciailty
Ray Cannon Consuttancy poa APL, C, Assembler, Windows, Graphics: PC and mainframe
Causeway Consultancy and Tralning poa On-site taining for Causeway, RainPro and NewLeal.Customisation and enhancement to meet local needs. Codereview and pre-implementation check of Causewayapplications.
Paul Chapman Consultancy 250-500 24-hour programmer: APL, Smalltalk, C; Windows front enddesigna speciality.
CODEWORK Consultancy poa Development, maintenance, migration, documentation of APLapplications. Speciality: Info systemstor top executives,internetapplications,
Dinosott Oy Consultancy poa ♥☁Spedlalised in very large databases.
Dyadic Consultancy poa ♥_APL.and Unix system design,consultancy, programming andraining.
Evestc AB Consultancy poa _♥_Excelient track record from 15+ years of APLapplicationsin

banking, Insurance, and education services,All dialects,platforms and project phases. SQL expertise,
General Software Consultancy trom 120
Godin London inc ♥_Saftwara Development poa Wehaveapplicationsin the food manufacturingfiald,travelagency and alrline bookings field and in product leasemanagement.
Entropy Software Lid Consulting pea Companyreporting, business graphics, Windowsapplicationswith Dyalog APLW.
HLM.W, Consultancy pow System design consultancy, programming. HMW specialize inbanking andprototyping work,
Hoekstra Systems Lid Consullancy poa APL consultancy, programming, etc. Also UNIX system

administration
Michael Hughes Consuttancy poa Consultantwith 10+ years experience with various APLinterpreters and C,
IAC/HumanInterfacesConsultancy poa APL on Macintosh & PC. HCI dasign. VDU ergonomics:EC/Health & Safety compliance,

Documentation 100.200 On-line assistance, product demos & mock-ups, manual writing;forelgn language software localization.
Training poa Using I-APLfor courseware & distance leaming materials; Mac.programming in C, APL & HyperCard.
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INFOSTROY Consultancy

Insight Systems. Consultancy

JAD Software Consultancy

Phil Last Consultancy
Lescasse Consulting Consultancy

Mackay Kinloch Ld Consultancy

MlcroAPL. Consultancy
Ells Morgan Consultancy
Casls Systems Consultancy

☁Object Oriented Lid Consultancy

Optima Consultancy
RadSys Technologies Consultancy
RE Time Tracker Oy Consultancy

Rex Swain Consultancy
Rochester Group Consultancy
Shepp & Associates Consultancy

SnakeIsland Research IneConsultancy

Strand Software Consultaney

Sykes Systems Inc Consultancy

☁Stephen Wynn Consultancy

OTHER PRODUCTS
COMPANY PRODUCT
Adies Employment
APL-385, Typefaces:

poa
poa

poa
poa
poa

200-400

poa
250-600

poa

poa

poa
poa

poa
poa
poa

poa

poa

PRICES(俉)
poa
poa

24

Movingapplications between platforms, Cllent/serverdevelopment. Multilingual user interface.
Experts in APL conversions between any combination of:APL*PLUS,APL2,Dyalog APL and Sharp APL. We arealsoexperlenced right-sizars, comfortable with networks andrelational databases(that also means when NOTta use SCL)and client/server developmentin APL, G and Visual Basic,
Systems design and development, project management,technical manuals, financial and actuarial expertise In APL.
APLconsultancy, modelling and programming.
A range of consultants, experts in Windows programming, withAPL+Win and Dyalog APLIW. More than 100 major APLapplications already developed. Weall have additional expertiseIn Formuta Oneand Delphi.
Design, analysis and programming for banking, insurance,financial planning and modelling, corporate performance andlegalreporting
Technical & applications consultancy.
Business Forecasting & APL Systems.
Expertise in APL system design, Project management,conversion, migration, tuning; for all APL versions '{10+ years experience)
General APLconsulting, code recycling ♥ mainframeto PC,performance tuning,
A.rangeof consultants specialising In all areas ofpharmacautical, Industrial and financial systems with 5-15 yrsexperience onboth PC and maintrame.
Araas of axpertisa: financial systems, risk analysis systems,healtheara systems.
APL. application conversions, APL Windows Intarlaces, APLtoAPi-level interfacing to anysystem under Windows, TCP/IPnetwork and database connectivity.
Independent consultant, 20 yaars experience. Custom softwaredevelopment & tralning, PC andjor mainframe,
Specialise In MIS using Sharp APL
APLapplications development and consulting, especially In thetravel industry, especially on small computers. 25 yearsexperience In APL programming.
APLinterpreter and compiler enhancements,intrinsic functions,performance consulting. APL paralla! compiler APEX Is glvingvery goodInitial performance tests with convolution somewhattaster than FORTRAN.
Advice on migrating to ang from ail flavours of APL andhardware platforms. Full-screen interface Implementation, APLutilttes, benchmarking, efficiency analysis, actuarial software,system developmenttools, valuation, pricing and modellingsystems.
Complete APLservices specialising In audit, optimisation andconversion of APL systems, Excellent dasign skills. All dialectsand platforms. 17-23 years experience.
Mostexperience offinancial planning, and mathematical areas:operational research, quality control, experimental design.

DETAILS
Contractors and permanent employees
Varfants of the APL.2741 typefaca avallable to specification.  
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Bloomsbury Software Training poa
ComLog Comic-Logger $25.95+p&p
HMw Employment poa
HRH Systems APL lessons

The BES\APL: $24 pa.

APLLtd ☁An APLTutorial 3An Encyclopaedia of APL (2d Ed) 6APLin Soclal Studies aLAPL instruction Manual (2¢Ed) 3APL Programsfor the MathematicsClassroom(Springer-Verlag) 16Programming in J 10
Arithmetic 12Tangible math 8
Sharp APL Reference Manual 42APLPress Books poa

Contact the companyfor details.
APL*PLUS|I comic-bookinventory system. Shareware versionavailable on America OnLine.
Contractors and permanent employees placed.
On-screenInteractive APL lessons tor APL*PLUS,TryAPL2,Sharp and I-APL♥ in English or French.
703-528-7817, 1200-14400b,N-8-1, 24 hours. APL educationalmaterial Is downloadable free. An additional 30 megs of APL.software for APL*PLUS, PLUS II, IBM, Sharp & -APL Isavallable to subscribers {cost is $24/yr). Selection available ondisk for $15 post-paid. Free on-disk catalogue.
45ppby ANord & Thomson228pp by Helzer36ppbyTrabermanS5pp by Camacho & Ziemann
185ppby Thomson75pp by Ken Iverson4418pby Ken Iverson36ppbyKen Iverson349ppby BarryA comprehensive selection ofearly APL titeraturePlease note there Is a packing charge of £3 per order

Oasis Systams Training poa

♥_

Introductory courses in APLAdvanced courses for different APL verstonsRenalssanceData Systems Booksellers Thewidest range of APL books available anywhere. See Vectoradvertisements.Sollton Associates MVSLINK Poa ♥_Interface from Sharp APL (Unix & MVS) to non-APL data andsoftware in the MVSenvironment.SSQL poa High-performance D2 interface for Sharp APL (Unix and MVS).
OVERSEAS ASSOCIATIONS
GROUP LOCATION JOURNAL OTHER SERVICES Ann.Sub.APLBay Area USA. Califomla_ APLBUG Monthly Meetings (2nd Monday) $20APLClub Austria Austria - Quarterly Meetings 200AS\Indiv), 1000AS(corp)APL Club Germany Germany APL. Journal Semlannual meatings DM6OAss, Francophone pourla promotion d☂APL. Francs Les Nouvelles d☂APL. FF350(private) FF2800 (Company)
BACUS Belgium APL-CAM Conterances & Seminars £18 ($30)
Capital PCUG Washington, 0.G. Monitor Monthly meetings, occasional classes free
Danish SiG Denmark
Dutch APL Assoc, Holland -

Rome/italy SIG Roma,Italy

Mini-congress, APL ShareWareInitiative
FinnAPL Helsinkt, Finland ♥FinnAPL NewsletterSeminars on APL 1O0FIM(private), 30(student}, 1000 (Ca)

RusAPL Moscow, Russla APL Club Seminars and Annual Meeting 100,000R(students 20,000}
SE APL Users Grp Atlanta, Georgia

©

SEAPL Newsletter Quarterly meetings $10
SovAPL Obninsk, Russia
☁SwedAPL Sweden SwedAPL Nytt ☁Seml-annual meetings, seminars SEK 75
SWAPL Texas, USA SWAPL $18
Swiss APL (SAUG) Bem Part of Qtly Si-Info SF60 (SI) + SF20 (SAUG)
Toronto SIG Toronto, Canada Gimme Arrayst Monthly Meetings, APLskills database, J SIG, Toronto Toolkit $25
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ADDRESSES
ORGANISATION
ADAPTA Software GmbH

Adaptable Systems
Adaytum Software
Adfee
Alay Askoolum
Andrews
APL-385

APL Bay Area APLBUG

APLClub Austria
APLClub Germany
☁The APL GroupInc
APLSolutions Inc

CONTACT
Michael Baas

Lols & Richard Hill

Douglas Rowley
Bemard Smoor

Ajay Askoolum

Dr Anne D Wilson
Adrian Smith

Gurtis Jones (Sec)
Harald F, Nelson
Dieter Lattermann
Stuart Sawablnl

Eric Landau

Association Francophone pour1 promotion d'APL,
AUSCANSottware Lid

Ludmila Lemagnen
Richard Procter

ADDRESS, TELEPHONE,FAX, EMAIL etc.
Marienhoehe 86, 25451 Quickborn, Germany Tel: +49 4106 60977
Fax: +49 4106 67869 Email; 101523.1757@compuserve.com
49 First Street, Black Rock 3193,Austraila.Tol: +61 3 9589 5578 Fax: +61 395893220 Emall: adsys@lbm.net
13 Great GeorgeStreet, BRISTOL BS1 5RA UK Tel: 0117-921 5555Dorpsstraat50, 4128 BZ Lexmond, Netherlands.Tel +31 247 342 337 Fax: +31 347 342 342 Email: adfee @concepts.nl
42 Hanworth Road, Redhill, Surrey RH{ SHTTel:01737 771649 Emall: 106173.3347@compuserve.com12 Thomy Hills, Kendal, Cumbria LAS 7AL, UK Tel: 01599-731205
Brook House, Gilling East, York YO6 4 UK.Tel: 01439-788385Fax: 01439-788194 Emall: 100331.644@compuserve.com
228 South 15th Street, San Jose, CA 95112-2180, USATel: +1 (408) 202-4080 Emall: jonesca@netibm.comcfo N-TECH,Slebenbrunnenfeldg, 4-8, A-1050 Wien, Austria,Tel: +43 1 5458089 Fax: +49 1 5458063-17
RheinstraBe23, D-69190Walldorf, Germany.Tel: +496227-63469 Compuservs: 100892,1461644 Danbury Road, WILTON, CT 06897 USA.Tel: +1 (203) 762-3993Fax: +1 (208) 762-2108 Email: ssawabinl@ aol.com, eshaw@aplgroup.com
1107 Dale Drive,Silver Spring, MD 20910-1607 USATel: +1 (301) 589-4821 Fax: +1 (301) 589-481Emall: elandau@cals.com
174 Boulevard de Charonne,F-75020 Paris, FRANCEEmail: lemagnen@acl.com8 SpringmountAve, Toronto, Ontario MGH 2Y4 CanadaTet: +1-416-651-4037 Emall: ]p@|nterlog.comWeb: http:fwww.intariog.comy=rp/auscan/Roolnberg 72, B-2570 Duffel, Balglum,Tel: +32 18 31 47 24
908 Old York Road, Sulte 5, Jenkintown, PA 19046, USATel: +1 (215) 886-2638;Fax: +1 (215) BB-4888
3-6 Alfred Place, Bloomsbury, London WC1E 7EBUK. Tel: 0171-436 9481Fax: 0171-436 0524 Emalt: pd@bloomsbury-sattware.co.uk11 Aubum Road, Redland, Bristol BS6 BLS UK. Tel: 0117-97303.email: acamacho @clx.compulink.ca.uk Reutemet (Sharp): ACAM
21 Woodbridge Ad, Blackwater, Camberley, Surrey GU17 OBS UKTel: 01252-874697 Email: 100430.740@ compuserve.com51B Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3NB UK.Tel: 0171-404 5401, Compuserve: 100349,3210
The Maltings, Castlegate, MALTON, North Yorks YO17 ODP UK
Tel; 01653-696760 Fax: 01653-697719

 

 

BACUS Joseph Da Kert
Beautitut Systems,Inc, dim Gott

Bloomsbury Software Peter Day
Camacho Anthony Camache
Ray Cannon

Paul Chapman
CausewayGraphical Adrian SmithSystemsLtd
Cinerea AB Rolf Komemark

CODEWORKItalia sit Mauro Guazzo

Combog Sofware Jeft Pedneau
CPCUG Lynne Suz
Danish User Group Per Gjerlav
Dinosott Oy Pentti Kalliojarvl

Dutch APL Association Barnard Smoor (Sec)

Dyadle SystemsLtd, Pater Donnelly

Box 61, 5-193 00 Sigtuna, Sweden.Tel/Fax: +46 859 255 421) Emall roit@cinerea.se
Corso Cairoli 32, 10123 Torino, ttaty.
Tel; +39 11 885168 Fax: +39 11 812 2652 Email: codework@inreta,t
PO Box 5570, Derwood, MD 20855 USA.Tel: +1 (304) 990-7063 Emall:jetf @softned.com
Capital PC User Group, 51 Monroe Street, Suite PE-2, Rockville,Maryland 20850-2421, USA,Tal: +1 (301) 762-9372 Fax: (301) 762-9975,
Email: gjerlov@ibm.net
Lénnrotinkatu 21C, 00420 Helsinki, FINLAND.
Tel: +358 9 70028820 Fax: +368 9 70028824 Emalk: dinosoft@dinosoft.tl
Postbus 1341, 3430BH Nieuwegeln, Netherlands.
Tel: +31 347 342 337 Fax: +31 347 342 342
Riverside View, Basing Road, Old Basing, Basingstoke,Hants RG24 OAL UK. Tel: 01256-611125 Fax 01256-811130
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EntropySoftware Ltd George MacLeod
Evestic AB lla Evero
FinnAPt.
General Software Ltd M.E. Martin
Godin LondonIncorporated Gaétan Godin
H.M.W.Trading Systems Ltd
Hoekstra SystemsLid Bob Hoekstra
HRH Systems Dick Holt
Michael Hughes
1AC/HumanInterfaces lan A. Clark
APL Lid Anthony Camacho(for queries, order forms)JC Business Servicas(for pre-pald orders only}
IBM APL Products Nancy Wheeler
INFOSTROY Alexel Miroshnikov
insight Systems ApS Morten Kromberg
Iverson Software tne. Eric Iverson
J Austria Joachim Hofmann
JAD Software David Crossley
Phil Last Lid Phi} Last
Lescassa Consulting Eric Lescassa
LingoAllegra USA,Inc Steven J Halasz

MackayKinloch Ltd Alastalr Kinloch
Mercia Software Ltd, Gareth Brentnall
MicroAPLLia. Richard Nabavi
Ellis Morgan Ells Morgan
Oasis Systems BV. Theo Zwart, Louis Alkse
Object Orlentes Ltd Walter G.Fil
Optima Systems Lid Paul Grosvenor

Bartrum House, Ravens Lane, Berkhamsted, Herts, HP24 2DY UK
Tel; 01442-878065 Email: gml@simcorp.co.uk
Bertellusvagen 12A, S-146 38 Tullinge, Sweden
Tel&Fax: +46 778 4410 Emall: olle,evero @ mallbox.swipnet.se
Suomen APL-Yhdistys RY, FinnAPLRF, PL 1005, 00101Helsink! 10,
Fintand
22 Russall Road, Nortnhoit, Middx, UB5 4QS UK.Tel/tax: 0181-864 9637
12 Gerrard St, London, Ontario, Canada NBC 4C5
Tet: +1 (519) 679-8290 Fax: +1 (619) 438-6381 Emait: info@godin.on.caHamilton House, 1 Temple Avenua, Victoria Embankment,London EC4Y OHA UK.Tel: 0171-253 8900; Fax. 0171-953 3325;Email:100020.2692@ compuserve.com
5 Thorsden Court, Guiddlord Road, Woking, Surrey, GU22 7S UK
Tel: 01483-771028 Emalk bob@khamsin.demon.co.uk
93802 N RichmondSt, Sulte 274, Ariington, VA 22207 USA
Tek: +1 (703) 528-7624; Email: dick,hoit@acm.org
28 Rushton Road, Wilbarston, Market Harborough, Leics. LE16 SQL. UK.
Tel: 01536-770988 Email: 101740,1203@campuserve.com
9 Hill End, Frostertey, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham DL43 25x UKTel: 01388-526803, Compuserve: 100021,3073
11 Aubum Road, Redland, Bristol BS6 6LS UK,Tel: 0417-9760036
email: acamacho@cix,compulink.co.uk Reutemet (Sharp): ACAM
56 The Crescent, Milton, Weston-super-Mare, Avon, 8S22 8DU UKTel: 01934-625181
APLProducts, IBM Santa Teresa, Dept M46/D12, 555 Balley Avenue,
San Jose CA 95141, USA.Tel: +1 (408) 463-APL2 (=2752)
Fax: +1 (408) 463-4488 Email: APL2@vnet.ibm.com Cserve; GO IBMAPL2
3S. Tulenin Lane, St. Petersburg 191186 Russia,Tel:+7 812 342-2673 Fax:+7 812 311-2184 Email:aim@Intostroy.spb.su
Nordre Strandvej 119C, DK-3150 Hellebeek, Danmark
Tal+45 49 76 20 20 Fax: +45 4976 20 30 Emall: info@insight.dk
33 Major Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSS 2K9 Tel: +1 (416) 925-6096; Fax: +1 (418)488-7559 Emall: Info@Jsofware.com
Minzgrabenstr, 68, A-8010 Graz, Austria, Tel: +43 (0)316 814520Fax: +43 (0)816 816683 Email: JoHe@ping.at
580 EyerDrive, #81 Pickering, Ontarlo, Canada L1W 3B7
Tel: +1 (905) 837-1895 Fax: +1 (905) 841-5172
146 Crossbrook Street, Cheshunt, Herts, ENS JY UK.
Tet 01992 633807 Fax: 0121 358 0375 Emall: phil_last@compuserva.com
18 rue dela Belle Feullle, $2100 Boulogne, France Tel: +33.1.48.05,.10.76Fax: +33.1.46.04.60.23 Emaiteric@lescasse.com
1105 Chicago Avenue,Suite 155, Oak Park,IL 60902, USA.Tel:+1 708 386 8183 Emall: sjhalasz@interaccass.com
519 Webster's Land, Edinburgh EH1 2AX, Scottand, UK
Tel/FaxjAnswerphone:0131 228 3580 Pager/Voicemall: 01426 98 9858.Email: Alastalr_Kinloch @ compuserve.com
Holt Court North, Heneaga Street West, Aston Sclence Park, Birmingham
B? 4AX UK.Tel: 0121-359 5096. Fax: 0121-359 0375
South Bank Technopark, 90 London Road, LONDON SE1 6LN UKTek: 0171-922 8866 Fax: 0171-929 1006
Email; MicroAPL@ microap!.demon.co,uk
Myrtie Farm, Winchester Road, Syoud, Petersfleld, Hants GU92 3PE UK.Tel: 01730-263843 Email: Ellis @mrtiirm.demon,co.uk
Lakstraat 4, 3433 ZB Nieuwegeln, Holland Tel; +31 30 60 66 336Fax: +31 30 60 65 844 Email: oasisbv@pi.net or zwart@oasis.nt
Am Grendel2, CH-6004 Luzem, Switzerland.Tel: 41 41 41870 70Fax: 41 41 4187077 Emall: into@object-orianted.com
115 Brighton Road, Purley, Suey CRB 4HE UKTel: 0181-763 2490 Fax: 0181-763 2491
Email: 100551.1401 @compuserve.com
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RadSys Technologies AB Randolph Schrab
Renalssance Data Systems Ed Shaw
RE Tlme Tracker Oy Richard Eller

The Rochester Group Inc. Robert Pullman

Romejltaly SIG Mario Sacco
RusAPL Boris Makeev
SE APLUsers Group John Manges
Shepp & Assoclates LLC Andrew Shepp

Snake tsland Research Inc Bob Bernecky

SOCAL(South Califomia) Roy Sykes Jr
Sollion Associates Laure Howard

SovAPL Alexander Skomorokhav
Strand Software Inc AnneFaust
Rex Swain Rex Swaln
☁SwedAPL. Christer Uithielm
☁Swiss APL User Group
Sykes Systems Inc RoySykes ur
Toronto SIG Richard Procter
Stephen Wynn
Zark Incorporated Gary A. Bergquist

Lovsangarv. 18, S-758 $2 Uppsala, Sweden. Tel: +46 18 32 41 53Fax: +46 708 1996 11 Emall:100564,2544@compuserve.com
PO Box 421, Georgetown, CT 06982, USA. Tel: +1 (203) 270-9729Mikonkatu 8 A, 2.kr8, PL 383, 00101 Helsinkl, Finland.Tel; +358 9-621 3200 Fax: +958 9-621 9978 Emall: re@rett.fi
50 8.Unlon St., Rochester NY 14607-1828, USA.Tel: not known, Fax: +1 (716) 271-1280
Casella Postale 14943, 00100-RomaTrullo, htalyEmail: marsac@vnet.lbm.combox 971 (for Makeev), Dmitrovskoe Sh.,2, 127434, Moscaw, RussiaTelfax: +7 96 210-7783 Email: makeev@atom.al.x-atom.net413 ComancheTrail, Lawrenceville, GA 30044, USATel: +1 (770) 972-3755 Email: seapidoc@acl.com
1912 Washington Avenue, 6th Floor St. Louls MO 63103, USATel: +1 (314) 621-3272 Fax: +1 (914) 621-4267UK Addrass: Claridge House, 29 Bames High St, London SW13 SLWTel: 0181 8768666 Fax: 0181 876866018 Fifth Street, Ward's Island, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2B9 CanadaTel: +1 (416) 203-0854 Fax: +1 (418) 203-6999Email: bemacky @ eecg.toronto.edu☁Sykes Systems Ine, 4649 Willens Ave, Woodland Hills,CA 913643812 USA Tel: +f (818) 222-2769 Fax: +1 (818) 222-9250Soliton Assodates Ltd, Groot Blankenberg 53,
1082 AC Amsterdam, NetherlandsTel: +31 20 645 4475 Fax +31 20644 1206 Email:sales@soliton.com
PO Box 5061, Obninsk-S,Kaluga Region, RussiaTel: +7(08439)91483. Emall:askom2@ kaluga.rosmall.com
19235 Covington Court, Shorewood MN 55331 USATel +41 (612) 470-7345 Email: amfaust@aol.com8 South Street, Washington, CT 06793 USA.Tel: +4 (860) 868-0131Fax! +1 (860) 858-9970 Emall: rhswaln@acm.org
Novator Consulting Group AB, Svardvagen 116, S-182 33 Dandery¢SwedenTel: +48 8 622 63 50 Fax: +48 8 622 651 CServe: 100341,404
Swiss APL User Group, CH-9001, Bern 1, SwitzerlandEmail: si@ifiunizh.ch4649 Willens Ave,, WoodlandHills, CA 91964, USATel: +1 (818) 222-2759 Fax: +1 (818) 222-9250PO Box55, Adelaide St. Post Cttice, Toronto Ontarlo MSC 2H8, CanadaEmail: Info @torontoapl.org8 Clarence Gardens, Brighton, Sussex 8N1 2EGTel: 01278-327238 Email: centre@mistral.co.uk
23 Ketchbrook Lane, Ellington CT 06029, USA. Tel; +1 (860} 872-7806
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WORLD WIDE WEBSITES
ORGANISATION
AFAPL,
APL2000
APL-385,
The APL Group Inc
AUSCAN
Capital PC User Group
Causeway
CODEWORK
COSY(Bob Armstrong)
Dinosoft Oy
Dyadic Systems Ltd
FinnAPL
Godin London Ine
Hoekstra Systems
1BM APL2
Infostroy
Insight Systems ApS
Iverson Software Inc
Kestrel Consulting
Lescasse Consulting
UngoAllegro USAInc
Mackay Kinloch Led
MIcroAPLLtd
RETime Tracker Oy
Shepp & Associatss
SIQAPL
Rex Swain
The APL Group Inc
Toronto SIG
Jim Weigang

FTP SITES
ORGANISATION
ISM APL2
Toronto toolkit
Waterloo Archive
APL-to-ASCII

URL
www.ensmp.{r/-schererflangiey (Journal avallable on line)
www.APL2000,com
www.demon.co.ukap!385
www.apigroup.com
yeww.interlog.com/-rp/auscan
hitpviepoug.org
www.causaway.co,uk
wwew.codework.de
www..cosy.cam
hitp:y/yritys.kolumbus.fi/dinosoft
www.dyadie.com
http://personal.eunet.fifpp/apl
www.godin.com
www.khamsin.demon.co.ukjabouyhs|fnotrame.him!
wew.torolab./bm.com/apfapi/apl2.himt
wwwInsight.dkjinfostroy
www.insightdk
www.|software,com
wwwkestre-consulting.com
www.lescasse.com
weew.lingo,com
☁ourworld.compuserve.conyhomepages/Alastalr_Kinloch
www.microapl.co.uk
www.tettdi
www.digitravel.com
www.eem.org/sigapl
www.penet.com/~rhswaln,
www.apigroup.com
www.lorontoaptorg
www.chilton.comy~jimw

DOMAIN NAME
ps.boulder.lom,comyps{products/apl2}see Toronto SIG home page
archive.uwaterloo.cayftparchflanguagesfapl
archive.uwaterioo.cajlanguages/apljworkspaces/aplasclt
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APL97 CD ROM
reviewed by Adrian Smith

Introduction
The APL97 CD is much more thanjust a conference programmein a fancy shape
♥ it contains many valuable APL resources, mostly with code that you can easily
paste into your interpreter and use in applications. This review is actually more
of a catalogue, really just to give you an idea of whether it is worth a few
Canadian dollars to get the disk for your own use.
In general, the catalogue on the CD is comprehensive andeffective; here is the
readme.txt from the root directory:

IF YOU HAVEA WORLD WIDE WEB BROWSER:
Select the INDEX.HTMfile on the root directory ofthis CD. You should be able
to browse the contents of this CDfrom here.

IF YOU DO NOTHAVEA WORLD WIDE WEB BROWSER:
Getone.

PROBLEMSVIEWINGFILES:
Check the TOOLS.HTMfilefor useful pointers. Most of the contributions came
in MS Wordformat, so we have included the latest Word97 Browserfor 32 bit
Windows, plus a pointer to Microsoft's websitefor the rest of the possible
platforms.

. actually youcan just root around in File Manager and double-click the
interesting DOCs.In fact not all the hot-links work, so if the index mentions
something thenfails to findit, just take an educated guess and go digging. Don☂t
try the MSIE Win3.1 browserinstallation ♥ instant death and loss of about 15
minutesediting on the text below!
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Howto OrderIt
You may order the APL97 CD ROM from www.torontoapl.org for $C20 +
shipping, via cheque, moneyorder, Visa, Master, or Amex.
Shipping Costs: please add the following amountsto yourorderfor shipping
costs:

Canada/U.S. ♥ $3.00, Other countries ♥ $5.00
You may submit an order from the web site, or for greater security, please FAX
your orderto: +1-416-781-5732, or sendvia postal mailto:

The Toronto APL Special Interest Group
P.O, Box 55, Adelaide St. Post Office
Toronto, Ontario, M5C 2H8, Canada

APL97 CD Contents
Thefollowinglist includes any material associated with workshopsandtutorials,and a completeset of abstracts of contributed papers, marked ☜not on CD☝if noextra material is available.
Wa: Creating ImagesIn J by Cliff Reiter, Lafayette College: This was a hands-on workshopdesigned to giveparticipants experience with creating visual images. Exercises for beginnersinctudecreation of fractals, plasmaclouds and basic image processing.Intermediate and advanced Participants areinvited to explore their own interestsor use available exercises to create 3-dimensional images or symmetric chaotic attractors. The exercises fram thesession are included as (X: = your CD):

X\CONFRNCE\REITER\W4|MAGESW4IMAGES.TXT
☁T8: An Introduction to J for APLer☂s by Richard Levine: The Subject is the J language and system. The objectiveis to assist the participants to understand and assessthe basic concepts and details. The observed strongcommonality of J with manydialects of APL wil! be exploited to ☜jump-start☝ an understanding of J, especially forthose who havealready made attemptsinthis direction. We will make heavy useof existing referance materials,There will be ample opportunity for discussion within a carefully planned agenda. Participants untamiliar with APL willalso benefit, and J's unique "non-APL☝ aspectswill not be ignored.
710: APL+WIN Training Program, OO Programming,etc. by Eric Lescasse, Lescasse Consulting: Published InVector 14.1 and 14.3. See the workspaces:

X\CONFRNCE|LESCASSE\QWI.W3
X:\CONFANCE\LESCASSE\PLAYMIDIPLAYMIOI.W3

12: Electronic Commerce, Electronic Data Interchange, and the Internet by Ed Shaw, APL Group: ElectronicCommerce encompasses emall, FAX, and EDI, Business transactions are conducted over a communications link,whetherit be proprietary, a commoncarrier, a value added network,orthe Intemet. Thetutorial will describe the☁Specific characteristics of each,with an emphasis on EDI, andtherole of an EDI translator, such as The APL Group'ssoftware product, Qualedi for Windows®.It will also bring you upto date on the involvementofthe U. S. Governmentin EDI. To gain maximum benefit from these opportunities, companies must integrate Electronic Commerce with thelrtansaction oriented computer applications and possibly re-engineertheir business operations. This implies animportantrole for the computer and business consultant.
T13: An APLToolkit by Richard Levine: The primary subject is the new Release 4 of the Toronto Toatkit, acollection of APLfreeware APL utilities now approaching 15 years. The expected audience is those who use APLin a
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programming mode, who use or wish to use a ☜toolkit☝ approach. Besides a demonstration of new functions(e.g.
function developmenttools) and features, documentation, and architecture of the Tooikt, the tutorialwill offer a
unique opportunity to present and discuss the software philosophy guiding the Toronto Toolkit. Connections with APL
{various dialects) and J language and system features, and othertoolkits will also be covered. This tutorial has
general appeal to those interested in collections of APL☜utility☝ functions.
115: Mathematical Roots of J by Roger Hui & KenIverson,Iverson Software Inc.: The massive Handbookof
Mathematical Functions [1] has now served mathematiciansfor overthirty years. For several years, work on a
companion volumeof executable functions has spurred manyinnovationsin the J system. This three-hour workshop.
provides 2 review of these developments, presented in live, interactive manner. Previous knowledgeaf both the
Handbook and J would be helpful, but not essential. Items to be treated include:

Extended Precision Integers. A calculus of Inverses, Derivatives, Integrals, and Duals,for a wide range of
☁standard monadic functions, including families (such as the powerfunctions + &n) derived from dyadic functions.
Taylor and Weighted Taylor coetficients for a similar range of tunctions,including rational functions (quotients of
polynomials) Smoothing (interpolation) and Quadrature operatorsforefficient calculationofintegrals of arbitrary
functions. An operator used (in the form 42. s) to provide generalizations of the ☜rising factorialfunctions" used in
the definition ot Hypergeometric tunctions (provided by the operator H. ). Elaborate graphic facilities for the
presentation of mathematicalfunctions,

Ti6: How to Write an APL Utility Function by Stephen M Mansoor,the Carilsfe Group:In today's business
climate, reusable codeis essential. But many programmersoften don☂t use existing utility functions because theyfind
them difficult to use or not general enough. Also, they may not know that such functions exist, Instead, programmers,
often clonelines of code from otherfunctions. This results in sloppy, undocumented code which is tull of errars. To
avoid this, the authorofa utllity function must make an extra effort to ensure thathis tunction Is designed properly.

T17: GUI Programming in APL+WIN by David Slegel, LEX2000:Thistalk is intended for APLers new to
windows/GUIprogramming,butfamillar with APL. It would cover the event-driven model used by windows, and how
to create simple windows applications in APL+WIN,using hands-on examples with several of the APL+WIN GUI
controls in place. Assorted APL+Winutilities on:

XC\CONFANCE\SIEGELWUTILS97\,
(not on CD) Pi: SHARP APL Malnframe and the TCP/IP Revolution by Dave Mitchell, Xerox: Sharp APLat
Xerox has always been networkdriven. At Xerox, TCP/IP has brought APLfrom IPSANET, RJE, TYMNET and SNA
into the world of Internet and the Web. Terminalaccess,file transfer, mail exchange, network printing, Web serving
and direct application to application support are someof the successful accesses being done daily. Methodologies,
experiences,pitfalls and plans are presented.

(not on CD) P2: Creating Embedded Applications with the NIAL Tools by Mike Jenkins, NIAL Systems: The
Nial Tools consist of several compatible versionsof the Q☂Nialinterpreter organized to support the rapid development
and deploymentof data-intensive applications. The tools are:

Q☂Nial,the interactive interpreter for Nial used for program development,
the Nia! Data Engine, a packagefor activating Nial applications from other software;
RunNial, a runtime versionof the interpreter Invoked from the command line;
CGI-Nial, a version of the interpreter to support Web applications.

P3: Data Transfer between Java Applets and Legacy APL Applications by Bruce Amos,Gavin Disney and
DuaneSorrey, Reuters: Therise of Internet technologies (particularly Java) provides many benefits for the
development and deploymentof user interfaces. In many cases, however, the back end system is behind the times:
{ntarnet hostile, no object orientation, etc. How can data be transferred betweenthe new generation front end and the
old generation back end without compromising the strengthsorintegrity of either? This paper discusses the use of
customised Java data serialisation to achieve this goal against a large [BM MVS Sharp APL system.

P4: APLIDE: A WindowsInterface to Mainframe APL Systems by Dennis Paproskl, Reuters: When| joined I.P.
Sharp In 1988 there were two interfacesto the Sharp APL. mainframe:
1. through proprietary terminal emulation software written for DOS called PC108 which emulated an HDS108 terminal
as welt as providing someextra functionality and
2. through a 3270terminal or PC 3270 emulation.In 1997 my choicas are essentially the same while other PC
technology has improved immensely. The goalof the APL IDEproject is to provide the Sharp APL programmerat
Reuters with a new interface to the mainframe thatwill improve productivity. This will be achieved through:
1. A Microsoft Windows interface. Multiple function editing windows, drag and drop functionality, search and replace,
an improved editor etc. These features are the expected norm for Windows users and are a marked improvement
over the current software. The APL IDE should be comparablein ease of use to IDEsavailablefor other programming
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languages such as C, Pascalor even Cobol.
2. The [DE will be closely integrated with features available in LOGOS, a software managementenvironmentwithin.
Sharp APL This includes an Improved intertace to a utility library available in LOGOS which will promote the
Teusability ot common code.
3. Improved on-line help for the programmer. Sharp APL manuals will be available through the Windows helpfacility.
4. Improved debuggingtoals, a visual step debugger and watch windows.
5. Accessto powerful APL tools on the mainframe through a GUI, ie. WSDOC, or quad FM. The APLIDEwill be
mostly written in Dyatog APL for Windows with somefunctions written In Microsoft Visual C++ avallable through a
DLL. The developmentof the [DE will also provide additional benefits beyond improving programmerproductivity: 1)
Wecan add additionat functionality throughfurther upgradesi.e. sockets connections, 2) We can expandthe usability
to other plattormsi.e. Windows NT or Unix.

P5: Computer Construction of Weaving Designs by Keith Smillle, Unlv, of Alberta: J algorithms are developed
for deriving the weave ofa piece ofcloth from theinstructionstor setting up a loom,for the converse operation of
deriving the setupinstructions trom the weave, andfor introducing colourinto the weave. Published in Vector 14.3,

P6: About Recurrent Calculations in APL by Andrei Buzin, RusAPL:It ls known that APLgivesthe possibllity to
think glabally, in termsof arrays.It has powerful operators which process arrays as a whole, Unfortunately, notall
problems of array processing can be solved elegantly by APL. APLis oriented to regular array processing, which
meansthatall elements are processed similarly. Howeverfrom timeto time the researcher whouses arrays requires
singular or recurrent array processing,in which the algorithm of singla element processing dependseitheron this
elementitself or on the other elements of array. As examplesof singular processing we can mention calculating the
logarithm of a numerical vectororthe derivation of a piecewise-smooth function in points among which there are the
points of non-differentiability. it Is obvious that the points where the function or operatoris not defined must be
excluded from the processing, APL does not dothis, norinform us which elernent can't be processed. To obtain such
a result we mustuse looping, butloops in any interpreter work very slowly.It would be fineif this iteration was
programmed as part of the language,asin the case of reduction, scan of each operator.In this article we shall
discuss the othertype ofirregular array processing, namely, the recurrent calculating of the elements ofarray, See:

XACONFANCE\BUZIN\RECURE\RECURE.DWS
P7: TimeSquare Tables ♥ A New Data Type by Doug Forkes,Soliton Associates; While developing the
TimeSquare project, we foundIt quite useful to define a special datatype, and a set of functions to act uponit. The
new datatype is somewhat analogous to an SQLtable, so we call it a table. A table can be thoughtof as essentially
two-dimensional, with a finite number of ordered rows, and an infinite numberofidentified but unordered columns.
TheIdentifier of a column of a table may be any APLobject. Each elementof a table may be any APLobject, or may
be null. This paper will describe a set of APL functions to manipulate such tables, and provide some examples,

(not on CD) P8; Global Limits Control System at Deutsche Bank by Miche] Kornacker, Deutsche Bank AG:
GLCS Globallimits control system)is a part of risk managementin the business with financial Institutions
counterparty and country risk monitoring In the trading products mm,fra,fx, spot, Ix forward and commercial paper;
history, present,future.

P9:Interactive Design of Structures♥ A Program for Everyone by J. Riebenbauer & J. Hoffman: We will
presentIntraplan V2♥ a graphical DyalogAPLW application for the design and analysis of planar memberframe
structures. Wewill demonstrate how to input and optimize a load bearing structure using the complete visual and
intuitive GUIof Intraplan. Wewill also talk about the program developmenthistory, 6.g. about our experiences we
madeduring the migration from APL*PLUSII to DyalogAPL/W,with its object oriented WindowsInterface and
namespaces. Published in Vector 14.2,

P10: Alvin Surkan Univ.of Nebraska-Lincoln: A Concise APL Function View of a Constructive Algorithm for
Neural Networks that Generalize: APL functions are provided as descriptions of constructive algorithmsfor
optimizing the synthesis of neural networks while improving their generalization capabilities. Programsof these
algorithms construct networks of binary weights for classifying or partitioning sets of arbitrarily-high dimensional
binary pattemsin the closerof two classes. The study of constructive algorithmsfor ddentitying such networks is of
direct interest to designers whobuild array processing hardware classifiers from fast two-level digital circuits.
Provided is an APL exposition of a constructive algorithm for synthesizing minimal neural networks. One of our
objectivesis to Introduce creative APL usersto this emerging application area and the language's potential for
describing array-based software and hardware, This constructive method Incorporates a minimum overlap pattern
separation and a target switching algorithm. Prototypes of constructive algorithms implemented with typical , scalar-
based procedural languages typically require hundreds of statements. Array based formulations with functionalstyle
programming languageslike APL and J require a few short functions. See ...

X:CONFANCE\SURKAN(SURKAN.DWS
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(not on CD) P11: J vs. Mathematica by Murray Eisenberg, Univ, of Massachusetts-Amhesst: APL and J have
had limlted success in penetrating mathematics education, especially at the college level. By contrast,in recent years:
Mathematica has received increasingly wide acoeptance. Why? How do J (as a representative of the APL family of
dialects) and Mathematica stack up against one another ♥ astools for getting answers; as programminglanguages;
and astools of thought? These are amongthe questions to be addressed bythe presenter, who has taught Jinear
algebra for many years using APL or J and, most recently, using Mathematica.

(not on CD) Piz: Nested Array Internals and Efficlency by Roy Sykes, Sykes Systems: The adventof nested
arrays has given APLusers an even richer repertoire of ways ta store and manipulate data, especially for small or ad
hoe problems. But heavy usageoflarge datasets still demandsefficient processing. By examining the intemal
architecture and implementation of APL, we canevaluate different storage strategies to predict their efficiency. This
talk will uncover these hidden aspects of APL and use several examplestoilluminate ourfindings.

P13: APL and Nested Arrays ♥ A Dream forStatistical Computation! by Alan Sykes & T. Stroud, Unlv.of
Wales, Queen☂s Unlv.: Many papers have been produced In the last 10 or more years extolling the virtues of APL for
statistical computing. Such papers have stressed APL's array-handling operations,the use of user-defined operators,
and the often transparentflow trom mathematicalnotation to APL's equivalent computational notation. The use of
nested arrays figures relatively litte in this. (Of course, the current Windows-oriented computing medium meansthat
a function's argument maywell be,often Is, a long nested array!) This paper demonstrates why APLwith nested
numeric arrays is just whatthe statistician needs in order to deal with missing data In a sample survey analysis. One.
technique of dealing with missing valuesis that of multiple imputation in which each missing value Is replaced by a
set of betweenfive andten ☁typical values☂, APL with nested arrays providesjustthe right medium fortheefficient
storage of the resultant database, Moreover, because array operations on nested arrays employ scalar extension,the
paper shows thattyplcalstatistical functions, such as the calculation of means, standard deviations, regression
estimates, can be programmed, often with little or no change, so that they will operate on the nested databaseto
provide multiple answers (each answer correspondingto oneof the chosen typical values representing the missing
values). The multiple answers can then ba used to give answers required thattruly reflect the variability induced by
the missing data. Thestatistical knowledge required to appreciate the contentof the paper ts minima! ♥ the beauty ofAPLin the service of Statistics is considerable! Published in Vector 14.2,
(not on CD) P15: Evolution of CoSy by Bob Armstrong, Coherent Systems: CoSyIs the NoteComputing
environment| have evolved since meeting APLin the mid '70s, for general support in the business oflife. Currently
CaSy Is constructed in old STSC flat PC-APLin 1984 as an open-source hypertext browserofits awn objects♥
although that vocabulary wasnotyet in use. The target nowis to rip the organs of Window95(OLEs)openinto a
coherentlinguistic structure down to the hardware ♥ creating an environmentproviding the user/programme:
complete control over their notebook computer. Thepractical next step is to integrate CoSy with a competitive APL
language community andali the algorithmsits members are interested in sharing.

P16: Waron the Workspace ♥ a Databased Commercial Application by Ed Shaw, APL Group: How do you
properly support thousandsof dispersed users of a PC application withoutlosing control and yet provide timely and
apparently customized features? How do you continus to maintain and enhance a commercial application over a
period of many years, including a conversion from DOS ta Windows andtheinevitable changes in personnel without
falling off a cliff? There are probably as many answers as there are developers to this question. The APL Group has
chosen to ignore the workspace andto store all control data functions in a highly structured mannerin its proprietary
database writien in APL tt has alsa adopted a numberof procedures and controls which have allowed it to continue
fo succeed over 14 years with a continually evolving product, The techniques adopted will be described with the hope
that some of them maybe of useto others and also that they maystimulate a discussion of alternativesfor the mutualbenefit ofall who attend.
P17: J PhrasesforStatlstics et a Glance by Giitiro Suzuki,Institute of Statistical Mathematics: In mytalk,
many tunctionsforstatistical data analysis are presented, These functions are mainly written bytacit definitions.
These are then convenient as a J primer. Main contents are as fallows:

 

mean,median, mid-range, moving average, range
mean deviation, standard deviation,coefficient of variation
meandifference, quantile deviation
dispersion measure fer categorical data
histogram, Irequency polygon, stem-and-leaf diagram
correlation ratio, Pareto curve
scatter diagram, correlation coefficient
regression analysis, principal component
analysis of variance, discriminant analysis, etc.

P18: J Installed String Manlpulations Applied to English-Esperanto MachineTranslation, by Toshio
Nishtkawa, Chiba Institute of Technology (Toshio Nishikawa nisikawa@ism.ac.jp): J has been widely used for
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mathematical computations. However,it☂s less often used to do string manipulations such as machinetranslation.
The author developed a smali machine translation system using APL, and tested its adaptability through English-
Esperanto and Japanese-Chinesetranslations. Given the growing popularity of J, we made a plan to convert the
system to J. First, we thought it could be easily converted in line-by-line code, but we soon realized this to be
impossible. Therefore, we rebuilt it as almost a new version,starting from making severalfunction tools for
manipulating characterstrings,although we aim for machine transtation. We adopt English-Esperanta as a pair of
translation, because of simplicity and regularity. Thanks to the power of J, especially 'box☂ and ☁each☂ codings, we can
expect a compact translation system.

D1: Chaos with Symmetry ♥ a visual exhibit by Nathan Carter, Richard Eagfes, Stephen Grimes, Andrew
Hahn,andCliff Reiter, Lafayette Coltege:In recent years mathematicians have found ways to construct imagesof
attractors resulting from function iteration, that have both symmetry and chaos. We extend, explore andrefine those:
methodsto allow usto look atattractors with rotational symmetries, shift symmetries and tiling symmetes, The
imagesin this visual exhibit were constructed in J and selected fortheir provoking appearance.See ...

X:ACONFRNCE\REITER\CHAOSSYM\FIG?.GIF

APL97 Software Library ♥ contributions of software
or documentation
Contributor Contents
Mike Jenkins a file-based version of the Q☂Nial Website
Mike Jenkins a demoversion of Q☂Nial for Windows, complete with libraries
Richard Levine programsfortransferring functions and data between various

APL systems(somerestrictions apply)
Keith Smillie ☜Beginning J☝ ♥ an article in PC Word 6 format, with two script files
Jim Weigang APL Newsreader ♥ the complete archive of comp.lang.aplarticles

from Feb 89 to the present, along with Jim Weigang☂s APL
Newsreaderfor browsing and searching the articles. (Run-time
APLinterpreter included.)

Jim Weigang APLASCII Workspaces ♥ utilities for converting APL symbols to
{keywords} and back. Greatfor imbedding APL programsin e-mail
and newsgroup postings and for moving workspaces between
different APL systems. Versions are provided forall major
contemporary APLs.

Jim Weigang Jim Weigang☂s Web Site ♥ described by Vectoras the ☜definitive
APL home WebSite pages☝, this website has nearly a megabyte of
useful information, example programs, and amusing diversions.
Browseit from the CD withoutthe usual Internet delays.

The Waterloo Archives
The complete contents of the Waterloo APL/J Archives, as of July, 1997
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APL Shareware Review:
ComLog Comic Logger

reviewed by Jon Sandles

Sometimes I have cast my eye down the Vector productlist and seen things that
sound quite interesting, but I have no idea what they are. ComLog☂s Comic
Logger is listed in the OTHER PRODUCTS section and 1is described as
☜APL*PLUSII comic-book inventory system☝.
Intriguing stuff, 1 am sure you will agree, so I thoughtit would be nice to obtain
a review copy of this software just to see what it was. I e-mailed the creator
explaining I wanted to review ComLogfor Vector and shortly after I received a
review copy over e-mail. Everything installed just great, even under NT4.0,
although I did experience some random hangs with the software, but I put this
downto NT☂s DOSsession being very much not a real DOS box.
The software is a DOS menu-driven system,in fact, rather good for a shareware
DOSproduct.It is basically a database product for cataloging Comics. Whatis so
special about comics you might ask - why not use a generic database product?
Comics have someinteresting relations in their database structure, things like the
fact that you get the same artists (wrong technical term probably but I do not
wantto get into that!) working on the same story lines most of the time, but
every now and again switching to different story lines, the same artists and
writers also tend to stay together in the same ☜teams☝ but again not always. The
whole area of re-issues of past stories in different comics also causes great
problems, so cross referencing to old issues needs to be possible. APL was
presumably the perfect tool to provide the search facilities that allow the userto
find givenartists, price ranges andstory lines.
The product is presumably invaluable to both professional and amateur comic
collectors and although it is DOS-based it is cheap enoughto be a goodstarting
point in setting up a comic database. You would be hard pushedto produce an
application that has this sort of functionality using just Microsoft Access for
example. And, of course,if it helps publicize esoteric transatlantic comics like the
mighty Silver Surfer it has to be a goodthing!
Ifanybodyelsefancies reviewing a piece ofAPL software mentionedin the product guide,
we would be happy to obtain review copies in exchangefor a couple ofparagraphs.
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Dyalog APL for Motif Version 8.1 Release 2
for Sun Solaris 2.5

reviewed by Bob Hoekstra (bob.hoekstra@khamsin.demon.co.uk)

Abstract
Dyadic Systems had been a majorforce in the UNIX APL market for some years
when theyleft it to concentrate on developing APL interpreters for Microsoft
Windows. With their latest offering they again target the UNIX users, giving
them the benefits of the last few years of Windows development.

Introduction
Those readers who have met me(even only briefly) will know that I am very
enthusiastic about two things in computing: APL and UNIX. Whenthese two
interests combine (as in this case) I can becomepositively fanatical.
At home I run Solaris 2.5 on a Sun SPARCstation 2 (the SPARC processor
upgraded to a Weitek Power uP). This machine provided the test bed for the
software under review, Dyalog APL/M 8.1.2 for Sun Solaris 2.5.1 also have PCs
with Linux (the Debian distribution), Windows NT 4 and Windows3.11. Thisis
relevant as they provide a basis for comparison ♥ Dyalog APL/M is a UNIX
port of APL/W 8.1, which I use under WindowsNT.
In fact, I use several versions of APL on manyplatforms (including mainframes
when my clients require this). I have been waiting to get my teeth into this
particular APL interpreter eversince I heard of the APL/M project.

This Review
This is an attempt at providing a comment on a new product.It is targeted at an
audience of APL users, many of whom will probably know little or nothing
about UNIX. | will try to provide adequate notes and explanations where
necessary.
As a separate exercise, I will also be publishing a very similar review in Browser,
the magazine of the Sun User Forum (previously known as the Sun UK User
Group). This will cater for the UNIX (mainly SunOS) users who may be
unfamiliar with APL. Of course, there may be a small number of readers who,
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like me, use both APL and UNIX. Sometime after both publications appear in
print a version of this review will also appear on my website, and this version
will be kept as up-to-date as my circumstances (and Dyadic Systems)allow. See
www.khamsin.demon.co.uk.
Readers are assumed to be familiar enough with Microsoft products not to
require any explanatory notes.
Please note that the review is not intendedas a vehicle for expressing my views
on the qualities of the interpreteritself (which are very favourable) but rather the
implementation of that interpreter under the Solaris 2.5 operating system.

What is UNIX?
Note: This is a quick introduction to UNIX. Thosereaders familiar with UNIX or
UNIX-like operating systems may wantto skip this section. Pleasefeel free to do
so.
UNIX is an operating system with a heritage dating back to the 1960s. It
originated in the AT&T laboratories in the USA,butit was a long timebeforeit
was offered as a commercial product, first having been taken on board by many
universities, scientific laboratories, etc. Each institution added its own features,
and as a result the standard UNIX distribution has become an interesting
combination of smallish programs, whicharenotall consistentin their interface.
The general idea in UNIX is to have a smallish kernel which provides essential
services and to have separate simple programs or tools to provide everything
else. This is in sharp contrast to DOS andrelated operating systems, where all
commonly used functions reside in the kernel.
There was some competition as to what a standard UNIX distribution should
consist of and this eventually concentrated about two rival camps: those who
followed the AT&T line of thought and supported what became known as
System V UNIXes, and those who followed the adjustments favoured by the
University of California at Berkeley and supported BSD (Berkeley Software
Distribution) UNIXes. In many cases, one would use the same or similar
commandto perform a task on the twotypes of system, but the command would
react slightly differently. Sun Microsystems☂ operating systems up to and
including SunOS 4 were BSD compliant. However, SunOS 5 (the operating
system that underpins the Solaris 2 product) is a System V Release 4 (SVR4)
compliant UNIX. SVR4 is becoming the ☜standard UNIX☝, with other vendors
followingsuit.
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Atfirst there was no UNIX GUIinterface, but soon X Windows (developed at
MIT and descended from work doneat the Xerox Palo Alto Research Centre or
PARC) was adopted almost universally. Unlike the Microsoft operating systems,
no UNIX vendor choseto ☜integrate☝ the windowing system with the operating
system itself. It remains a separate entity, necessary if support for terminals and
terminal emulators is to continue. Initially there was much diversity between
different vendors☂ implementations of X Windows (see Notes 4 and 6) but
recently many vendors are becoming CDE compliant (see Note9).

Why use UNIX?
T could write a separate article on this subject, but I think I☂d better stop at a short
list of some ofthe reasons why (in my opinion) UNIX is a better choice than any
Microsoft operating system for the APL developer. Note that none of these
features are new but have been in UNIX for years. Some of them are slowly
creeping into WindowsNT, but (my opinion again) the implementation under
NT is neveras elegantor easy to use.

1. UNIX has always been a multi-user operating system. This means that more
than one user can use the computer simultaneously. Proper accountis taken of
the rights of different users and their ability to protect their data from, or
share it with, their fellow users. Only the superuser, root, would normally
havethe ability to override this security system.

2. Thefile system supports decent lockingfacilities which may be used in
conjunction with the locking capabilities of the APL interpreter, simplifying
the writing of multi-user applications.

3. UNIX is network aware. Propersecurity exists for logins and resource sharing
across networks (this includes the Internet) and so networked applications can
be written simply.

4. A version of UNIX is available for almost every computer imaginable (please
don☂t bombard mewith exceptions). Some examples:
a. SunOS 5 (Solaris 2) runs on PCs(☁486 orbetter) right up to 64-processor

SPARC machines. Sun have announcedtheir intention to providea far
greater numberofprocessors (around 1,000!) soon (new hardware, same
operating system). And Microsoft say that NTis scalable?

b. Linux (a free UNIX-like operating system) will run happily on a 4MB 386
machine, SPARC boxes and Alphas. A Macintoshportis in progress.

c. Talking about Apple,their latest operating system, Rhapsody,is a
derivative of what used to be NeXTStep, a Mach-kernel UNIX.

d. Even IBM have a UNIX (AIX) and I once saw a report of an OSF 1
derivative UNIX that IBM had running on a 360 mainframe!
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5. UNIX systemshavea singlefile system. Devices (hard disks, CD ROMs and
perhapseven floppies) are ☜mounted☝at points in the file system so that the
file system becomes a cohesivesingle unit. This is extended to remote disks,
where machine A may allow machine B to mountpartof its file system, which
then becomespartof B☂sfile system also. Notethatthisis (to the user) a much
simpler concept than ☜mapping☝ a remote machine☂s shared directory toa
logical device name as is done under Windowsor NT,andthatthe security
implications have (in my humbleopinion) been resolved in a far moreflexible
andsatisfactory way. Along with the ability to create symboliclinks (see
Note8) and automounting (see Note 13) this makes for a very powerfulfile
system.

6. While there are significant differences between one vendor☂s UNIX and
another's, they also share manysimilarities so that they will very happily
share resources over a network. I have worked with networks where
machines running SunOS(4.x and 5.x), HP-UX (Hewlett Packard☂s UNIX),
TRIX (Silicon Graphics☂s UNIX), and Linuxall share resources in such a way
that the users were (blissfully) unaware of the physical location of the disk
they were reading from orwritingto.

7. The window system (X Windows)is also network aware, allowing the
running of a program on one machine with the userinterface displaying at
another machinealtogether. This allows the developer to makefull use of the
client-server concept. Note that the ☜display☝ machine need not be a UNIX
box ♥ a PC running Windows3 and an X serverwill do nicely.

8. Administration is a lot easier on a UNIX machine.I☂m nottalking here aboutopening windowsandclicking on buttons to create a new user, but theresolution of real problems which occurinreallife. In particular, theunknowledgeable user can be prevented from rendering his machineunusable(e.g. like deleting parts of the operating system) whileretaining the
powerto personalise his own working environmentin a safe way.

9. UNIX is a mature, stable operating system. From a recentsurvey,it was notedthat no users of Solaris 2 on PCs had ever seen the equivalent of NT☂s ☜bluescreenof death☝. Notone. Yes, crashes occur, the user may get locked out orapplicationsdie in disgrace, but no-one had seen the operating system rollover anddie to the point where the only solution was a physical powercycle(whichis potentially fatal to a cacheingfile system like that of NT or almostallUNIXes). The worst I have ever seen was where J (as system administrator)had to login remotely andforce a useroff the system, which closedall hisopenfiles and the system became usable again (I did reboot the system afterthis, but this was probably not necessary).
T havereally only scratched the surface here. If pressed, I may write a furtherarticle justifying my comments, but that would beoflittle interest to APLers ingeneral.  
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A little fact that may be of interest is the early tie between UNIX and APL.
Apparently Ken Thompson (oneof the great names of both UNIX and C) wrote
an APL interpreter, APL/11, while at Bell Labs. ] have no idea when this was,
but to quote Michael Cain (who currently maintains APL/11) ☜...it spent some
time at Yale and finally arrived at Purdue University. Since 1976 it has been
modified by Jim Besemer and John Bruner at the School of Electrical
Engineering, Purdue, under the direction of Dr. Anthony P. Reeves...☝. This
interpreter lives on as a free APL for UNIX and Linux, and in its latest
incarnation as FreeAPL, for Windows as well. Any who are interested may
contact the ☜Licensor☝ of FreeAPL, Tauno Ylinen, Helsinki, Finland (email:
tylinen@mits.mdata.fi).
About Dyalog APL
I first came into contact with Dyalog APL in 1990, running version 5 under AIX
on an IBM 6150 RT/PC (see Note 1) using dumb terminals. I immediately
realised (despite limitations in the hardware) that this was an excellent
implementation of the language, in many ways superior to the VSAPL, APL2
(see Note 2) and APL*Plus(see Note 3) that I had been using in the past. Shortly
thereafter I enjoyed using Dyalog APL/X version 6 under SunOS 4 with
OpenWindows(see Note 4).
T have subsequently used the Dyadic products under several UNIX variants (see
Note 5) as well as MS-DOS and Windows(3, 95 and NT) and have always been
impressed by the interpreters. Prior to Dyalog APL version 7, Dyadic Systems☂
products had been mainly for various UNIXes. They switched their main
developmenteffort on the Windowsplatform after Version 6. Version 6.x was
ported to DOS andlater to Windows, and this developed into version 7. Version
8 camelater and is intended for 32-bit Windows(i.e. Windows 95 and NT). As
far as I am aware, there was never a Dyalog APL version 7 for any UNIX
operating system. Perhaps this was not surprising as version 7 saw the
introduction of a GUI programminginterface under MS Windows. Nevertheless,
there have been interesting non-GUlI-related developments in version 7 and
version 8 . When IJ heard that version 8 was to be ported back to the UNIX
operating systems, I breathed sighofrelief.
Currently available are version 7.3 for 16-bit Windows(i.e. Windows 3) and
version 8.1 for 32-bit Windows: Windows 95, Windows NT and now some
versions of UNIX using X Windows,withrestrictions on the window managers
(see Note 6) in use.
Dyalog APL 6.2 (the character version) is also still available for many UNIX
platforms, though APL/X 6.2 (the X Windowsversion) is no longer sold ♥ its
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place in the product line has been taken over by APL/M.I suspect that a non-X
version 8 will appear soon to offer the non-GUI related benefits to those
developers and users who do not need the Gui.

The Software
The interpreter supplied here is, as far as | can tell, identical to the version 8.1
supplied to Windows95 or NT users.It is an ISO 8485 compliant APL interpreter
and development environment with the usual Dyalog extensions to the ISO
standard. Thelatest of these extensions include namespaces, dynamic functions,
coloured function and variable editors and a complete implementation of the
MS-Windows GUI tools as implemented by Dyadic Systems in the Windows
95/NT product.
Somereaders may be surprised bythelast addition. The Windows GUItools are
implemented by the use of the MAINSoft Corporation☂s MAINWin Cross
Development Kit (CDK). This CDK is based upon Microsoft source code ported
to UNIX and is constantly updated as new features are added to Windows.
Dyadic Systems stress that MAINWin is not an emulator. It executes native
machine language and makesdirectcalls to Xlib.
Use of this CDK entails paying Microsoft a royalty for the use of their code. This
is part of the purchaseprice and is doneby the suppliers, not the purchaser. This
is no doubt the reason whya freely distributable run-time interpreter, which
cannot be used for development, is nof included in the package. In Windows
versions this run-time interpreteris a big selling point.

The Package
The review copy of Dyalog APL/M arrived on a single compact disk,
accompanied by some 10 A4 pagesofinstallation and setup instructions specific
to the platform. A purchaser would also receive the same documentation that
accompanies aninterpreter intended for Windows, whichconsists of 3 soft-cover
books of good quality as well as some additional material. While this is very
good documentation for those familiar with APL, it is probably inadequate for
those wanting to learn the language, who will have to turn to more suitable
literature or attend a languagetraining course.

Loading the Software
The instructions are clear and easy to follow. The installer should ideally have
root access. A quick cpio commandanda little less than 35 MBis installed on
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the disk (in my case, in /usr/mdyalog, but see Note 8). This took just a few
minutes on my machine, even though I was NFS-mounting (see Notes 13 & 14)
the CD from my Linux box over my home network.
Next you are instructed to edit the apl. ini file in order to set the values for
LFTn so printing can be performed. While this may seem disappointingly
☜Windowsish☝ to the readers, let us remember that APL/M is a port of the
APL/W product. Only PostScript printers are supported. Lastly, a shell script
(see Note 7) has to be executedfor each userin orderto set up their environment,
and youare ready to run.
I would have been little happier if the disk had contained a Solaris-style
package, which I think is an extremely neat way to install and remove software.
However, given that this software is available for several UNIXes, most of which
do not support packages, I am quite happy that Dyadic Systems made the
installation as simple as possible.

Running the Software
I symbolic linked (see Note 8) /usr/mdyalog/map1 (a Bourneshell script) to
/bin/map1 so thatI didn☂t have to adjust my PATH,and entered this command in
a dtterm session (I usually run CDE). The software immediately started creating
a font cache, analysing each of 1254 fonts installed on my system when running
CDE!(see Note 9). This took several minutes, but fortunately this is not repeated ~
on subsequent loads, but it may be repeated if the fontpath changes. This
happens to me if I changeto the twm, olwm or ol vwm window managers.
fei fyalog APL☁ - CONTINUE : To

file Edit View Windows ☁Session Actlon Qptions Tools Help [
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Figure 1: The Session Managerand the ☜Help/About☝ box
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After a short delay, the APL session appears, complete with motif adornments
(see above). The window adornments are hard-wired into the system, although
you do have the option of choosing a ☜Windows Look☝ (see below). Even if
using OpenWindows(o1wm, olvwm or twm), the user sees only Motif or Windows
widgets attached to the APL session manager,and trying something more exotic
by way of window managers(see nextsection)really brings problems.
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Figure 2: The ☜Windows Look☝ ♥ aboutto return to the ☜Motif Look☝
It surprised me that the ☜Windows Look☝ wasin fact that of Windows 3 (or
NT 3), and not Windows 95 (or NT 4) as Windows widgets are included in the
software whichare available in APL/W8 (for Win95 and NT) and not in APL/W
7 (for Win3). I asked Dyadic systems aboutthis, and they explained that future
versions of MAINWin will provide the more modern ☜look☝. This is part of the
continuing developmentof the product.

Trying Other Window Managers
Dyadic Systems warns thatonly the following are supported:

Supported X servers
a. X11 Release 4 or 5 on any supported platform
b. Xnews on Sun with OpenWindows3
c. Hummingbird PC X WServer eXceedversion 5.1.3.0 or greater  
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Supported window managers
. mwm version 1.2
. olwm on Sun
. vuewm on HP HP-UX
. 4Dwm on SGI IRIX
CDE 1.0Pa

n
op

From my experience, olvwm (on Sun) also works and I experienced no problem
with twm, although Dyadic Systemstell me that this last window manager has
caused problems.
T tried to run the software on my Sun box, displaying on my Linux machine
(using XFree86 and several window managers, including afterstep, fvwm2,
kwm, olwm and wmaker), but failed. The mouse pointer turned into a black
rectangle and the colours were all wrong. In particular, white was sometimes
turned into black, but not the reverse, meaning that I wasoften left with black
text on a black background! I am told that XFree86 does not implement the
complete set of X intrinsics,
I would haveliked to try an X terminal as well as a PC X Server, but I couldn☂t
due to lack of availability. I also cannot confirm whether I would have been able
to display on the other supported configurations, e.g. running on a Sun and
displaying on a Silicon Graphics or Hewlett Packard box because I did not have
access to the hardware required.

Performance
1 had been warned that the hardware I was using was not really powerful
enough for displaying APL/M atits best. Nevertheless, as I had run other
versions of Dyalog APL on slower machines, I was keentotry it. I had a copy of
APL/X version 6.2.0 at my disposal, and this seemedlike the ideal benchmark
for the new product,
Tt was obvious that APL/M takes a longtimeto start. Repeatedly timing the start
gave about 35 seconds for the first time after logon, and about 20 seconds
thereafter. I am sure a more powerful machine would have helped here!
However, this is something a user does only once or twice per day, so is
probably not very important. It certainly becomes insignificant compared to the
time taken to start CDE or OpenWindows. By comparison, APL/X was up and
running within 2 seconds on my SPARCstation2.
Once up and running, differences between the two version on my SPARCstation
evened out, My tests were not exhaustive, but it appears that APL/X is about
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50% faster on simple arithmetic operations and almost twice as fast on creating
some (not all) X windows. Again, I mentioned this to Dyadic Systems, whotell
me that they are aware of the problem and intend to resolve it. They are
confident that APL/M will soon beasfastif not faster than APL/X.
Bearing in mind that the new interpreter (version 8.1.2) has a lot more
functionality than the older one (version 6.2.0) and that the original version 8 had
been written for a totally different platform, I had been expecting some
differences. However, these differences were muchlarger than J had anticipated.
Someone expecting to do development on this interpreter or use it on large
amounts of data is likely to have a more modern workstation and the speed
differences would be less important. Generally, I found it quite usable on my
machine, exceptfor theinitial start-up time, and I don☂t see execution speed as a
serious problem, although it might bein certain circumstances.

Porting Code
In the past, porting Dyalog APL code from one platform to another had been a
problem. Workspaces had an incompatibility over little and big endian machine
architectures and had to be ported between workstations (see Note 10) and PCs.
This version of the interpreter can read eitherlittle or big endian workspaces,
transparently converting the workspace on reading from disk. This meansthat I
could read workspaces saved with APL/X without a problem. However, porting
the opposite way (APL/M to APL/X) is more problematic, as they are not
compatible. However, 1 doubt that anyone would want to do this (well, not
often, anyway).
Even more useful is the fact that I could swap workspaces with my APL/W on
NT without any problematall in either direction.
Unfortunately, component files (see note 11) are not portable between
architectures. To me this seems more important than providing workspace
portability, as this means thatsites using both architectures will have to maintain
separate data sets for each! Utility workspaces are provided which make the
porting of componentfiles simple. There are alternativesto this (i.e. creating an
APLdata server ♥ TCP/IP codeis also built into the interpreter and very easy to
use). I asked aboutthis and wastold that Dyadic Systems intend to implement a
platform-independent componentfile system for both the Windows and the
UNIX productin a futurerelease.
I tried running several workspaces that had been created with APL/X and had
no problem with any exceptthosethat tried to implement X11 graphics routines.
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This functionality is not included with APL/M. Again, this is not surprising
given its heritage, and other ways of producing similar graphics are provided
(see Figure 3). Rain graphics (from Causeway) also worked without problems.
 5 [eta: Sate Revee

Dyalog APL Graphics
at

A.N. Other PLC Figure 3:
An example of
the graphics
available

 

 
   

 

   

 
 

NextI tried running code produced using APL/W under NT.This produced few
problems and was, on the whole, surprisingly simple. As a final test, ] ported a
large application (the result of about 3 months☂ work) from NT to Solaris. This
took me about 24 hours, or 3 man-days. The result worked, although rather
slower than on my NT box.Itis difficult to be objective about the performanceas
my NT machine is a modern, fast PC (Cyrix 686 P150+ with 96MB RAM). I
suspectthat, had I been using an UltraSPARC machine, the performance would
have been quite similar.
The following are some ofthe danger areasI ran into:

Path separators
APL/M has to have UNIX (/) rather than the DOS(\) path separators. Readers
may think this obvious, but Dyalog APLs for DOS and Windowsunderstand
both! This meant that, where you were asking the interpreter to parse a text
string that was obviously a path, you could use either forward or backward
slashes.
Of course, code that was meantto run on either platform should be written in a
platform-independent way, but if you are porting code that isn☂t, it could take
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sometimeto correct. Note that both slashes have specific meaning in APL code,
soa simple ☜search and replace☝will not do.
Executing operating system commands
Again, this hazard may seem obvious. In a hurry, | had produced sloppy code
which obtained the name of mycurrent directory by capturing the response from
the DOS cd command. Whenthe same workspace did not run successfully under
UNIX, it took just a few moments to find the problem: cd is also a UNIX
command,butthe effect on my APL code wasquite different!

Readinginifiles
One hasto be careful with taking these files from a Microsoft environment, as
they contain carriage return/line-feed pairs terminating eachline. In a UNIX file
system, the carriage return must be removed (or the code whichreads thefile
must removeit) since the extra character can cause problems. On the other hand,
I was pleased to find that code using Microsoft utilities to read and write these
files worked without any problems.

Case in file names
This is a tricky one, as many of the DOS utilities that return a file name may do
so in upper case. Of course, DOS/Winis not case sensitive, so it doesn☂t matter
there, but UNIX is. Furthermore, if ] move a file from my PC to my Sun box
using ftp it comes across in upper case, whereas if ] boot the PC in Linux and
NFS-mount (see Notes 13 & 14) the NT partition is in lowercase! The whole
problem is notastrivial as it seems!

Conclusions
Dyalog APL version 8.1 provides an excellent implementation of the APL
language, and this port maintains that standard. Consequently, this is a great
choice for sites wanting to port existing APL (especially the most recent version
of Dyalog APL) from Microsoft operating systems to any of the supported UNIX
systems.
For APL development on a UNIX platform, APL/M provides an easy-to-use
interface which lendsitself to high productivity from the developer. The creation
of GUIinterfaces is particularly easy, and the code will be easy to port to a PC
should this ever be necessary. Note that the PC version includes a freely
distributable run-time interpreter which is not provided with the version being
reviewed. Developers would benefit from fairly powerful workstations.  
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Forsites which have high power requirements, processing a lot of data, possibly
with a multi-user system running on large UNIX servers, the older APL version 6
may prove more successful asit is faster at present. However,this would mean
missing out on some of the excellent recent developments in the language.
Personally I am confidentthat the performanceissuewill be solved soon.
Lastly, I was expecting just a little bit more from this product. The fact that Ym
limited in my choice of window managerisirritating, as is the failure to let me
display on my Linux machine☂s X server. 1 plan to take up this matter with
XFree86, the producers of the X server used under Linux, and this maystill be
resolved in a future release. I like many of the features, and even admire some
that I don☂t like very much. Fancy making an X application look like an
MS-Windowsone on my X screen!
Onbalance, I feel that Dyalog APL/M is a success. ] am confident that it will
become evenbetter as it matures.

Notes
Note 1: AIX and the IBM 6150 RT/PC
AIX is IBM☂s version of UNIX. This runs mainly on IBM☂s RS/6000 range of
machines. The 6150 RT/PC was a forerunnerto these computers.
Note 2: VSAPL and APL2
VSAPL and APL2 are IBM products. I used them on a mainframe under the
VM/CMS operating system. APL2 is also available for other operating systems,
including other mainframe operating systems, OS/2, AIX and SunOS. A
Windowsversionis currently in the beta testing phase.

Note 3: APL*Plus
APL*Plus is a family of APL interpreters created by STSC (originally a time-
sharing companythat no longer exists). The UNIX and DOS implementations are
now in the hands of APL2000, while the mainframe product now belongs to
Manugistics.

Note 4: OpenWindows
OpenWindowsis Sun☂s implementation of the X Windows environmentof the
Open Look window manager. This wasthe standard Sun user environmentuntil
Solaris 2 became CDE compliant.It is still an option provided with the Solaris 2
distribution.
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Note 5: UNIXes where Dyalog APL is supported
Dyalog APLis available for many UNIX variants. I have used it running underAIX (IBM), SCO Unix, Dynix (Sequent), SunOS 4 & Solaris 2 (Sun), Xenix (SCO),and I know that it is available for IRIX and HP-UX. There may be othersupported operating systems that I am not aware of. From the supported
window managerslisted in the literature provided with the review software, Igather that at least Sun (Solaris 2), Hewlett Packard (HP-UX) and SiliconGraphics (IRIX) are supported platforms for APL/M.There may be others that Iam notawareof ♥ interested parties would haveto contact Dyadic Systems.
Note 6: Window managers
Just as UNIX vendors donotintegrate X Windowswith the operating system, sothe windowing systems leaves the window manager unbundled. This means thata user may conceivably use a different window managerthan those provided bythe UNIX vendor (or X Windowsvendor) if he prefers it. The window managerusually controls the look andfeel of the interface, e.g. the window adornments
and the buttons on thetitle bar, the actions performed by the three mousebuttons, drag/drop and copy/cut/paste implementation, the mapping of theviewable to the logical screen, icon positioning and more. Many free windowmanagers are available on the Internet, and for a taste of these I recommendlooking at ☜Window Managersfor X☝, http: //www. PLIG. org/xwinman/.

Note 7: Shell scripts
Shell scripts are the UNIX equivalent of the batchfile in DOS. However, unlike*. bat, the shell supports a very rich and complete programming language ofitsown. The shell itself is the commandinterpreter (command.com in DOS) andwill, even on the commandline,allow the competent user an amazing amountofpowerandflexibility. In addition, most versions of UNIX come supplied withmore than oneshell and more are available on the Internet, each with its ownfeatures. All UNIXes are supplied with a Bourne shell and the Korn shell isbecoming very popular. Other well knownshells include the C shell, bash, rshand more. Possibly the most interesting is dtksh, the Desktop Kornshell(included with all CDE compliant systems) which provides a full GUIwindowinginterface.

Note 8: Symbolic links
Symbolic linking is one of the few UNIX file system capabilities that WindowsNT has not managed to copy. This feature is nothing more than a pointer in thefile system, but can be extremely useful. On my system, for instance, the maindisk is rather full and the APL/Minstallation would not actually have fitted in
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its logical place (in the partition mounted as /usr as /usr/mdyatog) although
this was whereI wanted to makeit available. | did have more than enough space
on anotherdisk☂s partition, which is mounted as /export/home, so I created the
directory /export/home/mdyalog, symbolically linked this to /usr/mdyalog,
andjustinstalled in this last directory. Problem solved!
Note 9: CDE
The Common Desktop Environment, or CDE, is the result of an agreement
between many of the major UNIX vendors to provide a common ☜desktop☝ as a
standard. Among other things this includes the use of dtwm as the window
manager(derived from nvm, the motif window manager), dt login to provide a
graphical login screen, dtksh (Desktop Kornshell) as an optional shell for GUI
interfaces and a variety of desktop tools (editors, shell interface windows, email
readers, etc.), All these features are (of course) changeable by the user (except
that only the superuser, root, has the ability to changethe login interface).
Note 10; Workstations
The term ☜workstation☝ wasin use in the UNIX community to denote a powerful
desktop machine running UNIX long before PCsstarted to be described as such.
1 useit strictly in this form. For me, a PC is a PC, and will forever remain a PC,
even if running a UNIX or UNIX-like operating system. A workstation would
typically have at least a 19 inch monitor and a decent frame buffer (advanced
graphics card to the PC users), a fast processor, lots of memory, and a build
quality that PC users can only dream about. Old workstations (like my
SPARCstation 2) may be much slowerthan current PCs, butare still more than
capable of doing a good day☂s work and will probably run problem-free for
another decade at least ♥ now whocan say that about the 80286 or even ☁386
based machinesthat were current when the SPARC 2 was new?

Note 11: Componentfiles
Most APLs provide some form of componentfile system. Thesefiles are the most
natural and convenient way to store data for APL applications.

Note 12: Linux
This is a free UNIX-like operating system namedafter its creator, Linus Torvalds.
Development was done across the Internet and progressed very rapidly. It is
now a stable system which will run on many platforms and use the system
resources efficiently. It is usually distributed with a free X Server from XFree86
and muchsoftware from the Gnustable.
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Note 13: Automounting
Whensharing file resources with other machines across a network,it is often not
desirable to have the other machine☂s disks mounted continuously. Many
UNIXes now provide an automounter, which will mount resources transparently
whenrequired. Probably the most obvious (but by no meansonly) useforthisis
to mountthe user☂s home directory (where his/her personalfiles are stored,
including all initialisation scripts) so that the user will have the same
environment on any machine on the network.

Note 14: NFS
The Network File System, NFS, originated from Sun Microsystemsin the early
1980s. Essentially (and very simplistically) this is a protocol whereby two UNIX
machines may share resources, especially file/disk resources, while maintaining
an acceptable level of security. It has also been ported to PCs (Sun hasa product
called PC-NFS)to allow cross-platform resource sharing as well.

WebSite References
These maybeuseful for those who want moreinformation:

APL
APL and J Home Page: http://www.aem.org/sigap]/APL2000: http://www.APL2000.com/
Dyadic Systems: hitp://www.dyadic.com/
Vector: http://www.vector.org.uk/
The Waterloo APL Archives:

Sun
Sun Microsystems:
Sun User Forum:
SunWorld:
Linux
Debian GNU/Linux:
GNU
(Free Software Foundation):
Window Managersfor X:
XFree86(TM): Home Page:
The Author
The Author's website:
The Author's email address:

ftp://watserv1.uwaterloo.ca/languages/apl/
Welcome.htm!

http://www.sun.com/
http://www.sunuserforum.org/
http://www.sun.com/sunworldonline/index.html

http://www.debian.org/
http://www.gnu.ai.mitedu/
http:// www.PLiG.org/xwinman/
http://www.sunsite.doc.ic.ac.uk/XFree86/

http://www.khamsin.demon.co.uk/
Bob.Hoekstra@khamsin.demon.co.uk
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 THE EDUCATION
VECTOR

ZARK Newletter Extracts
introduced by Jon Sandles

The ZARK APLTutoris a computer-based tutorial for learning APL for the PC.
If you bought the tutorial package you would also receive free subscription to
the ZARK APL newsletter for one year. This quarterly newsletter provided
additionaltutorial exercises and an excellent series of APL crosswords.
Vector has been granted permission to reproduce extracts from the ZARK APL
newsletter and we have decided to run a series of re-prints in every issue. We
currently have issues from 1989 to 1994 and we will reprint crosswords and
exercises that are still relevant. We welcomeletters with new solutions and
comments to the problems presented (maybe in J?) and we will publish the
solutions that ZARK publishedin subsequentissues.
Thetraining package was an interactive tutorial, teaching you aboutall aspects
of APL programming. One of the advantages of APL being interpretedis thatit
is effectively already an interactive environment for learning the language.
ZARK took this a stage further by providing a numberof tutorials explaining
different parts of the language and then prompting for thetrainees☂ attempts at
solving a number of simple problems. Often when the APL approach to a
problem is non-intuitive ZARK would explain the APL solution by simulating
the arguments that the APL creators would have had when designing the
language. This is both enlightening and amusing (and morethan likely involves
a largeslice ofartistic licence).
Although the tutor was based around the APL*PLUSII interpreter it provided a
good grounding for any APL dialect. When I worked at Nestlé, the tutor was
used for training both mainframe and PC programmers and seemed to be
reasonably well liked (I happenedto just miss out ♥ I wasthelast graduate to be
trained by the moretraditional ☜sit down and read Gilman and Rose☝ method).
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The newsletter was equally as popular, its arrival being greeted by something
resembling enthusiasm (a reaction thearrival of Vector rarely received).
In this first reprint we present the Crossword from issue 1989:4

 

  
       
    
 

 

 

      
I 2 3 4 3 6 7

& 9

10 in 12 13 14

is 16

17 18 19

20 2

22 23 24 a 26

27 38

29

30 a1 32 33 34 35

36 37 38

39 40       
Across

1. Theindices of the elementsin the vector F containing integers between 1 and 9.
8, MV is a matrix of monthly totals. Annualize them.

10. The number of dimensions in TABLE,
14. Identify the elements of the matrix ¥ not foundin thelist Z.
15. Identify the elementsof the integer matrix ME that match the elementsof the

corresponding matrix #,after scaling (dividing) M by the scalar ¥ and truncatingfractions.
17. The available programs.
18. It☂s simpler than 2A, and gives the samevalue.
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19,
20.
21.
22.
24,
27.
28.
29.
30.
33.
36.
38.
39.
40.

Identify the elementsof D that are smaller than the corresponding elements ofX.
Return all or noneof the columns of M, depending on whether BRis 1 or 0.
☁Thepointless inverse of the pointless expression -0.
The rankings of the elementsof the vector ¥, 1 for largest, 2 for next largest, and so
on.(abet lererppeene yortripprieiiery tat
Theend-of-year balances of an investment amountA, given the annual interest rates
in the vector I.
The area ofa circle having radius 2.
2 1p2 102 ay'PovW',[.21]'1294!
72°77 ☜12 ... 737 ☜42
Round each numberin the matrix ¥ to the nearest integer.
Draw onecard froma deck of playing cards and then putit back. Dothis 100 times.
2825.07) p¥
-/32 12 3
Fivefives

Down

S
a
w
s

yo
n

12.
13.
16.
20.
23.

Are the elements of the vector A in ascending order?
Ais a non-negative scalar. Return if A is positive, or an empty vectorif A is zero.
Throwit all away!
Theindicesof the rows of a matrix with ¥ rows.
The numberof elementsof the vector ¥ notin the matrix 4.

. Ris a Boolean matrix that flags the non-zero elements of D. Return the quotient ¥+D,
returning 0 wheneverD is 0.

. 21 483 4 p'MY 32NDBOLT'

. Are any ofthe elements of the matrix negative?

. Multiply each elementof ¥ by 250, replicate them ¥ times each and addthe scalar f to
the result.
logical namefor a logical array of rank 2.
Are there exactly F 1sin the logical vector BIT?
Thevalue to be subtracted from the scalar AMTto leavejustits fractional portion.
If BVi+¥<400, what expression can you insert between the brackets in ¥[]+0 to zero
out the elements of V less than 100?
The indices that will re-order the vector V, movingthe values above 10 to the front of
the vector and the values below 10 to the end.

. The cosine of 45 degrees.
26.
30.
31.
32,

. Gx12-94646
35.
37.

All butthe last two elementsofthe vector V,
Re-order 13 randomly.
The sign of zero.
COx2n3)++/110

Thetotal for each row of the matrix M.
+/3 x2
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J-ottings 15
by Norman Thomson

And nowfor somethingtotally logical ♥ meaningless maybe,but logicians don☂t
give a toss aboutthat! I am indebted to Eddie Cloughforsetting me off on trail
through oneof the more entrancing by-roadsofJ.
This piece is aboutsorties into sorites, which, in case you didn☂t know,is a word
which meansa string of related premises, for example:

NoVector reader ents porridge.
All Englishmen are Vector readers.
Nodevolutionist ever declines porridge.

Sorites are much associated with Lewis Carroll who published a stream of
delightful nonsensein the format, the gist of whichis: given the truth orfalsity of
a compound premise such as ☜pl and p2 and p3☝ wherep1, p2 and p3 are simple
premises suchas those above,

(i) what combinationsoftruth andfalsity in the elementary propositions which
underlie the premises are requiredto legitimise the sorites?

(ii) what further true premises can be made?
A nice feature of J is b. which, in spite of being called an adverb, takes as its
argument an integer in the range 0 to 15 (actually _15 to 15 with modulo 16
conversion) and produces the corresponding logical binary verbs. The most
familiar binary verbsare

and=.1 b,
or=.7 be.
imp=.13 b. NB. implies
eq=.9 b, NB. equals
xor=.6 b, NB. exclusive or

complemented with the unary operator
not=.{:-.]

The argumentof b. when renderedas a four-bit binary number can be read as
the truth table of the corresponding verb, interpreting 0/1=false/true, and
reading the truth table entries as correspondingto the proposition valuepairs 00,
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01, 10 and 11. (The b. verbs can also be used monadically, in which case the
result is the same as for a left argumentofzero in the binary case.)
The complete set of sixteen logical operations is given in the following table in
which ' represents ☜not☝, « represents ☜and☝, and alternative meanings are given
in somecases, for example 7 and 11.

0 False & atab 8 nor, atab! 12 a☂
1 and, aab 5 b g eq, = 43 imp, a=>b,bt=>at
2 aab☂,{a=>b)? 6 xor, nots 19 bt 14 as>b', bs>a☂
3a 7 or,b's>a,a'=>b 14 be>a,ats>b' 15 True

Observe the distinction between the verbs False and True andthevaluesfalse
and true. The former always return thelatter, regardless of their arguments.
Symbolically the premises in the above sorites, in terms of elementary
propositions are:

A:is a Vector reader
B:is an Englishman
C: favours devolution
D: eats porridge

andusing this condensation, the sorites can be summarised
Aimp not D
Bimp A
Cimp D

Write the compound proposition
si=.(A imp(not D}) and (B imp A) and (C imp D)

Nowask question (i) above, namely ♥ what combinations oftrue/false values of
A, B, C and D are consistent with the truth of si? At this point digress to
consider a verb which generatesa list ofthe first i. 2ay. binary numbers:

binlists, #:@1.0(26A)
binlist 9
oo

BR
EE

Ro
so
aS

BR
OO

MK
LO

A
B
O
M
O
R
O
R
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For presentation purposesit is more convenientto transposethis, hence the verb
bintab:

bintab=. {:@binlis
Jbu=,bintab 4
gq00000

ea
or
n

R
o
oo

i
4
ae

o
o
o Q

Oo
1 on

e
BR

Re
oo
p

Ro
R 4

1
0 o

r
a
r 1

0
i
1

NB.
NB,

o
o
r

R
o
R

binary numbers in ordered columns
list of (1,244) as 4-digit binary numbers
a4

o
m
e 1

1
1

b4 is not only a representation in binary form of the integers i. 16, it is also an
array whose columns in order are the truth tables as described above for the
sixteen logical verbs, and whose rows correspond to four propositions, all of
whose combinations of truth and falsity are represented in the array.
Remembering that b. provides all possible logical verbs, the truth of any logical
operation involving two propositions can be obtainedbyselecting two rows, and
applying the required operation. For example the logical ☜and☝of the first and
third rowsis given by

(o{b4) and 2{b4
oooo0cvo0goOoOOOL1A1OCA☂l

A nice deviceis to define

    
A=. 084
B=. 1&{

26{
D=, 3a{

so that the above operation is simply A and C, and si above now becomes a
directly executable verb:

sit by
tTicdoitaodocgotoooitcond

which can be extended to include the proposition combinations by using a hook
with ,

(,84) ba00000000ooooa4aa1
oo1to01dG1010101
11010000 B

o
a
o
R

O
r
a
c
r

oo
rP
eo
R

er
RR
oR

 

daad
1tiit
ooidm
o104
ioodo
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It is useful also to be able to select only those columns for which s1 is true, or
alternatively only those for which s1 is false. Recalling that si is a verb, this
suggests the following adverbsto qualify such premise verbs:

 

true=.1 5 '#"i~x.! NB, adverb gives cols for which x, true
false=.4 :'#"4i~(not x.} NB, adverb gives cols for which x. false

si true b4
oooiri
oo0o00 1
ooio0o0o0
o1ioo0

which says in substantive terms that si is confirmed provided Vector readers
neither favour devolution nor eat porridge(cols. 4/5), porridge eaters are neither
English nor read Vector(cols. 2/3), and there are no English devolutionists.
Question (ii) concerns what further information can be deduced. Confining
attention to pairs of propositions, the original three premises connected AD, CD
and AB respectively. In order to make statements about the other three
proposition pairs, namely AC, BC and BD (glimmerings perhaps ☁ofartificial
intelligence here!), first convert a string such as ☁AB☂ into numericalindices, and
then apply these to the columns of si true b4, Upper-case characters are
selected by

caps=, (65+1.26){a.
andthe conversion and indexing processes by

ones=, }:@({~capsai. )
(si true b4ujones tact
9

B
R
e
e
s Qo

i
oO
°

Now determine which of the columns ofthe truth table for two propositions are
represented in the above columns:

lbin2=,binlist 2
9

BR
oO
O

a
o
i

bin2 e.{(si true b4)ones "AC?
1iio
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Converting this binary numberto a decimalinteger gives the index of the logical
verb which applies to A and C, which can be incorporated into a verb which
locates the truth table numberfor a given pair of propositions:

ttnos, (264. )@(bin2ée. }Gones
(si true ba) ttno 'ACT

a4

that is A+>C', or in words, no Vector readers are devolutionists. For the record,
the other conclusions are that Englishmen don☂t favour devolution either, nor do
they eat porridge.
It is a minorirritation that the array b4 has to be set up in advance, since as far as
Iam aware, there is no mechanism in J which allows the body of a verb to be
analysed as a text string. One possible way around this is to duplicate the
premise as a character string and count the numberofcapitals:

pno=.+/@(capsée. )
pno '(A imp(not D)) and (B imp A) and (¢C imp D)'4

Hereis anothersorites:
There is no sense in this article.
Whateveris not sensible is intolerable.
J users are☁invariably tolerable.

for which the elementary propositions can be represented:
A:usesJ
B: is this article
Ctis intolerable
D: is sensible

The compound premise defining the aboveis:
s2=.(B imp(not D)} and ((not D) imp C) and (A imp (not C)})

from whichit can be concluded that:
(s2 true bsjttno 'Bct NB. identify truth table for A/B given s2

13

which is perhaps better not translated!
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APL2000 User Conference Nov 2-5 1997
Sheraton World Resort, Orlando, Florida

reviewed by Ray Cannon
This was the second year that the APL2000 User Conference.was held in
Orlando, andthefirst that ] have attended. As a regular attendee at the annual
International APL conference (which I sadly missed this year) I was very
impressed by the organisation, contents and location, and would like to thank all
the hard working individuals at APL2000 who madeit all possible.
The conference was held over 4 days, 2 of which were given over totraining
sessions, and the other 2 to talks, reviews, ☜product announcements☝ and
presentations.
At registration, everyone was given a folder complete with time-table,
conference attendeeslist, notes for each session (often with complete photo-
copies of the overhead projection foils) and also a very nice fleece jacket with an
APL2000 emblem onit. In addition to beta copies of APL+WIN (version 3.0) and
floppy disks with additional material from the sessions, we were all given a box
of six ☜self help☝ audio tapes by Barry Green (who was one of the invited
speakers).
Theoverall level was very high, and I hopeto be ableto attend again next year.

Training Sessions
Ray Polivka led the ☜Introduction to APL☝ course. This was a 6-hour course in
twoparts designed for persons with no previous APL knowledge.
Rick Butterworth led the ☜Introduction to Programming in APL+Win☝course.
This was another 6-hourcoursebut for APL programmers ☜new☝ to Windows.
Gary Bergquist led the ☜Computer Based Training for APL☝ course. This was a
3-hourintroduction to ZARK☂s APL Tutor.
Gary also led the ☜Intermediate APL Programming☝ course. This was another
6-hour, two part course, and was designed for APL programmers who wanted
an introduction or review of some of the more advanced features of APL.
(Nested arrays, Control Structures, and performance tuning.)
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Eric Lescasse led the ☜Intermediate APL+Win for Applications☝ course. This was
another 6-hour two part course designed to show how tobring all the elements
(control, forms, functions,etc.) of a successful Windowsapplication together.
Finally, there was an ☜Intermediate Programming in APL+Win☝course given by
some of APL2000☂s staff. This course demonstrated some of the Windows 95
controls included in APL+WIN.
As can be seen from the above, the width of training sessions available was very
great, and the courses were given by programmers of (APL) world renown. I was
however unable to make up my mind whichI should attend, so played ☜hookey☝
from school, and sneaked off with my daughterto visit Disney☂s ☜The Magic
Kingdom☝ to see Mickey Mouse on the Sunday, and then to Universal Studios
for the rides, and then on to the Hard Rock Cafe on the Wednesday.

Monday 3rd November
Following an early start at 8am of Registration and Refreshments, Eric Baelen
(the President of APL2000) gave his welcome address. He described APL2000
and its parent company LEX2000, and its roots in GE (GeneralElectric). APL2000
hasoffices in six states, and in Nottingham UK.It employs 34 people(11 atits
startup in 1995) andis a ☜full service APL Vendor☝, a company ☜Built on APL☝.
We were warned that last year several laptop computers were stolen during the
conference. One attendee suggested that we could ☜fit your laptop computerin
the safes in your room☝ to which another attendee replied ☜I☂ve already got my
shoes in my safe☝. I was a bit puzzled aboutthis, until I realised that in addition
to the safes being fire-proof, they werealso air-tight.
Eric then went on to give a preview of APL+WIN version 3.0

APL+WIN Version 3.0
Initially Eric described the new featuresin release 2.0 which cameoutsince the
last user conference. These included enhancementsto Trees and Lists (Drag and
Drop, In place editing), RTF controls, OCX controls, and APL2 support
enhancements.
Due for final release in February 1998 (along with APL DOS 6.0) we, the
attendees, had already been given beta copies of version 3.0.
This release☂s new features include:

+ TCP/iPinterface (ONT)
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+ APL+Win asanInter/Intranet server via ODBC (APL+ODBC)
+ Media Player
+ Numerous Other GUI Enhancements

To my mind, one of the mostuseful features wasalso one of the simplest, access
to the time stamp stored within each function.
Quote of the session: ☜If )OFF YES suppresses the conformation prompt, what
does )OFF NO do?☝

Ryder Systems
After the morning coffee break, Scotty Elmslie of Anderson Consulting described
the Financial Modeling Package (FMP) and ☜OPTIONS☝built on APL that Ryder
Systems use.
Ryder Systems are a large (120 locations) company whose primary business is
the leasing and maintenance of vehicles with all the associated logistics. (The
well known yellow ☜Ryder Truck Rental☝ part of the business was sold and now
forms nopartof their current business.)
FMPwasdevelopedfor the mainframe back in 1978 and is a multi-dimensional
database with model data and programs in ☜keyed☝ files. Scotty went on to
describe briefly how the application/APL usage evolved from 3 applications and
1 APL programmer with 10 users in 1975 to many mainframe and PC
applications with 6 developers and over 700 direct users (500 users of OPTIONS).
OPTIONSis a package that allows the user to price a leasing and maintenancecontact right through to producing the legal documents andsetting up newcustomersforbilling. I was impressed byits clarity and ease of use. Quoteof thesession: ☜Used Cars Sales Persons using an APL system to price the product infront of the customer.☝
(Note. At one time OPTIONSused ☜PowerBuilder☝to print the legal reports, buttheir users were not happy with this and now printing is done by MS Word.
Moral, use the righttool for the job, not necessarily APL.)
Scotty went on to explain why APL was used and what challenges APL
programmers would haveto facein the future.
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Breakout Sessions
The bulk of the conference was 6 sets of 3 concurrentsessions (a total of 15
different sessions, some of the more popular ones being repeated.) The sessions |
was unable (unfortunately) to attend were:

+ Brian Chizever (APL2000) on ☜Windows Design Guide☝;
+ John Walker (APL2000) on ☜Frequently Asked Help Desk Questions and

Answers☝;
+ Gary Bergquist (ZARK Inc.) on ☜Tune-up your APL from an Actuarial

Perspective☝;
. Jeff Pedneau (Softmed Systems) on ☜CodeFile Management☝;
+ Rick Butterworth (Peak Software Inc.) on ☜Business Graphics and APL+WIN☝;
+ James Wheeler(various) on ☜Object-Based Applications Architecture☝;
+ Colyn Phillips (APL2000) on ☜Difference betweenPrint and Online

Documentation☝;
+ APL2000 Staff in an Open session.

On Mondayafternoon, after a well earned lunch, I attended Mark Osborne and
Michael Steiner's (of APL2000) ☜Introduction to the Network Interface☝. This was
an excellent introduction to MS Windows sockets and APL+WIN and
APL+UNIX new OWT system function, and left me wantingto try it out. Quotes
of the session:

☜Save your workspace before you do anything☝
☜Justlike any other standard, everybody hasgot their own☝
☜If you are talking to yourself, you want to use APL☝

After a coffee break, ] attended James Wheeler's excellent talk ☜Internet Client
Application in APL+WIN☝ which came with some free software (an OCX of
custom internet tools) and the quote ☜Kids,it☂s safe to try this at home☝. Amongst
the gemsof wisdom James gave out was this on ASCT vs Binaryin FTP transfer:
☜ASCII will do you favours for which J was often NOT very grateful☝.
James☂s session was immediately followed by Michael Steiner and John Walker:
☜Making your APL+WIN Application into an ODBC Server☝. This session also
camewith software, a beta copy of a 32-bit DLL and MS ODBCDriver. With this
software we were shown how ODBCclient (non-APL) software using standard
SQL could access data in proprietary (APL) systems. I considered that this
session had the most far-reaching consequences of all the ones | attended.
(Quote: ☜ODBC is a standard, which means each implementationis different.☝)
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The final talk on Monday was given by Barry Green of the Pinnacle Group
entitled ☜Selling APL Applications☝. Barry's talk was most interesting and
enjoyable, as well as being the mostinteractive. (I am also enjoying his audio
tapes.) Barry ♥ with 25 years☂ experiencein selling, he started out selling shoes
♥ proved to us that we are ALL Sales Persons, whether selling a product (an
application written in APL), a language (APL), or ourselves (APL programmers).
Barry's gems:

☜The most important thing aboutselling is the close.☝
☜20% ofall prospects produce 80% of the sales, the trick is to know which to
avoid.☝
☜Goodsales persons control the environment.☝
☜Customers buy, Be prepared, KNOW.☝
☜Know your customer☂s needs, SOLVE yourcustomer's problem.☝
Andhowtoclose a sale? Say ☜We need to know right now.☝

Barry gave a hostof interesting stats including ☜87% of all persons whoask for
literature, expect to purchase(but not necessarily from you!)☝.

Tuesday 4th November
Following Monday☂s Banquet and Entertainment, the early start on Tuesday
morning was too much for me. I missed the ☜Continental Breakfast☝ and
☜Opening Remarks☝ (I did however manage to get a full American breakfast in
the hotel☂s restaurant) and arrived just in time for the invited speaker Rick
Butterworth☂s (Peak Software Inc.) talk on ☜Data Warehousing.☝
Now ☜Data Warehousing☝ was a new term for me, and | am still a bit unsure of
whatit is offering, so I will supply a few quotes from Rick☂s accompanying
paper/slides.
WhyBuild a Data Warehouse?

+ Because we can
+ Lets you see your Data
« Adds Valueto a Product orService
+ Competitive Advantage
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Data Warehouse Goals:
+ Publish Quality Documented Data
+ High Speed Personal Access
+ Multi-Dimensional Viewpoint
+ User Tools to Analyze, Organize and Present

☜The first Data Warehouse goal is to publish usable data. This is more than
extracting and dumping data to the Warehouse. It means the data is cleaned up,
verified, and quality control tested before being released for use.☝
This all seemed a bit ☜old hat☝ to me and jargon forthe sake of jargon, until I saw
the flyer for

☜Highlander☝ ♥ A Data Mining System for On-Line Analytical Processing, a
productfrom Peak SoftwareInc.

and then the penny dropped.
Quotes of the session:

☜APL is the only languagethatlets you walkall over your data.☝
☜Data Warehousingjustifies its own platform.☝
☜Thereal cost in cleaning up the data.☝

After the mid-morning break, I attended Bill Rutiser☂s (APL2000) session on
☜OCX☂s (andotherthings) Exposed☝.
Bill☂s talk cut through the jargon (OLE, OLE2, COM, DCOM, OLE again, COM+,
Compound Documents, Automation, Controls-OCX, Controls-ActiveX ... ☜more
namesthan concepts☝) and oneofhis slides was even entitled ☜Names changed
to protect...☝
Bill☂s session was very good, but a bit like a Chinese take-away meal, very
satisfying at the time, buthalf an hourlater J felt ] could consumeit again.
Quote of the session (describing the behaviour of an Object Instance): ☜They do
something when PREvoked.☝(invoked).
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Tuesday Afternoon
Brian Chizever☂s ☜Interfacing to External Procedures☝ would have been better
precedingBill☂s earlier session rather than followingit as it put OCX into context,
but that did not detract from its content.
Brian provided an overview of the methodsavailable from APL2000 of accessing
the outside world. He covered 0CMD, UCALL, DDE, OWA, OWCALL, Custom
Messages, OWI, VBX, and OCX/OLE.
CMD ♥ Runa DOS command
Avoid usingit asit:

« flashes a DOS windowonthescreen;
+ bypasses security limiting access to DOS subsystem;
+ APL maynot wait for completion;
+ and there may well be an APIcall available.

OCALL ♥Call a machine language routine
Very goodif you have the machine code butsuffers from several problems:

+ difficult (for APL☂ers) to write;
+ machine code differs between APL+ products;
+ slow to runthefirst timeitis called, but much faster on subsequentcalls.

DDE ♥ Dynamic Data Exchange
Limited to Windows 3.1 where it is the standard method of communication
betweenapplications.It can be quite difficult to use.
OWA ♥ NameAssociation
Executes a command in a DLL (Dynamic Load Library). Works on all Windows
platforms, but is hindered by the differences in 16- and 32-bit DLLs used by
Windows3.1 and NT.Also it does NOT supportfilters and callbacks.
OWCALL ♥ Windowscall
Similar to OWA in thatit executes a command in a DLL, butit does supportfilters
and callbacks.
Custom Messages
This method uses OWCALLto pass information between two of your applications
running on the same machine.
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ONT ♥ NetworkInterface
This is a hightevel Winsock interface (the standard Windows TCP/IPinterface
driver), and allows communication between machines and distributed
processing(client/server).

VBX ♥ Visual Basic Extension
OCX ♥ OLE Contro! Extension (Active X)
These two methodsare similar. Both work on Windows 95, but NT will not run
VBX and Windows3.x does not run OCX(unlessit is also running Win32s). Add
new classes to UWI, each with properties, events and methods. (See Formula One
below.)
I foundthis session very useful,asit helped putall these terms into context.

Final Breakout Session
Following the mid-afternoon break wasthe final breakoutsession, Eric Lescasse☂s
second run of his well attended session on ☜Formula One OCX and APL+Win☂☝.
Formula One is an Excel-like spreadsheet control. Note that unlike Dyalog
APL/W, APL+Win does not have its own inbuilt grid object. Eric demonstrated
that the addition of Formula One more than made upfor the lack of an inbuilt
grid control, giving in addition to a grid object, the ability to load and save data
as Excel spreadsheets or HTML documents, and a WYSIWYG print preview. I
was very impressed by Formula One, and thought it would make a very useful
addition to an APL+Win programmer's tool box.

PackageWorks
The final invited speaker, Richard Krafchin, gave a demonstration of hiscompany☂s fully. integrated. system. This system (entirely written in APL)encompassed all the work done by computer in his company from messages toorder processing to payroll to diary to invoice production.
This was followed by Eric Baelen☂s closing remarks.
Mythanks once again to Eric and his team (with a special thank you to Sonia
Beekman, the Conference Coordinator). I found the 1997 APL2000 UserConference in Orlando a mostuseful and enjoyable experience. Thanks,
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APL as a Tool of Thought X
Hoboken, NJ, January 31, 1998

reported by Ed Shaw

It was a brisk and beautiful day for the Tenth APL as a Tool of Thought. Held at
Stevens Institute of Technology in Hoboken, NewJersey, at the top of a bluff
overlooking the skyscrapers of midtown Manhattan, NY/SIGAPL could not
haveselected a better venueforthis latest in a series begun in 1983. As has been
the tradition, nearly every speaker submitted a paper to be published in the
proceedings.
The day began with a leisurely cup of coffee and a Danish pastry or NYC bagel
over which attendees could greet old friends, make new acquaintances, and
peruse the proceedings. The opening plenary session contained two surprises:
Adin Falkoff was invited from somewherein the depths of retirement to present
the Iverson Award to John McPherson, APL☂s elder statesman. McPhersonis a
handsomeeighty-eight year old gentleman with a ruddy face and twinkle in his
eye who wasIBM'sfirst technical vice president. He brought Ken Iverson (who
was also present) to IBM☂s System Research Institute, where Ken taught what
was then called the Iverson Notation. John has been a strong supporter of APL,
particularly within IBM, ever since it came into being. He has also provided
consistent encouragement for the Tool of Thought seminars and has attended
nearlyall of them.
Erie Baelen gave an enthusiastic plenary talk encouragingall of us to keep the
faith. He presented an impressive list of companiesin a variety of businesses that
have used APLasthebasis for their success.
From all reports, the quality of the presentations, of which there were fourteen or
so, in three parallel sessions, was generally excellent.
Of those I attended, I was particularly impressed by what Richard Krafchin has
built for the five person promotional advertising company that he and his wife
run. The functionality is powerful ♥ everything they need to administer their
operation from recording phone messages, planning projects, accessing historical
costs, and maintaining the current accounts. On top of that Rich has
experimented with the user interface to make it as simple, easy to use, and
attractive as someonein advertising might expect. Who needs MS Office, Lotus
SmartSuite, or an Oracle database? Not he. He has builtit all with APL.
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Eric Iverson gave a clear and straight-forward presentation of object orientedprogramming (Classes are collections of data and methods. Objects are an
instance of a class. Methods are functions.) and demonstrated how it will be
implementedin J☂s next release in March. Will others follow suit?
Linda Alvord combinedherartistic, mathematical, and programmingtalents in Jto do what shecalls Derivatives for Dancing and what mightalso be calledComputational Origami. Writing in J, she created figures such as a boatora fishand moved them along a curveso that the figure used the derivative of thefunction/ tangentto the curveasits base, causing thefigure to appear to move ina natural fashion alongthe pathof the function.
Nowthat other interpreters such as Java have become accepted as legitimateprogramming tools, Fred Waidfeels that SGMLandits offspring: HTML, XML,SMIL,and whathave you onthe Internet, offer a unique opportunity for APL to
shine. With an interactive multimedia web broadcast as an example, Fredsuggested that the rapid developmenttime, computational power, and speed ofAPLcan give APL a real competitive advantageto those willing to useit in thisseemingly alien environment.
Doyou think the Y2K problem is a lot of hype? There certainly is hype, butitseems to be warranted. Clement Kentsuggests thatit is even worse than peoplethink. In an engaging presentation, he demonstrated that not only is the yearaproblem, but the leap day, and other days are as well. It☂s not clear how manyprogrammers knowtherules of leap years, particularly the third rule: centurydivisible by 400. Horrible events like the two aluminium smelters that crashed
and burned on February 29, 1988 may occur on a broader scale. Obsolete,unsupported air traffic control computers, mainframe computers that use as areference clocks in Geodesic satellites that will reset to zero (becauseof a ten-bit
data store) on August 22, 1999, andInternet routers sold as recently as July, 1997thatwill crash on January 1, 2000 make one contemplate going back to nature fora while.
The day ended with an entertaining talk by Gary Bergquist, whoseprogramming skills are well known, but whosetalent as a standup comedian isnot. He had usall laughing with him as he dryly and strongly defended APLasA Perfect Language!
NB. The Proceedings which include other papers such as Armstrong and
Objects, Bernecky and Compilation, Bhizever and GUI Design, Graham and APLZero, Karman and Pension Projections, McCormick and Bayesian Modelling, andMansourand Non-looping Mortgages, are available from NY/SIGAPLfor $15.
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The Computer Construction of
Weaving Designs

by Keith Smillie (smillie@cs.ualberta.ca)

raetee J algorithms are developed for deriving the weave ofa
iat piece of cloth from the instructions for setting up a loom,
ir a = a for the converse operation of deriving the setup instructions

from the weave, and for introducing colour into the weave.

CAAA
Introduction
Weavingis the art of forming a fabric by interlacing threadsat right angles and is
performed on a framecalled a loom. The threadsat right angles to the weaver are
the warp threads, and the threads parallel to the weaver and which are inserted
betweenthe warp threads are the weft threads. The warp threadsare alternately
raised and lowered to create a shed through which the weft thread is inserted.
They are fastened to a warp roller at the back of the loom, pass over a back beam
and through the eyes of vertical wires called heddles, and then through reeds
which help keep them parallel and in the proper sequence. The wovencloth
passes over a front beam and is then wound onto a cloth roller. Each row of
heddles is attached to a harness, and there may be two, four, eight or more
harnesses. Each warp thread passes through a heddle on any oneof the harnesses.
The harnessesare raised and lowered by treadles which are workedby thefingers
on a table loom andby thefeet on a foot loom. Harnesses may betied together so
that more than one may be operated by the sametreadle. As a group of warp
threads is raised or lowered by the treadles, the shuttle with the weft thread is
inserted into the shed betweenthe two groupsof threads.

Drafts
The instructions for setting up the loom with the warp threads are known as
drafts. The threading draft determines the order in which the warp threads are
drawnthrough the heddies, the tie-wp draft gives the connection of the harnesses,
and the treadling draft gives the order in which the treadles are used. The
resulting design is known as the weave draft. A cloth diagram is a rectangular
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display of these four drafts with the weave draft in the upperleft, the threading
draft in the lowerleft, the treadling draft in the upperright, and the tie-up draft in
the lowerright.
The cloth diagram for an upperleft corner of the design given at the beginning of
this paperis the following:
 

F a The threading draft shows that the second and eighth
. warp threads pass through heddles connected to the first
. harness, the third and seventh threads pass through
7 heddles connected to the second harness, etc. The tie-up
晳 showsthatthe first treadle is connected to the first and

hy i 7 fourth harnesses, etc. The treadling draft shows that the
_ 8 © treadles are used in the orderfirst, second,third, etc. Dark

balled + squares in the weave draft indicate the visibility of the= ++a mle 4 corresponding warp threads.

     
Constructing the Weave
For computational purposesthe various drafts may be conveniently represented
by boolean tables. Thus the cloth diagram of the previous section may be
represented as
o-oonae--------5-2-8+
If1002100211)1 000}
{1001110011010 04
1002120110 01001 04
{1001110011010 0}
{1160010 01°1]10°0 0}
Ii@lLOOO1LILOC OO 1}
{foOoi1 101120010010}
IfoOo01TL1001f0 10 0}
11100120011f1 00 0}
91100011 0j/000 1]
henennanannaaneene4o---a-- {
{1000100011110 0}
ce001010001011 0]
100100010 0j0 01 1}
lO010000021 OFR COOL
toonnnanee----5-=e+
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where the interpretation of the 0s and 1sis apparent.In this section we shall show
how the weave draft may be very simply calculated from the threading, tie-up
and treadlingdrafts. For convenience, we shall let these four drafts be represented
by W, H, I and R, representing weave, threading, tie-up and treadling, respectively.
First let us define the logical dot product

both=. +./ . *.
which gives a value of 1 if at least one pair of corresponding items in its list
arguments is 1, and 0 otherwise. Now the expression

R; (1:I); T=, R both [:I
hasthe value

+ ! i L ' l l l l ' l l ! L ! t I I ! I ! ! +

110001/1001{100 1}
10 10 0j1 10 0/2 10 Of
10 010/011 0f0 11 0]
{0200/0 01131 10 OF
1100 0] {100 1]
1000 1] {0 0 1 1}
10 01 Of 10 11 0}
10 10 Of 12 10 0}
110 0 0} t100 1]
10 00 1] 10011]pone ♥-  

The rowsof the third table T indicate those harnesses activated by the treadles in
the corresponding weft rows of the weave, and, for example, the first row
indicates that the first and fourth harnesses are affected. Consequentially, the
expression T both H, which is equivalent to(R both |:I) both H will give
the required boolean representation of the weave draft. This may be seen from the
expression T; H; T both H which hasthe value

+ \ I 1 I 1 i 1 i 1 ' i 1 ' 1 ' ' l l ' ' ' ' t ' ' ' ' ' ' l 1 ' 1 ' ' 1 1 ! ! ' ' +

{1oolttoooioaoooitiiooildodol i}
{Ll1lo0o0ojooo1T010O0 OFLGCOLTLIIOOL
oLLoOFOoOoO LC OOLTOO}OO01LO11O O}
{lLoojoiaooooorofrd9 o11llrool
{10014 j2 20010011}
1001 1} fol1000110}
10 21 0} foo110110 0}
11 10 OF ffooirtiriiroaodtit
1100 1} 111001001 1}
10012 1} o1100011 0}

+ ! 1 ' ! l ' I ' l ' 1 t ! t l ' 1 ! 1 ' 1 ' i l i i ' ☁ \ l ' l ' ! ' ' +
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where, for example, the first row of third table, which gives the weave draft W,
showsthatthefirst, second,fifth, eighth and ninth warp threadsare visible in the
first weft row.
Wemaydefine the verb

weave=. (2&get both {: @ (l&get)) both 0&get

where
get=. >@{

whose argument is the three-item list H;I;R of threading, tie-up and treadling
drafts and whoseresult is the required weave draft. Finally a cloth diagram is
given by

diagram=. ((weave) ;2&get),: (Q&get) ;l&éget

whose argumentis the sameasthat for weave. The cloth diagram in the previous
section is given by the verb Cdiagram, with the same syntax as diagram, and is
given in the script file in the Appendix.

Analyzing the Weave
In this section we shall consider the construction of the threading, tie-up and
treadling drafts from the weavedraft. First of all, we note that if a is an arbitrary
table, say,

L4a4iqi
25282
36393

then the expression <"1 |: a givesthelist
Feeno-nn-+e-----------+
112 3{4 5 6]1 2 337 8 941 2 3]
t-----+--------------------==+

of the columns of a, and = <"1 |: a gives the table

1Toi1l0do72
010060
00010

of their distribution.
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For a given weave W the threading draft is simply its column distribution so that
H=. coldis W

where
coldis=. = @ (<"1 @ [:)

andthe treadling draft is
R=. |: coldis |: W

The tie-up draft is given by
I=. (-.{: R} either W either -.|: H

where
either=. *./ . +.

is the logical dot product which gives a valueof1 if at least one item in each pair
of correspondingitemsin its list argumentsis 1, and 0 otherwise.
Wecan usethe expressions in the last paragraph to define the verb

drafts=. 3: 0
W=. oy.
H=. coldis W
R=. [: coldis |: W
I=. (-.|: R) either W either -.|: H
H;I;R
)

which gives a three-item list of threading, tierp and treadling drafts
correspondingto the weave draft given as the argument. For example,if Wis the
weavedraft of the example in the previous section, then the expression drafts W
hasthe value:
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$e---------------------------------+
110001000111 10 0]1000}
191000001011 0011010 oF
{001000100001 1f/001 04
100010100 0/0121 0/010 0}
| ! 1100 0}
t ! 1000 1)
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Wenote that even though some of the rows of the threading and tie-up drafts
have been permuted, they may be used to construct the original weavedraft from
whichthey were derived. Indeed, for arbitrary drafts H, I and R, the expression
W-: weave drafts W=. weave H;I;R

should havethe value 1.

Colouring the Weave
The introduction of colour into the weaveis a very simple process if we make use
of just a few of the techniques discussed by Clifford Reiter in his book Fractals
Visualization and J. In particular, we shall use his development of the RGB colour
model and the verbs for generating and viewing raster graphics.
In the RGB colour model each colour is considered to be composed of certain
fractions of the three basic colours red, green and blue. For example,if all three
colours are absent, the resulting colour is black; if they are all present with a
fraction of 1, the resulting colour is white; and if red and green arefully present
andblueis absent, the resulting colou-r is yellow.
It is convenient to represent the RGB model as a unit cube with the vertices
representing the following colours:(0,0,0) black, (0,0,1) blue, (0,1,0) green, (0,1,1)
cyan, (1,0,0) red, (1,0,1) magenta, (1,1,0) yellow, (1,1,1) white. There is a one-one
correspondence then between any colour combination and points on or within the
unit cube. Since in a raster image each basic colour is represented by one byte,
each colour coordinate may be represented also by a triple of integers ranging
from 0 to 255 so that, for example, the combination (255,255,0) represents yellow.
Finally to generate and view the raster images we shall use the two verbs
writebmp§ and viewbmp.
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Whenspecifying colours for weaving designs we shall represent the eight colours
correspondingto the vertices of the colour cube in the order given above by b, 1,
g, ¢, x, m, y and w, respectively. Furthermore, we shall introduce eight
intermediate combinations of colours represented by B, L, GC, R, M, ¥ and W,
where¥ represents (128, 128, 0). This representation is given by thelist

Colours=. 'blgermywBLGCRMYW' .
The corresponding coordinates are given by the table Palette with rows 0 0 0,
0 0 255,...128 128 128,0 0 128,.... The colouring of a design according to
these parametersis handled by the verb BMP given in the Appendix. The details of
this verb need not concern us, and weshall note only that its right argumentis a
weavedraft produced by the verb weave and theleft argument specifies the warp
and weft colours as discussed in the next paragraph.
A coloured weave corresponding to specified threading, tie-up and treadling
drafts is given by the ambivalent verb front defined as

front=. 3: 0
('b';'w☂') BMPview weave y.

x. BMPview weave y.
)

where the right argumentis the three-item list H;I;R of the drafts. The optional
left argument is a two-item list giving the warp and weft colours, and, for
example, the list 'xg'; 'y' specifies a warp with alternate red and green threads
and a yellow weft, and the list 'b';'w"' gives the default black warp and white
weft. A similar verb back will specify the reverse side of a coloured weave. The
verb BMPview defined as

BMPview=. 3: 0

x. BMP y.
IMAGEsize viewbmp IMAGEfile
)

generates and then displaysthefile containing the raster image of the weave. The
windowsize andthefile name are given by the global variables IMAGEsize and
IMAGEname,respectively, whose default values are givenin thescriptfile.
An indication of the influence of the sequence of colours for the warp and weft
threads may be seen from the two designs given below which have the same
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drafts as the one shown at the beginning of this paper which hasanall black warp
and an all white weft. The left weave has a warp and weft given, as left
argumentto the verb front, by ('bw';'wb') while the right weave has the
warp and weft given by ('bwbb☂;'w').pimnimnie 1434341Beer 02 a Oa

eeefi vayaye

 

  
A WindowsLoom
Some of the verbs developed in the previous sections have been used in the
construction of a Windowsform that showsthe weaveresulting from any one of a
number of combinations of threading, tie-up and treadling drafts and warp and
weft colours. The figure shown on this page gives the appearanceof the form for
one of these combinations. The script file is given by anonymous ftp at
ftp.cs.ualberta.ca in the file pub/smillie/loom.js. Documentation is
given in the Help menu whichis as follows:
The ☜Windows loom☝permits the generation of the designs resulting from a
numberof combinations of threading, tie-up and treadling drafts and warp and
weft colours. Selected designs may be stored as graphicsfiles for later use. The
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selection of drafts has been taken from ☜Weaving. A Handbookfor Fiber
Craftsmen☝by Shirley E. Held (Holt, Reinhart and Winston,Inc., New York,
1973).
The following drafts are available and are selected from the appropriate menu:

Threading: Twill, Goose eye, Rosepath IIL, Cord, velveret, Broken twill, Bird's
eye, Wheat
Tie-up: Plain, 2/2 Basket, 2/2 Straighttwill, 1/3 Straight twill, 3/1 Straight
twill, Herringbone twill
Treadling: Straight, 2 Straight, Reverse, As Threaded

Eitherthefront or the back of the design may be viewed.
The colour of each of the warp and weft threads mayselected from the following:
Plack, blue, green, cyan, red, magenta, yellow, white and grey with the default
colours being black for warp and white for weft.
Thefollowingcontrols are available:
OK: Generates the design for a given combinationof drafts, etc.
Save: Saves the displayed design as a bit-mappedfile numbered1,2, ..., 25 and

increments the file numberby 1. The file numberis attached to the basefile
namewith a default value

"e:\j303a\temp\tempxx.bmp"
where "xx"is the file number.

Reset: Resets the drafts, view option, warp and weft colours, andfile number, and
the design to the J logo.

Cancel: Exit program
Help: View this text.

Keith Smillie
Department of Computing Science
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2H1
smillie@cs.ualberta.ca
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Appendix. Scriptfile
IMAGEsize=: 256 256
IMAGEfile=: ☁e:\j303a\temp\temp.bmp'
boths. +./ . *,either=, *./ . +.get=. >@{ecoldis=. = @ (<"1 @ [:)replaces. J { ({6a.)@
weaves. (2&get both |: @ (laget)) both Osgetdiagram=. ((weave) ;2eget),: (O&get) ;laget '
Cdiagram=. 3: 0D=. 32 178freplace weave y.H+, 32 254&replace Oaget y.Im, 32 434replace laget y.Re. 32 2546replace 2éget y.(D;R) ,:H;I

 

wdsize=. 3: 0empty IMAGEsize=: 24 y.
?
filenames. 3: 0empty IMAGE£ile=: y.
)
front=. 3: 0(bt; 'w!) BMPview weave y.
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BMPview weave y.

 

back=. 3: 0(b';'w!) BMBview -. weave y.
x. BMPview -. weave y.
)
BMPview=s. 3: 0

IMAGEsize viewbmp IMAGEfile

 

Palette=: (255*#:i.8),12@ 128 128, 128%}. #:1.6Colours=: 'blgcrmywBLGCRMYH'(Palette;Colours i. P) writebmp® IMAGEfile
)
NB. Drafts for ☜upper left corner"HO=.4321s/412343214IOs. {i> 100171100RO=. |: 123 4=/123 we ap

NB. Drafts for main fiiHin, 4321 5/2454Iisa. [:> 100 4;1 10 0; ;Ris. [2123 45/28$12321432141234On on

writebmpa: 3: 0
("spal';'sbmp')=.$@>"0 x.xabmp=, sbmp+t (i.2) *4}-sbmph=,524289 0, (*/xsbmp) ,0 0,2#spal=.0{spalh=. (54+ (4*spal)+*/xsbmp) ,0, (54+4*spal) ,40, (|.sbmp) ,-hhead=. 'BM',,a.{~,1."1 (4#256) 4th
pal=. ,(0,"4is,.91 >{.e.)fa.
bmp=. ,|. (xshmp{.>{:x.) (a.(head,pal bmp) 11:2 <y.
)
viewbmp=: 3: 0256 256 viewbmp y.
wd 'pe bmpviewer closeok;pn ',y.,';!
wa 'xywh 0 0 ', (":<.%.82.5),';00 gq isipicture;set g ',y.,';'wd ☁pas 0 O;pshow;!
)
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HTMLBasics for APLers- Lists
by Adrian Smith (causeway@compuserve.com)

Introduction
This is the third article in a series, which is rapidly becoming open-ended as the
HTML ☁standard☂ races ahead. Having covered tables in Vector 14.1, I would now
like to back off to something rather simpler and walk throughthe various kinds of
indented andbulleted list. You can check back to the basics in Vector 13.4 [3] and
I should repeat that all the sample code is available on the Causeway website
(www.causeway.co.uk/htmLzip) in both +Win and Dyalog formats. This code
may be freely downloaded and used with norestrictions.
Thavecontinued to work with the NewLeaf ☁object model☂, although this allows a
good deal more fine control over detailed appearance than can sensibly be
emulated in standard HTML.Partly this is simply for my ownbenefit - it means I
can use the sameapplication codeto target either paper or the Internet. In +Win,it is a matter of swapping in a different functionfile, in Dyalog I simply switch
namespace. Mostly however,it is to give the design ideas a potential lifespan of
more than the next few months. HTML is evolvingitself rapidly out of existence,
and looks likely to be replaced(in all but name) by the Microsoft Word document
format, complete with style tables and all mannerof fancy formatting. By using aconceptual model built around page, paragraph and text properties I stand a
chanceof building something that maystill be useful 5 years ahead.

Content vs Layout
As with_all. HTML design, you muststart from the proposition that you aredescribing content; the browser is responsible for the layout. This is absolutelycontrary to the behaviour of packages like Winword, where youcontrol:

* the exact indent point, which is wherethe text will wrap to if you go on littletoo Jong and your bullet pointspills over more than oneline in the waythisoneis doing.
* the negative offset of the bullet
the character used for the bullet symbol

.» in short you can make a complete mess just by pulling a few tab stops around
on the ruler. In HTML you simply say that you wantto begin an ☁unorderedlist☂,
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an ☁ordered list☂, and then you provide a sequence of ☁list items☂ which the
browser will arrange appropriately. You have almost no control (yet) over the
indenting and paragraph spacing which will be used, nor do you get much
controloverthe bullet character.
This is sometimesa little frustrating, and can be got around by extreme measures
such as those used on the APL98 web site (choose ☁View, Source☂ and gaspat the
huge strings of non-breaking spaces - &nbsp; - which have been inserted to
enforce the layout); in general it is almost always better to work with HTML than
to fight it in this way! Your pages will be much smaller, will download
proportionately faster, and will work reliably on all known browsers and
platforms.If you use the ☁Save as HTML☂ option from a standard word-processor,
do have a hard look at what comes.outofit before subjecting the world☂s modems
to several kilobytes of unnecessary junk.

Simple Indents (Blockquote tag)
lf you simply wantto indenta section of text:

This is probably a quote from somewhereelse, or you might have other
reasons to inset a section in this fashion.

... then the accepted approach is to surroundthe indented section with a pair of
<blockquote> ... </blockquote> tags. You can also cheat and use the ☁unordered
list☂ tags <ul> ... </ul> butthe effect is not quite the same (for example IE3 adds
extra space before the list and reduces the inter-paragraph space within it) and in
future you have no guaranteethat all browsers will continue to show your page
as you expect. Continuing the example from Vector 14.2, we could build...

<HTML> <HEAD>
<Pitle>Annual Summary for Widget #005</title></HEAD>
<BODY bgcolor="#FFFFFF">

<h2>Product Descriptionsbr>Widget #005</h2>
<p>Some comple ... oduct. </p>
<p>Key points to note are:</p>
<blockquote>

<p>Firstly it sells lots</p>
<p>Secondly it is superb value</p>

</blockquote>
<p>So now you know.</p>
<HR noshade size=2>
<p>8#163; Widgets International Inc<br>April 1996</p>

</body> </HTML>
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Which turns out quite nicely as:
Ceeeeeeeee

| Fie Edt: View Go. Favoiites He

re| [Addhoss JCADATANWawectertam

  

  

  

 

 

Product Description
Widget #005
Some complete rhubarb aboutthis wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb about
this wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb about this wonderful product. Some
complete rhubarb about this wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb aboutthis
wonderful product.
Key points to note are:

Firstly itsells lots
Secondlyit is superb value

So now you know. 
Done  

 

 

To continue with mystrategy of mirroring the NewLeaf [2] functions ...
v r+Indents;mat;sink

Cail a HIME example for Vector 14.3
(21 a Page title and product info
Cal ☁Annual Summary for Widget #00S'htmUse'!
C4] ☁Subhead'htmPlace ☁Product Description' ☁Widget #005!
Cs] htmFlow «5pe'Some complete rhubarb ... product. !
[6]
C7] a Now some more detailed potats ...
Cs) htmPlace 'Key points to note are:!
C9] htmIndent 36
C10] htmFlow 'Firstly it sells lots' ☁Secondly it is superb value!
(4111 AtmIndent 0
(12) hitmPlow ☁So now you know.!
[13] AtmRule 2
[14] htmPlace'a Widgets International Inc' ☁April 1996!
(15]
(16) PG+himClose
(177 c+''tvector.htm'' htmPut PG a to see itt
(18)
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The actual indent values are immaterial - all that we can dois note if an indent
has increased or decreased, and add or remove a level of ☁blockquoting☂ as
required. We can also check the bullet character, and begin to build an
☁unordered☂ or ☁ordered☂ list if bullets have been specified. Most browsers take
note of a starting point for the numbers, so the syntax might as well includethis
possibility, and we can choose from a few basic types of numbering system. What
we cannot do is decide whether we wantii or iii. or even (iii) for our Roman
sequence - thatis entirely up to the browser at the moment.
Clearly, the first function in needofattention is htmFlow, which must check the
current indent level and patch in the necessary tags:

vouoe+sty AtmFlow txt
[1] a Simple text flow, taking account of style
[2] a Nothing useful to return here
[3] htmUseDf lt
[4] :if 2=QNC'sty' o AtmStyle sty © :end
Cs] a Ensure correct enclosure
C6] rif 2>|jetxt o txte*c,txt o :end
£7] hitm_makelist
Cal txte(,/'<',☜Atmatag,~'>'), "txt, ",/(c'</'),"(ohtmatag),~t>!
C3] itm_cat txt
[10] tif 2=DNC'sty' © htmStyle 'Body' ¢ :end
(11] reo opo

v

This is almost unchanged from the code shownin Vector13.4, but note that we
now call htm_makelist before building the paragraph. This switches the style
to ☁Indent☂ for anything other than a plain list, which has the effect that the
Atmatagvariableis set to <li> to get correct formatting of subsequentlist items.
It also adds appropriate tags for the other kindsof list, so before looking at the
code in detail ...

Bulleted and NumberedLists (ul and oltags)
1 think it is safe to assume that most browsers handle bulleted lists in the same
way, and that numberedlists can be indexed 1,2,3 ... or a,b,c ... or i,i/iii and so
on. A few experiments suggest that you can reliably set the starting point of the
sequence, but probably you should check this conjecture before you useit.
To turn our simple indentinto a bulletedlist:

AtmBullet '¥' a Simple bullet character (ASCII 0149)
htmFlow 'Pirstly it sells lots' ☁Secondly it is superb value!
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.. which should generate the HTML source...
<p>Key points to note are:</p>
<ul type=disc>
<li>Firstly it selis lots</li>
<li>Secondly it is superb value</li>
</ul>
<p>So now you know.</p>

(Note that I have hardwired the bullet to the ☁disc☂ type for consistency. Also the
spacesbefore the <li> tags are for human readability only, they are ignored by the
browserasis all redundant white space.)
This is the point where you feel like picking up a can of spray paint and daubing
☜S**f Bill Gates☝ all over the nearest plain concrete surface. Not only do Microsoft
extend HTMLin quite arbitrary ways, but they also fail to interpret the standard
correctly! If you view this outputin Netscapeit looks fine; in IE3 it looks like:

 

Ej Annual Summary for Widget #065 - Microsoft Internet Explorer [=]   | Address JEADATANWa\vecto.bim ☜Slee    ~
Product Description
Widget #005
Somecomplete rhubarb about this wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb about
this wonderfil product. Some complete rhubarb about this wonderful product. Some
complete rhubarb about this wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb about this
wonderful product.
Key points to note are:

+ Firstly it sells lots
+ Secondly it is superb value

So now you know. 
  

 

Notice the extra white space abovethefirst bullet! Pah!
The only way to preventthis is to strip the closing </p> from the end of the
preceding paragraph, which addsa nasty inconsistency to the pattern of paired
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tags we havebeen using so far. On the wholeI prefer to kludgethis rather than to
give up the overall symmetry of the <tag>section</tag> pattern, so hereis the code
which is required:

v htm_strip tag
C1] a Kludge - remove this tag if it is at the end
(2) rif ({(-itptag)thtm_PG)=tag,OTCNL
[3] Atm_PG+((-itptag)+htm_PG) ,OTCNL
[ey rend

v

v Atm_makelist;style;tag
[1] a Process list tags, comparing with previous indent
C2] a Effect is to step in and out of <ul> etc
[3] iif Atm_indents(1]>-Atm_last
[4] sselect style+tit(Atm_bullete! #@a¥')/htm_bullet
[s} :case t '
Cs} tag+' blockquote!
[7] rcase '¥!
[8] htm_strip '</p>' o tag+'ul' o htmStyle ☁Indent'
Cs] rcaselist '#@a!
(101 Atm_strip '«</p>' o AtmStyle ☁Indent!
C11] tag+'tai'('#@atistyle]
[12] tag+'ol type=',tag,' start=',+thtm_bulletct
(13) vend
(141 htm_level+htm_level,c("ittage' ☁)ttag
C15] Atm_cat '<',tag,t>!
[16] Atm_last+htm_indents{i] © :return
(17) rend
[18]
C19] tif (htm_last>0)ahtm_indents[1]=0 a9 Reset to normal text
(20] him_last+0 o AtmStyle 'Body'
C21] htm_cat (<'</'),"($btm_level), ">!
C22] htm_level+0phtm_level
(23) roeturn
(24) rend
(25]
C26] :if Rhtm_indents[1]<htm_last
[27] rif O<phtm_level
C28] Etm_cat '</',(+ohtm_level),'>'
{297 rend
{30] htm_last+htm_indents(1] ¢ hktm_level+"1+htm_level
{31} rif O=phtm_level o AtmStyle 'Body' © :end
{32} sreturn
[33] send

v
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The bullets having been set/cleared by:
AhtmBullet arg;char:ct
a Set bullet char for indented paras and optionally start counter
a Allows strings such as '#.' to insert numeric counter
a and '(@}' to count (a) this (b) that.
a Note the kludge to deal with << htmBullet '@' 12 >>

tif 2>|sarg a Simple
rif 807=-0DR arg a» Heterogeneous
arg+(c, i+arg), 1targ
:else
argecarg

tend
rend
(char ct)+2targ,1
Atm_bullet++t,char o him_bulletct+ct

Thatreally is all there is to it! Here is the test function again with somelines
addedto show the multi-level indenting in action:

a Now some more detailed points .
AtmPlace 'Key points to note are:'
AtmIndent 36 °© AtmBullet ☁#' a Counter required
AtmFlow 'Firstly it sells lots' ☁Secondly it is superb value'
AtmIndent 48 © AhtmBullet '¥' a Simple bullets
htmFlow ☁cheap to buy' ☁low cost of ownership☂
AtmIndent 36 a back down a level
fitmFlow ☁Thirdly it is widely ... ftware stores worldwide.'
AtmIndent 0
AtmFlow 'So now you know,'

There is a particularly unpleasant kludge in the function to get around the
possibility that someone may request htmBullet '@' 412 which looks forall
the world like a nested array, but is actually a two element simple vector. The
more J encounter this sort of thing, the more I suspect that we must go back to
VS APLandstart all over again with a decent implementation of boxed arrays!
The equivalent Dyalog code fragmentis ...

:If 2>|sarg a Simple
:If 326=0DR arg a Heterogeneous

.. which is interesting in that here the result from ODR doesnot distinguish the
heterogeneous from the nestedcase.
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... and hereis the final result:
Bsus   Cytee)

 

soneeeeco

 

 
 

 

 

Product Description
Widget #005
Some complete rhubarb about this wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb about

;| this wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb aboutthis wonderful product.
Key points to note are:

1. Firstly it sells lots
2, Secondly it is superb value

* cheap to buy
+ low cost of ownership

3. Thirdly it is widely available in all the best software stores worldwide.
| So now you know.
  
 

 

SomeOther Settings
As you can see from the code,this will also accept htmBullet '@.' toset an
alphabetic sequence, and htmBullet '(a)! for roman numbering. You can
preset the counter with an additional parameter, such as htmBullet '@' 3,
for example to resumean interruptedlist:

htmIndent 36 © htmBullet '(a)' a Roman counter
AtmFlow ☁Firstly it sells lots' ☁Secondly it is superb value!
AtmIndent 0
htmPlow e3p¢'More complete rhubarb about this wonderful product. *
AtmIindent 36 © htmBullet '(a)' 3 a Roman counter from 3
htmFlow ☁Thirdly it is widely ... ftware stores worldwide.'

. although the Roman sequence looks pretty strange without the enclosing
arentheses,
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Anyway, it works as well as could be expected...
Annual Summary for Widget #005 Microsoft Internet Explorer [-Jopd!
 

 

   ADATA\W3Weetor.btm
 

Some complete rhubarb about this wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb about
this wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb about this wonderful product.
Key points to note are:

1 Firstly it sells lots
i, Secondly it is superb value

More complete rhubarb about this wonderful product. More complete rhubarb aboutthis
wonderful product. More complete rhubarb about this wonderful product.

iii Thirdly it is widely available in all the best software stores worldwide.
So now you know. ioe - eo rye   

Coming Soon
The next article in the set will cover simple data-entry forms, in particular it will
show you how to convert from a standard Causeway/AP124 form definition to
something that shows up nicely in your browser, preserving as much of the
layoutas is reasonable.If 1 get aroundtoit, it will also have the codeto parse the
resulting ASCII string which arrives over email when some hopeful userfills in
your form and hits <Submit> to mail the request to you.

References
[1] The HTML Sourcebook, lan S. Graham, John Wiley 1995
[2] NewLeaf User☂s Manual, Causeway Graphical Systems Ltd, 1996
[3] HTML Basics for APL+Win, Vector 13.4 page 84
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Using APL andJ in Conjunction to
Improve System Validity
by Donald B. Pittenger (dbpitt@msn.com)

Programming languages are usually seen in terms of opposition or contrast to
one another: FORTRAN vs. Pascal, COBOL vs. PL/I, APL vs.J. Yes, definitely
APL versus J. Vector and the Internet comp.lang.apl site are peppered with
comparisons and contrasts as well as outright brickbats regarding the two
languages (or is it dialects ♥ ] hope this paragraph does notstart yet another
holy war before I have even gotten to my main point).
I contend that there can be situations where APL and J can be used in a
cooperative manner where the goal is maximising software system validity. This
article is intended to explain mycase.
Validating Software Systems
Give me someslack here: I☂m a demographer, not a trained computerscientist.
But I do write a lot of software to generate data to sell to clients, and I get bitten
by software errors moreoften than I like. No doubt many ofyouare in a similar
situation.
Whatis a ☁valid☂ software system? For this article, I] define it as one that does
whatthe system designer intended. Totake a simple case, a valid system would
have no array indexing errors. 1 remember an instance where I got males and
females reversed in one equation ♥ just a matter of typing a 1 instead of a 2 by
mistake. The system did notcrash, so there was no obvioussign of trouble. The
output looked little odd, but nothing clearly unreasonable. I discovered the
error months later when going over the code for some reason.
Is there any way to guarantee system validity? I say no, though there might be a
few who disagree. Aboutthe best one can do is implementa practical validation
procedure which reasonable observers agree is likely to locate a good many
errors.If the system has any size or complexity, errors are almost certain to occur
no matter what precautions are taken. Eventually, some of these will reveal
themselves to users of the system or its output. Other errors (presumably small
ones) mightnever be discovered.
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Validation procedures can include code review, graphing output, and flagging
results that might be considered questionable. There are others. But, in my
opinion,there is only one best way. Read on.

The Solution is (Gasp!) Writing It Twice
Please calm down.I think I am quite reasonable whenI assert that the best way to
validate software systems is to write two systems that use the same input and compare
the output. Admittedly, this is not always practical. The balance ofthis article
sketches ways this can be done, given certain conditions. In brief, 1 propose that
code be written in both APL andJ, and I further claim that it is the use of these
languages that makes the task practical at all. (Okay, I called them separate
languages again. Please bear with me, becauseI will do so for the balance of the
article.)
Wheredid I get the notion that writing a system twiceis a practical proposition?
Well, if you read the last paragraph of my article about the SAS IML matrix
languagein the July, 1997 Vector, you will note that I mentioned writing a system
in J as well as IML. Because of my unfamiliarity with IML and SAS,as well as the
lack of anyone to give me advice on howto build IML systems, mystrategy was
to restrict the IML system to core number-crunching chores. A good deal of input
(rates, parameters, etc.) was computed off-line underJ, but could have been done
using a spreadsheet. Thus, the core system was small ♥ about a dozen pages of
codein small type. Partly because J didn☂t trust my IMLskills and partly because
1 wanted a backupsystem in a language I knew, I wrote a J system that used the
same inputfiles as the IML system and which produced the same format of
outputfiles. (The files are *.txt type ♥ the file you get when you save an Excel
spreadsheetastext: basic ASCII with tab delimiters.)
Oneresult of my efforts was that it was now possible to compare outputof the
two. systems number-by-number. So | did compare numbers, and where there
were differences, 1 checked both systemsto try to figure out which one wasin
error. There must have been six or eight cases where differences were found, and
the errors were fairly evenly balanced between IML andJ. As I write this, the
numbers agree, so I am confident that the system has been validated. Yes, there
might be design mistakes, and there might be input errors, but the systems
themselves are highlylikely to be doing whatthey are supposed to be doing.

Where This Sort of Validation is Practical
Let me movefrom a specific case to discuss dual-language system validation in
terms of APL andJ, rather than J and IML.
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I contend that J can be used to validate APL systems and APL can be used to
validate J systems.It is also possible to validate APL by APL and byJ, butthis
assumes different programmers for each version. Where there is only one
programmer, two languages should be used to limit the possibility of code being
subconsciously repeated. Also, a one-language, one-programmer rewrite might
easily include the use of commonutility code, which mightitself be flawed. (The
IML/J exercise mentioned above revealed oneerror in my J utility code toolkit.)
To me, APL and J are well suited to dual-programming. They have enough
similarities that a programmer of one language does not have to experience a
paradigm shift to learn the other. But the differences are great enough that the
programmerhas to think in different terms to code the same process in each
language. I have been programming in APL since 1983, and have become so
proficient that a good many of my coding errors are the result of writing too
quickly ♥ slapdashstuff. I am far more cautious when writing J. I've been using
it fairly heavily for about a year, and have avoided hooks, forks,etc., because(1)
T have yet to confront a situation where the potential gain seems to exceed the
pain of learning them, and(2)1 find that even basic, APL-like J is not easy. I have
a general sense of frames and function rank, yet nevertheless find myself
constantly testing code segments on simple arrays just to be sure I've gotten
things right. And zero-origin counting is not what I grew up with, so indexing
alwaystakes thought and maybe even doodling a few numbersor diagrams on a
scratchpad. Indeed, my mindis working quite differently when programmingin
one language or the other, and this is exactly what is needed for one-
programmersystem validation.
By the way, I oughtto makeit clear that J code should notincludetacit functions:
the APL and J oughtto bein the form of conventional programs whoselistings
can be compared and the behaviour of each variable traced. In tacit
programming, the variable ☁disappears☂ so far as the code is concerned. And you
can☂t test the data flow ofa tacit expression directly, if I understand the concept
correctly.
One of the most important reasons why I think APL and J are good dual-
programming tools is coding speed. APLers tend to throwa lot of speed factors
around, especially lines of code compared to doing the same job in a compiled
language. My impressionis that the range runs from three to five times coding
speed improvement. To use numbers loosely, assume APL and J can be written
equally quickly by a programmer experienced in both. And take the more
conservative end of the speed range. This implies that, compared to writing in a
compiled language, the same system can be written in both APL and J in two-
thirds the time. Or 40 per cent of the time, if the high-end speed advantageis
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accepted. This, coupled with the payoff of less time spent in the future tracking down
system bugs, means that the array-language programmerstill retains the
development-time advantage over competitors using conventional languages!

Potential Problem Areas
Nothing in this world is perfect. There are several practical matters standing in
the way of dual-language validation in APL and J. These need to be discussed,
lest weget carried away bythe prospectof theoretical gains.
Before dealing with problem areas, let us start by describing an ideal dual-
language validity testing setting because, by showing an ideal, we can reveal
what has been abstracted out of practical circumstances. Actually, the IML/J
example mentioned above camepretty close; let's use a polished versionofit.
Here aresalient features:

1. The core computational task is well-structured. There can be alternative
subroutines, but most of the variation is in the input data and parameter
values. Essentially, the core is a batch-process wrapped in somesortof
interface.

2. The identical input must be broughtto each language system test run so that
anydifferences in output must be due to system flaws.

3. The simplerthe user interface (UI) the better ♥ at least for testing purposes.
This is an enablingfactor relating to the need to have each system running
identical input. Since UI☂s deal with input selection and flow of control, steps
mustbe taken to assure commonsystem control. Theideal setting would have
no interface in the generally accepted sense; it would be a software
☜breadboard☂ or workbench whereconsistent inputs are introduced asglobals,
passeddata, or whateveris the design of the production system.In other
words,for testing, all the data/parameterselecting normally done via the UI
can be assumedto have occurred, and the core routines are now about to
begin their work. For complex systems, modules might haveto be isolated in
this fashionfor individualtesting ♥ particularly if the complete system
requires UI actions to bridge module operations.

4, Output data should bein the form of tables containing summary data,
descriptive data such as rates or shares, and blocks of raw numbers. Summary
andrate data are usefulfor spotting the generallocationsoferrors, detailed
data confirm that errorfixes work at the lowest level. Demographicdata I
have used for testing contained single-year-age data as well as age groups,
populationtotals, andtotals for process outcomes suchasbirths, deaths, and
migrants.

From the above, there are some obvious and not-so-obvious practical problem
areas. But the key item is how well the test systems canbe isolated from UI and
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language environment peculiarities. Make every reasonable effort to create test-
beds. Otherwise, you arelikely to encounter the following problems:
One obvious problem is the UI. My experience does not extend to mainframe or
minicomputer APL, but I know from experience differences between APL*PLUS
and APL2/PC under MS-DOS, not to mention APL+WIN, Dyalog APL/W,
ISIAPL, and J under Windows. The UI, whetherit is basically a fancy menu or
something far more flexible, can influence much data selection and program
flow. The dual-language problem is how to get the same input into these
separate codeblocs. If the UI was via Delphi or Visual Basic, and the J and APL
were DLLs chewing on data furnished by the UI system, there would belittle
difficulty. (Few APLs can act as DLL serversasthis is written, but in future most
will.) Problems can occur under Windowsif you use a language vendor-based
UI. For example, what if the target system was written in Dyalog APL/W and
used the grid object? J under Windows does not yet have such a thing. A
problem-simplifying WindowsUI solution (though not for grid objects) would
be Causeway ♥ exceptthat there is not yet a CausewayforJ.
Another problem is data input ♥ in particular, what can be done with target
systems that make use of APL componentfiles? J does not read APL component
files. The sameapplies to data stored as part of an APL workspace.As a practical
matter, dual-language validation systems are best suited to settings where data
flow to and from ☁standard☂file types, be they *.txt or files read from data bases
using ☁standard☂ linkage software.
I know this is easy to say but hard to do in the real world, but: if I were
developing new systems in APL and hoped to perform dual-language validation
using J, I would try to design the production system (not just a breadboard
system) so as to eliminate all aspects of APL data storage as it wasclassically
practised. This includes the workspace as well as componentfiles. Okay, you
can☂t run APL without a workspace. But, aside from loading-speed
considerations, why should APL systemsbestored as workspaces? The fear of
destroying programs by mistake led me to abandon workspace-based systemssoon after I started using APL. I store programs as individual files grouped
within directories. It is a flexible and safe solution. It also helps facilitate dual-
languagevalidation because specific program sets can be assembledfairly easily
for testing as functional blocs as noted above. If APL is to have a future,
dysfunctional baggage mustbe ruthlessly abandoned wherenecessary.
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Conclusion
Validating software systems by writing them in two different languages can be a
practical matter if those languages are APL andJ, provided that identical input
can be brought to each comparative test. The key element in making this
proposal practical is the programming speed of the two languages ♥ writing a
system in both APL andJ to assure validity can be done faster than program-
mingit once (without attempting validation) using a conventional language.
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TECHNICAL SECTION
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Hackers☂ Corner: Dyalog APL and the
Windows95 Registry

by John Sullivan (john@yddraiggoch.demon.co.uk)

Why Use the WindowsRegistry?
Windows3.x used initialization files, which had the extension .ini, to hold the
settings for Windowsitself and for applications written to run under Windows.
There were two types ofinitialization file, system and private, although in many
cases programmers were lazy and wrote information that rightly belonged in a
private initialization file into a system file, such as system.ini or win.ini. Since the
largestsize .ini file that Windows3.x could handle was 64k, this caused problems
wheneverusers installed ☜too many☝ of these applications, On the other hand,
some programs used privateinitialization files to store system information; for
example Microsoft Publisherstoredits font information in a private file. Make the
font unavailable and the program crashes!
With Windows95 the Registry was introduced in order to keep all initialization
data together, rather than in a succession of fragmented .ini files. Although
supportfor .ini files is still maintained (and has even been enhanced) in Windows
95, because, obviously, programs written for Windows 3.x will require access to
ini files when run under Windows95, performance when accessing the Windows
registry is significantly faster than when accessing .ini files in almost all
circumstances. There are no restrictions to the size of the registry, whereas the
functionsthat write to .ini files fail when the file approachesits size limit of 64k.
Since Windows95 applications are supposed to write to the registry rather than to
initialization☂ files, developers -who- fail_to..use_the registry can produce
applications that are not completely compliant with the Win95 software design
guidelines.
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The Functions
There are six of these:

Open, which opensa path in the registry and returns a handle
GetInt, which gets an integer value from the registry
GetString, which gets a characterstring from theregistry
PutInt, which puts an integer on the registry
PutString, which puts a character string on the registry
Close, which closes the registry when you☂ve finished.

Dyadic Systems have already provided some functions to perform registry
operations: these are in the Workspace Documentation namespacein the session.
We can reduce our workload by making use of them, giving them new names and
putting them in our own namespace for completeness. I put these functions in a
namespace called Reg to keep them together and out of the way. The functions
wereuse (thanks to Dyadic for permissiontolist these) are:

Open~Q1SE.WSDoc .GetRegkeyHandle
GetInt+QSE.WSDoc.GetRegKeyValue
PutInt«QSE.WSDoc.PutRegkeyValue

vy HANDLE+GetRegKeyHandle KEY;CURRENT_USER;ALL;RegCreateKeyExA
C1) a Get a handle to a Registry key as a subkey of HKEY_CURRENT_USER
C2] a The key is created if it doesn't already exist
(3)
C4] CURRENT_USER+* 2147483649 a HEX 0x80000001
(5] ALL+2038711 a HEX OxiFOFFF
6]
C7] OQNA'T ADVAPI32.d11,C32|RegCreateKeyExA U <OPf I <oP I I I >U >G!
[a] HANDLE+>22RegCreateKeyExA GURRENT_USER KEY 0 '' 0 ALE 0 0 0

v

Vv VALUE+KEY GetRegkeyValue NV;SUBKEY ;RegQueryValueExA;RC;VAL
C1J a Gets the value of a Registry SUBKEY or default DEFAULT
C2] a KEY is the handle for an existing Registry Key
Ca] SUBKEY VALOE+NV
C4) QWA'T ADVAPI32,.d11.C32|RegQueryValueExA U <oF I I >I4 =I4"
(sj RC VAL+2tRegQueryValuekxA KEY SUBKEY 00 0 4
C6) >(RC#0)/0
C7] VALUE+VAL
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Vv HANDLE PutRegkeyValue NV;SUBKEY;VALUE;RegSetValueExA
(1) a Stores the value of a Registry SUBKEY
C2] SUBKEY VALUE+NV
[3] ONA'I ADVAPIA2.d11.C32|RegSetValueExé U <0OF I I <Iy Ih!
Cay VALUE+RegSetValueExA HANDLE SUBKEY © 4 VALUE 4

v

The syntax of these functions is as follows, where key is a subkey of
HKEY_CURRENT_USER,andthat part of the key does not need to be given.

handle+Reg.Open key
valuethandle Reg.GetInt subkey default
handle Reg.PutInt subkey value

It is important to close all open registry handles as soon as you've finished with
them, in order to maintain data integrity (what do you doif your system crashes
between updatingthe registry itself and the time when Windowsactually gets
around to writing the updatesto disk?) and also to free up Windowsresources.
The other functions are easily written, copying the style of the Dyadic-supplied
functions:

Vv VALUE+KEY GetString NV;LEN;SUBKEY ; DEFAULT; RegQuery ValueExA;RC;VAL
C1] a Gets the value of a Registry SUBKEY or default DEFAULT
[2] a Key is the handle for an existing Registry Key
(3) a Function by JS based on USE.WSDoc.GetRegkeyValue
C4] SUBKEY VALUE+NV
Cs] GQNA'ET ADVAPI32.d11,C32|RegQueryValueExA U <OT I I =0f =I4'
Cs] RC VAL LEN+RegQueryValueExA KEY SUBKEY 0 0(256p' ')256
[7] :If RC=234 a More data (i.e. buffer is not big enough)
Ca] RC VAL LEN+RegQueryValueExA KEY SUBKEY 0 O(LENp' ')LEN
[9] :EndIf
[10] +(RC#0)/0
[11] VALUE*VAL

VY {RC}+HANDLE PutString NV;SUBKEY;VALUE;RegSetValueExé
(4) a Stores the value of a Registry SUBKEY
[2] a HANDLE is the handle for an existing Registry Key
3] a Function by JS based on OSE.WSDoc.GetRegKeyValue
[4] SUBKEY VALUE+NV
(5) ONA'I ADVAPI32.d11,.C32|RegSetValueExA U <OF I I <or ry!
C6] RC+RegSetValueEkxA HANDLE SUBKEY 0 1 VALUE(1+pVALUE)

v
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v {RC}«Close HANDLE;RegCloseKey
Cad a Close an open registry key
[2] ONA'I ADVAPI32.d11.C32|RegCloseKey U'
{3] RC«RegCloseKey HANDLE

v

Example
If you want to change the value of your application☂s printer top margin to 36
points, saving the old value, you would key somethinglike the following:

handle+Reg.Open '☁Software\APLapps\application\Print'
old+handle Reg.GetInt 'TopMargin' 0
handle Reg.PutInt 'TopMargin' 36
Reg.Close handle

Other Considerations
If you try to open a non-existent subkey it (and all non-existent intermediate
subkeys) will be created. This is a function of the registry interface. Similarly, you
do not need to create a bottom-level container for your data: in the example
above, if fopMargin did not already exist, the default value of 0 would be put
into old, andthe result of the PutInt call would be to create TopMargin and
storeits value.
Other registry functions are available, for example functions to delete entries. I
havenot coded those because up to now J have not needed them,being content to
use the registry editor to delete unwanted entries, but those who do need them
should have notrouble coding them yourself. (You would need deletion functions
for an uninstall program,for instance.)

References
Any good book on the Windows 95 registry, or the Microsoft Developer Network
CD-ROMs.
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Technical Correspondence
From: David Piper 5th March 1998
After many years doing APL, followed by feweryears of retained interest in APL,
Tam still amazed by the abysmal quality of some of the code being published in
Vector. One of the major objections to APL in the commercial world is the
production of write-only code. The article in Vector 14.2 on Niven Numbersis a
perfect exemplar of the coding style that creates such negative reactions. Whilst
this article is academic in nature, Vector is a (arguably the) showcase for APL
code. All code published here should be of a high quality, or at least ultimately
form a contribution to high quality code (maybe as part of a learning exercise).
Take the function NIVEN2; it can becriticized for at least the followingfeatures:

* use of single character names;
* multiple assignments on a single line;
* complex path analysis (75% of the lines include conditional branches).

The attempt to make the code moreefficient (VIVENB) simply exaggerates these
features and gives rise to an unrewarding 4% benefit. Clearly the structure of the
code is not the source of the performance issue, it is far more likely that the
algorithm is to blame. Algorithmically the functions given can becriticized on (at
least) two fronts:

* repeated catenation of new result values to the result vector;
* evaluation of only one candidate result at a time.

Below is a version of the algorithm which avoids the repeated catenation issue.
This is an easy change to make since we know from theright argument how many
result values are required:

VZ+HIVEND W;candidate;digits;pos
Z~( (WTO) pO)
candidate+0
pose1
+(Ws0)/end

next :candidate+candidateti
digits+({(1+l10ecandidate)pi0)rcandidate
+(0#(+/digits)|candidate)/next
Zlpos]+candidate
Ppos+posti
+(Wzpos)/again

end:
v
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In performance terms this version shows a significant improvement (here are
somerelative timings for cases > 1000):
 

Function |1000 |10000 |100000
 

NIVENA 1.07 20.85 755.55
 

NIVEND 1.14 15.92 204.33
 

Ratio 1.07 0.76 0.27      
The penalty in performance below 1000is certainly dueto the ☜style☝ of the code
- this algorithm implemented in the style of NIVEN1 shows a constant
improvementof about 10% over the more readable version presented above. For
the 100000 case, the saving dueto changingthe algorithm is 73%, the saving from
changing the codestyle is about 3%,
This illustrates a vitally important point:

as the amountofuseful computation increases as a proportion of the total the overheads
due to ☜style☝or otherfactors becomeless important; in general pursuitofalgorithmis
more beneficial than sacrificing readability for marginal gainsinefficiency.

Despite the effectiveness of the gains madeso far, greater gains becomeavailable
by implementing the algorithm in a way suited to APL. The solutions presented
are scalar in nature - each scalar is tested in turn. APL is an array processing
language, so an array based solution should be sought. In contrast to the
statement made in the original article that ...if would be a challenge to find an
algorithm... the changes required are fundamentally simple:

yZ+A NIVENE W;candidates;digits;hits;max
Z+((WI0)p0)
candidates+1A
+(Ws0)/end

next :max+(+pcandidates)=candidates
digits+((1+l10emax)p10)rcandidates
hits+0=(+/digits)|candidates
2+Z,hits/candidates
candidates+candidatestA

+(W>9Z)/again
Z+WeZ

end:
v
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The algorithm implemented in this function generates groups of candidates and
tests the content of each group in parallel. The size of the group is determined by
the left argumentto the function.Atfirst sight this algorithm may seem inefficient
since it potentially generates too many result values, however the cost of this
marginal inefficiency is far outweighed by the gains resulting from the
parallelism of the algorithm as a whole. The performance of this improved
algorithm isillustrated in the following table:
 

Function 1000 10000 100000
 

NIVENA 11.07 20.85 755.55
 

NIVENE 0.06 0.97 13.91
 

Ratio 0.06 0.05 0.02      
The performanceof the algorithm does depend on the value chosen for chunking
size. An optimal choice seems to be a valueclose to that in the right argument,
though the reasons for this are not clear. Re-writing this algorithm in the style of
NIVEN1 did not give a noticeable performance benefit (<1% in all cases compared
to NIVENE). The function given can be subjected to a criticism made of the
original - the use of repeated catenation to form the result. Note, however, that
the catenation will be performed far fewer times anda (potentially large) number
of results is appendedin each operation.
The point is best made by the principle expressed in Normal Thomson☂sarticle in
the same edition of Vector - think, reason, express. Once a simple method has been
thought up, reason it through to create an algorithm suitable for array processing.
Then this can be expressed in a clear and meaningful manner. In my experience,
only rarely is there a needto sacrifice clarity for performance.

David Piper11 Lingfield Road
Evesham
WR11 6XG
Email: DavidP@SelectST.com
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An ODBC Browser Using SQL
and Dyalog APL

by Richard Smith (richard@apl-385.demon.co.uk)
Introduction
Having not gone to Morten Kromberg☂s workshop on ODBC at APL96,I decided
that I would have a goatit in Toronto. As I was working through the workshop, I
realised I was having to type in things like SQAInit, SQADo and SQAClosea
Jot of times. So I made a basic Windows form with a field and a ☜Go☝ button,
which ran SQADo with whatever was in the field, and ☜Connect☝ and
☜Disconnect☝ buttons which ran SQAConnect and SQAClose; this meant I
didn☂t have to typeit in each time.
As I continued through the workshop, it became more and more complicated. As
each new function was introduced byitself, naturally I added new controls to the
form for each one. This meant that my form had some fairly unorthodox
behaviour - the dropdown on the left, defining which function to perform,
controlled the items shown in the right-hand dropdown; both together controlled
the actions of the ☜Execute☝ button. This led to a rather large ☁switch-case☂
statement ☁in working out whatto do.

Finishingit off
Annoyingly, near the end of the workshop my Dyalog interpreter crashed (the
only time during the whole conference: what a surprise, just as I had a good
program). However, this gave me the opportunity to rewrite the interface rather
more sensibly. Using my father☂s portable, I wrote a dummyversion (he didn☂t
have ODBCinstalled), which let me play with graphic properties. Towards the
end of the conference, 1 went back into the workshop room to write in the
connections with Morten☂s functions and totestit. At this stage, it was a working
product and did not have someof the ☁fancy features☂ of the one now, butit was
taking on the look ofit.
During the Christmas holidays, my father, Adrian, thought it would be a good
idea if it had a dropedit Combofor the statements, as in web browsers such as
Netscape and Internet Explorer. Having done this, I was then told that it would
be better as a multi-line field, to allow longer statements; however, I wasn☂t going
to write that: come on Dyadic, let☂s have ☜Multi-Line Combo Boxes☝!
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The Final Design
RC) After fiddling with the

attach property and
other such things, I came
up with this as my main
form. The icon is an

 interesting feature: it's
different every time! I

 "SQL session initialised ...
ii

 

make it using the APL ex-
pression ☜1+732 32p16,

=|] Producing a random
matrix of 16 colours. A 

useful point about the program is the way the focus movesatdifferent times. At
the start, it is on the ☜Connect☝ button. When this button is pressed, it brings up
this window:
Bre ee) [-JTz]} The focus is placed in the

 

☜Resource☝ field. Type in
the nameof the resource
and press ☜Enter☝ or click
☜Connect!☝ to connect to

   

 

_SOLMessage the resource. If it connects  
 SQL sessioninitialised ... : successfully, the fields

al will be activated and the
Tables window will be

=f] displayed.  
This window showsthe namesof all the tables in the resource selected - here
thereare six ~ and the window can be resized to show any very long names.
PETre
Attainment

/./Curriculumitems
2 {Effort
!|HeadnTail
=|Phrases

 

7 {Subjects

 

By double-clicking on any of the table names, you
can bring up the Columns window (see below). You
can have as many of these windows open at one
time as you like; double-clicking on a different table
will bring up another Columns window. Double-
clicking a name for which there is already a
Columns window active will give the focus to that
window.
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Pressing ☜Enter☝ or clicking on ☜Show☝will give the Return windowforthe table:

   

        

    

Unique Phrase
{School Year(1-6)
{Curriculum ttem
_JAt which grade?
☜{Which attainmentlevel?
Key Phrase for the above

  

  

 

This is done by the function CreateQuery:
tab CreateQuery fields

(1l] 8 Create an SQL call that shows the values of fields
C2] a <fields> in table <tab>,
(31 :If cepfields
C4} ('Do't 'Normal')Run('Select « from ',tab)[5] :Else
C6] ('Do' 'Normai')Run('Select ',("ite'"',"fields,"<'",')(71 :End

Byselecting one or
more column names
and then pressing
☜Show☝, the Return
window is shown for
just those columns of
thetable.

»' from ',tab)

Line 3 checks to see if any fields have been selected. If not, it runs line 4, which
selects all the columns from the selected table. Otherwise, it runs line 5, which
shows just the columns given to the function in the variable fields (Year,
Effort, Atn and Phrase in this example). Run puts the query in the list of
statements and displays the result in the Return window:   
 2 A 2 Tries hard, pity he can't read.
Mok we can type stuff into this, but is it useful?

A 2 And so on (again)8 3 Hello, wortd (once more)8 2 So theretD 2 A bit odd, that
2
1
6
2
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The display here is a little confusing. The first column, Year, is 2 2 1 6 2; the
second, Effort, is A A B B D;the third, Effort is 2 23 2 2. The text ☜OK we can type
stuff into this, butis it useful?☝ is part of the Phrase column ofthefirst entry.

Extras
This mouse interface can☂t do every databaseaction: for instance, it can☂t do cross-
table queries. However, to do another action via SQL, type in the statement you
want to run in the ☜Statement☝field on the main form, then press ☜Enter☝ or click
on ☜Execute☝to run it. If you have typed it in correctly, the output will appear in
the Result window;if not, the error message will appear in the ☜Messages☝ field
on the main form:

  

 ; The Microsoft Jet database engine cannotfind the input table +
j,[or query ☁Atn☂, Make sureit exists andthat its namais spelled «:
☜correctly.
; {Connected to ☜AmTrash"t xl

 

   

 

To re-use a statementfrom earlier (including those madeusing the ☜Show☝button
on the Columns window), click on the drop-down button by the ☜Statement☝ field
to bring down the Combo box:

  
    

  

  
  

  

Select * fram tn
"Select * from Atn

elect ☜Tear ☜Ei

This showsall the statements used since the program wasstarted, the most recent
at the top. If you re-use a statement, it will riffle to the top of this list. When a
statementis selected, use the ☜Execute☝ buttonto runit.

Richard Smith
Brook House
Gilling East, York

Note: Thearticle and the workspaceare available at my webpageat:
www.apl-385.demon.co.uk/res/odbe.htm
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Object Oriented Programming
with APL+Win (PartID)
by Eric Lescasse (eric@lescasse.com)

I want to thank Chris Leefrom Softmed who inspired me
with his UDC (User Defined Classes) concept.

Introduction
This longarticle, published in Vector in 2 parts, is extracted from the Monthly
APL+Win Training Program available on the Internet from the Lescasse
Consulting Website at www. lescasse.con.It represents one of 3 chapters
included in the APL+Win Training for May 97.

Inheritance
The way of programming with Qwi described in this Chapter is really Object
Oriented Programming with APL+Win.To convince you aboutthis assertion,
read on.
First, weare really creating new classes of objects. When youcreate a new class,
you choosea class nameforit (example: Form or Form5 or MaskEdit, etc.) and
then you create one APL function with a namethat matches the new object's class
name you've chosen,
Remember that you can replace existing APL+Win classes(like Form) with your
own classof the same name.
You may also overload existing class properties or methods with your own
behaviour. This is exactly what we have donein all examplesso far with the New
method, which does exist for the APL+Win standard Form class, but which we
overloaded with additional functionality in our Form! to FormSclasses.
Second, we can easily go one step further and use inheritance, oneof the basic
concepts of all Object Oriented development systems. We will now describe how
to do that.
Let☂s suppose that we wouldlike our new Form class to behave exactly like the
Form8class except that the Esc key would be a shortcut key used to close the
form. Wecould change our Forms function by adding one moreline in the
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overloaded New method code and rename Forms to Form6 (whichyouwill find
in workspace QWI.W3), The line to add would be:

[24] R+(A,'.baksc')(wilNew' 'Button'('size' 0 0)('style'! 2) a Esc button

This line creates an invisible button (invisible becauseits size is set to 0 0!) with
style 2 on our form. Because this button hasstyle2, it is known by the APL+Win
system as a Cancel button which is automatically clicked by pressing the Esc key,
therefore closing the form.
So, we haveperfectly solved our problem ofcreating a new class of forms which
would react to pressing the Esc key by closing themselves. However, there are
several drawbacks to this approach:

e first, we are duplicating the Forms codeto become Forméandlosing precious
workspace room

* second, and more importantly, if we need to make any changein our Form5
class, we must make the same changes in Form6class, so that Form6objects
continue to behaveexactly like Form5 objects (except for the added Esc key
functionality)

Could wetry to take advantage of the Object Oriented inheritance concept
instead? Yes, andit is very easy. Let's just design a new Form?class as follows:

vA Form? B;R3class
(1] av A Form? B -- User Defined Form? Class
(2] av A ++ object name
[3] av B «+ ☁property!
(4) av or ☁property value
(5] av or ☁Method?
C6] ay or 'Method' argumenti .., argumentN
t7) av Requires: (F) QwiRegister
Cal av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse [9mar37]
{9]
(10) :select +B
[11] :case ☁New! @ constructor
{121 A Forms 8 a inherits Forms class
[13] Qwikegister A a save class name
Cia] Re(A,'.bnEsc')OwitNew! 'Button'('size' 0 0)('style' 2)
C15]
C16] +:else
C17] A Forms B a inherits Form$ class
C18]
[19] :end

v

That's a very simple andcrystal clear way of implementing inheritance.
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Whenthe Form? class functionis called with an argumentstarting with 'New!
to create a new instance of a Form7 kind of a form, the Form5 New method code
is used instead (line 12) and is simply followed by the additional behaviour we
wanted(line 14), Note that we mustnotforget to register our newclass(line 13).
For all other Form?class properties and methods, the behaviouris inherited from
the FormSclass (line 17).
You may wantto checkif this works OK. Try:

"ff! Qwi2 ☁New! 'Form7'
ff

click in the form to set the focusto it and press the Esc key:this closes your form.
Then try:

☁ff! Qwi2 ☁New! ☁Form7' (☁ontop! 1)ff
'££' Qwi2 ☁Move☂ ☁bottom ☁right!

192 256

The form moves as expected. The ontop property and the Move methodarepurely inherited from the FormSclass!
I suppose you see how this bringsa terrific power to APL+Win programming!
APL+Win allows you to do Object Oriented Programming and in a manner
whichis most simple.
Having understood inheritance as shown above, we could have designed our
Form! to Form5classes as a hierarchyof classes, all descendants from theAPL+Win Form class, according to the followingtree:
Form -----♥

Form1 ♥♥
Delete

Form? ----
caption
font
scale
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Form3 -----
other
APL+Win
properties

Form4---♥
ontop

FormS♥----
Move

Form7
Esc key 

In the abovetree, I have shownateach level of the tree, the changed or added
properties and methods.

Exercise
Tleave it as an exercise for you to start a new workspace, copy functions Qwi,
HANDLERFOR, Formfrom workspace QWI .W3 in it and rewrite Form2,
Form3, Form4, Forms and Form? implementinginheritanceatall levels.
Then add a new property to the New method of the Form!class, like changing
the default form size to 10 30, and check that all other classes (Form2 to Form7)
do inherit correctly from the Formiclass.

Polymorphism
Another unique characteristic of Object Oriented Programming is
polymorphism wherebydifferent objects respond to the same message with their
own unique behaviour.
Howcan weuse polymorphism with our new objects? The answeris simple:if
you assumethat invoking an object methodis in fact sending a messageto the
object instructingit to run a namedpiece of code (the method), then we simply
need to implement methods sharing the same namein different ways according to
the classes in which they are implemented.
An examplewill help understand this polymorphism concept. Let☂s define 2 new
classes of objects Form8 and Form9 which both inherit from class Form7. In both
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Form8 and Form9classes, wewill implement a SetDefau1tColor method,
which sets the form background colour to some default class color whenit is
invoked. Howeverwewill design Se tDefaultColorso thatit changes the
colour of Form8 forms to black and the colour of Form9 forms to white. Here are
our 2 new class functions:

(4)
C2)
C3}Cu)
Us]6}C7}
Cal(3)[10]
(11)
(121
(13]
(14)(15)
C16]
C17]
C18]£19]
[20]
C21]

and:

(1)
C2}C3]
C4]ts]
[6]
£71
Cal
C9]{10}
[11]
[12]
C13]
C14]Cis]
C16]
C17]C16]
C19]C20]C21)

vA Form® B;R;class
av A FormB B -- User Defined Form8 Classav A ++ object nameav B ++ ☁property!
av or 'property' value
av or 'Method'
ay or 'Method' argumentt ... argumentNav Requires: (F) Qwikegister
av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse (9mar97]

rselect +B
r¢ase 'New! A Constructor

A Form? B a inherits Form? class
QwiRegister A A save class name

rcase 'SetDefaultColor' a SetDefaultColor method
A Qwi 'color' o a set background color to black

relse
A Form? B e inherits Form? class

send

vA Form? B;R;class
av 4 Form9 B -- User Defined Form9 Class
av A ++ object nameav B ++ ☁property!av or ☁property! value
av or 'Method'
av or ☁Method' argument1 ... argumentN
av Requires: (FP) Qwikegisterav Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse [9mar97]
rsele
rcase

A
q

rcase
A

relse
A

rend

ct +B
☁New! a constructor
Form? B a inherits Form? classwiRegister A a save class name
'SetDefaultColor' a SetDefaultColor method
Qwi 'color' (39255) a set background color to white

Form? B a inherits Form? class
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Nowlet'stry to create instances of the Form8 and Form9 classes, which we will
distinguish by changing their caption property andlet's send them a
SetDefaultColor message.

☁ff! Qwi2 ☁New! ☁Format ('caption' ☁Forme Form') ('size' 120 250) ('ontop' 1)
ff

☁f£f' Qwi2 'SetDefaultColor'

☁gg! Qwiz ☁New! 'Form9' ('caption☂ ☁Form Form') (tsize' 120 250} ('ontop' 1)
oF

"gg! Qwi2 'SetDefaultcolor'

Here is what you will see.
rentne eneakia,cay clades oyoh

{f° Quit ☁Wewt 'Form8' ('caption☂ 'Formt Form☂) (tise! 120 250) ¢☁ontop* 12
{f° Qui 'SetDefacltCalor☂
    nh

 

    

"gg Gvi Newt ☁Forms! Ceaption' ☁rors Ferm!) (☁glee 120 250) (☁ontep' 1)
[" ☁gg! Qui 'Setmefaaltcolort

 

  

21°
tel r,ace an. ☁padenanerlsyartowin: 7C. | RYMErae

   

   
This is exactly what polymorphism is.
Polymorphism refers to the ability of a given message to assumedifferent
functions, depending upon to what objectit is sent.
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Using Superclass Methods
It may sometimes happenthat you would like to use notthe class definition of a
(possibly polymorphic) method, but its superclass definition instead. A
superclass is simply the parent class which a given class inherits from.
For example, the Form8 superclass is Form7.
Let☂s assumethat we have also implemented a Se tDefaul tColor method in
the Form? class. Changeclass function Form7as follows and renameit as
Formi0:

vA Formi0 B;R;class
[1] av A Formio B -- User Defined Form10 Class[2] av A +» object name
(31 av B <> 'property'
(4] av or ☁property! value[5] av or 'Method'
té) ay or 'Method' argumenti ... argumentN[7] av Requires: (F) QwiRegister{a} ay Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse (9marg7]
{9}
(10] :select +B
C11] :case ☁Newt a constructor
{12} A FormS # a inherits FormS class
C13] QwiRkegister A a save class name
C14) Re(A,'. bnEsc')Owi'New! ☁'Button'('sizet 0 0)('style' 2)
(151
{418]. :case 'SetDefaultColor' an SetDefaultColor method
(173 A Dwi ☁color! 255 a set background color to red
(asl
(19) :else
C20] A Forms B a inherits Form5 class
C213
C22] send

Then change function Forms☂ to Form11 as follows:
vy A Formii B;R8;class

C1] ay A Formi1 B -- User Defined Form11 Class
C2] av A ++ object name
{3] av B ++ ☁property!
Ce] avy or 'property' value
(51 av or ☁Method'
C6) av or 'Method' argument1 .., argumentN
C7] av Requires: (F) Qwikegister
(8] av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse [9mar97]
[9]
[10] :select +8
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constructor>[11] :case ☁New!
{12] A Formi0 B a inherits Formi0 class
{13] QwiRegister A a save class name
C14]
[15] :case 'SetDefaultColor' a SetDefaultColor method
(16) A Dwi ☁color' 0 a set background color to black
17]
[18] :else
f19] A Form10 B a inherits Form10 class
[20]
[21] :end

v

Wenow havea newclass of forms: Form11 which knows about the
SetDefaultColor message and inherits the Form10 class.
The Form10 class also understands the SetDefaultColor message, albeit in a
different manner and the Form10 class inherits the Form5 class.

. When weare working with a Form11 kindof a form, sending a
- SetDefaultColor messageto the form results in running the
SetDefaultColor methodof the Form11class.

-If you want to run the SetDe faultColor methodinstead in the Form11 !
superclass (Le. in class Form10) you should send a super SetDefaultColor
message to the Form11 form.
Example:

'££" Qwi3 ☁New! 'Formii' (☁caption 'Formii Form')('size' 120 250)(tontop' 1)
ff

Let usfirst invoke the Form11class Se tDe fau1tColor method:
☁££ Qwid ☁SetDefaultcolor!

This results in a black form being displayed on the screen.
Andnow,let☂s call the Form11 superclass SetDefaultColorinstead:

☁ff! Qwia ☁super SetDefaultColor'
This results in a red form being displayed on the screen.
Forthis to work properly, you need to change utility Qwi2 to now be Qwi3, as
follows:
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ReA Qwid B;C;D;E;F:G;1;P:Tiflelx
C1] av ReA Qwi3 B -- OWI emulator[2] av Dwself+'object_name' Qwi3 ☁New! ☁class_name☂{3] av Owself+tobject_name' Qwi3 ☁New! ☁class_name'('propi' valuei)...
[4] av res* ['object_name'] Qwia ☁prop!
[5s] av ('object_name'] Qwi3 'prop' value
[6] av {'object_name'] Qwia ('propi' valuet)...('propW' valuew)
{7] av res*« ('object_name'] Qwia 'Get_Method' [arguments]
Cal ay C'object_name'] Qwi3 'Set_Method' [arguments]
[9] av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse {6mars7}
[10]
(11) Qelx+'sHANDLERFOR ODM"
[12] :if 2eQnc'A' o A+Owself o send a OWSELF if no left arg
[43] :if a o B+,cB eo :end a be sure B is nested
(15) <:if 'Newt=tB a if method is 'New'
(15) C+2>B a get specified class name
(16) B+{c'New!' C),2+B a rebuild argument
[17] :elseif O*pA Owi'selft a else if object A exists
{18) rif OmC+tDed Owitaclass' a get registered class name
[19] Derror'iise OWI instead of Qvi3' a if none signal error
[20] rend
[21] :else na if not ☁Wew' & not an object
[22] Qerror'Unknown object: ',A a signal error
23] :end
[24] if o B+,cB o send ea ensure B depth is x 3
[25] Ee2>e"B o (E/B)+c"E/B a ensure each element is of depth 2
[26] B+,B o '#*Qwitawres'(0 op0) a define default result
27] :for I :in 1pB a for each element in argument
C2a] rif ☁super '=6+P++I>B a if argument starts with ☁super '
C29] Ee(1+F<+/P Oss'super')>D a retrieve the super class name
C30] Gec(SxF)ePa' ft a method name
C31] a'A ',E,' Gt aAV(VALUE:Derror'Unknown class: ',E)
(32] reise a else
[33] a2'A 1,0," [opt aV{VALUE:Derror☁Unknown class: ',C)
C34] rend
C35] rend
[36] Reta Owiltawres'! a return result saved in Awres

As you can see, it is very easy to implement the super keyword in orderto
superclass methods in replacementof the standard class method.
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Overloading Standard Properties
Another task you may wantto perform for your new objects consists in extending
some standard APL+Win properties, like the properties and methods properties.
It would be nice if we could use a properties property to know which user-
defined properties are available for a given user-defined object and a methods
property to ask about available methods.
For example we could define a Qwi4 function that would work as follows:

'£f☂ Qwik ☁New! 'Formii!
if

'f£" Qvi4 ☁properties!
ontop

'☁ff' Qwik 'methods'
New Move SetDefaultColor

Wecould try to implementthe properties and methods properties into the class
function (here FormS) as we did for the ontop property and the Move method.
Howeverthat would mean we would have to implement them in every class
function we develop, for every new object we invent. This would mean an
importantloss of time and room in the workspace.
Since we wantproperties and methodsto be available properties for any object
we create, we should find a way to implementthese properties within the Qwi
functionitself. Atfirst sight, it does not seem too complex when wenoticethat
every user-defined object property or method has a corresponding : case
statementin a class function. So wejust need to write a program that will extract
all lowercase names following each : casein the class function and wewill have
thelist of properties we are looking for.
But then we are facing anotherdifficulty which is engendered by inheritance:all
the properties that a class knowsare notnecessarily defined in the class function
pertaining to this class. Some(orall) of them might very well be defined in otherclasses from which this class inherits.
In orderto best solve this problem,I have taken a design decision:this decision
hasbeen that the 4class user-defined data property should contain not only the
object class, but the wholelist of ancestorclassesto this class. Let☂s take a few
minutes explaining how this helps.
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Example:
☁f£f" Qwi taclass!

Form1i Formi0 Forms Form

display ☁ff Qwi ☁aclasst
 Jeo ween al| |Formi1||Form10| |Forms||Form! |

+ >  

 

This means that ff is a Form11 kind of a form which inherits from class Form10
whichitself inherits from class Form5 whichitself inherits from the standard
APL+Win Form class.
The aclass user-defined data property is recordedat each levelof the class
hierarchy by the QwiRegister function which I delayed discussing until now.
Hereit is:

v QviRegister A;B;C;D;Hio[1] av Qwikegister 4 -- Sets the object A aclass property to B
[2] av A +» object name
[3] av Example: QwiRegister ☁ff[4] av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse [10mar97]
(s)
fe] Qio+1

[12] Dec(~t+De'! )pdeOsil2s]
(13) 4 Owitaclass'(D,C)

v
calling function name (=UDC name)
append UDC name

A environnement
(7] B+4 Qwi'class' a APL+Win class name
C8] C+A Qwilaclass' a class descent so far
C9] 2if Cao a if aclass not yet defined
(10) A Owitaclass! (C+cB) a register APL+Win class name
{11]  :end a end

A
A

This function is easy to understand: any user-defined class must derive from a
standard APL+Win class. At the time wecreate a newinstanceof class (with the
New method), the 4class property is not yet defined (ie.is scalar 0) and
therefore weregister the APL+Win class from which our user-defined class
derives (line 10). Then we appendthe user-defined class name(line 13) at this
levelof registration by simply getting the calling class function name(line 12).
Recording the whole class descent in variable 4c lass is a great help in our
search for the completelist of properties of a given class (including inherited
properties). Because now,all we haveto dois to write a QviProperties which
is able to retrieve the properties of one level and then loop calling
QwiPropertiesatall levels of the class descent.
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Here is the QviProperties function:
v ReQwiProperties A;C;D

[1] av ReQwiProperties A ~- Return all properties from class A
(2] av Example: QwiProperties ☁Forms!
[3] av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse [10mar97]
Cul
[8] Ce(Ovr(.ajn! 'y=t © a get class function Dvr & remove blanks
{6] De Oss ☁J:casett? 8 find where :case statements occur
(7) R+74"D Openclose C a partition Ovr accordingly
[aj Re(aN"Ret} repli Rr « select property (or method) names
(9] Re(e(+"R)etabedefghijkimnopgrstuvwxyza')/R « keep only lowercase names
C10] ReR-('.'e°R)/R A remove event properties
fal] ReoR~((c!private')="7+"R)/R a remove private properties
(12) ReR(DavaRrs] a sort Iist of properties

v

The comments in Qwi Properties function makeit self-explanatory.
Similarly we can define a QwiMethods utility, which reads:

V ReQwiMethods A;CsD
[Ci] av R+Qwidethods A -- Return all methods from class A(2) av Example: QwiMethods 'Forms'
(3] av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse (10mar97]
Cul
[s] C+(Ovr(,aAy♥' ty-' tt a get class function Ovr & remove blanks
Ce] DC Oss '"J:case''' a find where :case statements occur
C7] Re74"'D Openclose C a partition Ovr accordingly
(810 Re(a\"Ret! )Orepl °R a select property (or method) names
[9] Rea(e(+"R)e ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ')/R «a keep uppercase names
[10] R+R[Oavars] a sort list of methods

v

The only remaining task is to change Qwia to Qwi4 as follows:
 VW ReA QWi4 B;C;DyE;F:G;2;P,Delx

C4] av ReA Qui B -- OWE emulator
[2] av Dwself+'object_name' Qwia ☁ew! ☁class_name
[3] av Dwself+'object_name' Qwiy ☁New! ☁class_name'('propi! value1)...
[y] av rese ['object_name'] Qwi4 ☁prop!
(s] av Clobjece_name'] Qwis ☁prop! value
[6] ay Tiobject_name'] Qwi4 ('propi' value1)...('propN☂ valuey)
C7] av res« [☁tobject_name'] Qwi¥ 'Get_Method' [arguments]
Cel ay C'object_name'} Qwik 'Set_Method' [arguments]
(92 av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse (8mar97}
[20]
[11] Delx+'sHANDLERFOR ODM
[a2] :af 2eDncta' o AsQwself o tend  OWSELF 1f no left arg
[13] :2f 1ceB o Be,cR o send a be sure 5 is nested
C44] rif 'Wewtase 9 if method is ☁New
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(15) +298 a get specified class name
(16) Be(c'Newt 俉),2+5 a rebuild argument
[17] :elserf o*pa Dwi'self! a else 1f object A exists
C18] tif OxC+4DeA Ow2'aclass' 8 get registered class name
fag] Uerror'tse DWE instead of Qwiu' 4 2f none signal error
{20] send
[21] :else n if not ☁New! & not an object
22] Gerror'Unknown object: ',4 ® signal error
(23] :end
C24} ost Boo Be,cB o send a ensure B depth is 2 3
C25] Eez>e"B o (E/B)+S8"E/B a ensure each element is of depth 2
[26] B+,B o '#'Qwitawres'(0 0p0) e define default result
(27] :for I :in 1pB a for each element in argument
{28] rselect Pe+IoB e test property/method name
C29] :case ☁class n class property
[30] '#'Qwilawres☂ D a list of classes
[31] case ☁methods! a methods property
[32] Bert a special method names
[33} ReD, [1.5] (QwiMethods☝"14+D),cE a get methods at each level
C34] ☁#'Qwi'awres☂ R a save result
C35] :case ☁properties? ® properties property
[36] E+'class' tmethodst ☁properties☂ a special property names
C37] EesE,' property! '?method! a (continued)
[38] ReD,(1.5](QwiPropertte. 14D),cE « get properties at each level
[39] t#e'Qwitawres! R a save result
[yo] selse a else
C41] raf 'PtwtP a if property starts with ?
Cu2J ReA QwiDoc 1+P a get property documentation
(yay '#'(witawres' R a save result
C44] selsetf ☁super '6+P a if argument starts with ☁super '
Cus] Ee(i+Fet/P Qss'super')2D e retrieve the super class name
C46] Gee(SxF)¢P~! ¢ a method name
(u7] atA AE, f Gt aV{VALUE:Derror'Unknown class: ',E}
(48] relse a else
(49) ata t,0,¢ Topt av(VALUE:Qerror' Unknown class: ',C)
[so] rend
(s1] rend
[sz] rend 1
Esa] Ret#'Qw2'awres! e return result saved in awres

v

 
When wequery the methods property with Qwi4, lines 31 to 34 get executed and
the QwiMethodsis called for each of the object registered classes:

☁ff! Qwik ☁methods!
Formii New

SetDefaultColor
Formio New

SetbDefaultColor
Forms Move
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Form

New

ldisplay ☁f£f' Qwik ☁methods!

  

|| Form:[t----

[Formtonne

   

   

Ai l+vew
~-'|SetDefaultColor|

 

10} +N¥ew
--'|SetDefaultColor|enoneeeeee '
S| +Movel
-" |New |tennant

8,

  

i11'1Ii
Iaes, 'i1\iI\

Similarly, when we query the properties property with Qwi4, lines 35 to 39 get
executed and the Qvi Propertiesis called for each of the object registered
classes:

Formt
Formit
Forms

Form

   

"ff" Qwik ☁properties'10
ontop

class
methodsproperties?property
?method

ldisplay ☁ff' Qwik ☁properties!¥ Prop☂

tontop|' 

 

tImethods |
Iproperties|

111
l2property
| method
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This result is a 2-column nested matrix wherethe 1st column contains the class
descentof the object and the second column contains thelist of properties defined
at eachlevel.
Therefore we see that the ontop property is not defined at the Form11class level,
neither in its Form10 parentclass, but only in its Formgrandparentclass.

Lookingat the methodstree, we see that the Se tDe fau1tColor method is
implemented at the Form11classlevel and at the Form10 parentlevel. This way
we know for example that we could use the super keyword to invoke the
superclass SetDe faultColor method.
This really ie great and very very powerful.
Few Object Oriented developmentsystems allow youto havea global vision of an
object inheritancetree andall properties and/or methodsdefined at each level of
the tree.
 This is the kind of example which fully demonstratesthe great
power of APL comparedto other systems. The greatease of use of
nested arrays combined with the ability to visualize them in the
APLsession as you develop an application gives APL developers a
winning advantageover any other development system. This needs
to be kept in mind.  
 

If you look carefully at the Qvi4 version of the Qwi function above, you see that I
have also included 2 other enhancements.
Oneis the class property (see lines 29 & 30):

'ff" Qwit ☁class!
Form1i Form10 Form5 Form

This is simply a cover function for:
☁ff! Qwi ☁aciass'

Formii Formi0 FormS Form

The second enhancementis the ability to retrieve a property or method
documentation by prefixing it with a question mark (lines 41 to 43) which leads
us to the next paragraph.
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Auto-documenting Properties and Methods
Wecan goonestep further with the Qwi4 function and create a Qwi5 function,
Following the new feature of the APL+Win 2.0 OCX interface which lets you
query an OCX property or method documentationby prefixing it with a question
mark ( ?), we wouldlike to be able to do:

"££" Qwik 'New' 'Formi12!
ff

☁££ QwiN ☁?ontop!
ontop Determines if the form is on top of all other forms or notSyntax: boolean +'object' Qwi ☁ontop!

☁object☂ Qwi 'ontop' boolean
'£f" Qwik '?Move!

Move moves the form to a new location
Syntax: ☁object☂ Qwi 'Move' vertmove horzmove
vertmove: 'top' ☁center' 'bottom' or integer (% of screen height)
horzmove: ☁left' ☁center☂ ☁right' or integer (% of screen width)

The easiest way I found for auto-documenting our user-defined object properties
and methods is to add commentsjustafter their : case statementin their classfunction.
For example, the Form5 class function has been modified to Form12 as follows:

VA Formi2 BiCsDsB;FiGsHs Tid; KsLiMiN:RsSiclass;(o
(1] av 4 Formi2 B -- User Defined Formi2 Class
[2] av A +» object name
(3] av B ++ 'property'
[4] #¥ or ☁property value
ts] av or ☁Method!
(6} 20 or 'Method' argumenti ... argumenty
{7] av Requires: (F) QuiRegister
(3] av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse [amar47]
tg}
f10] Qioes a environment
C11] cers a property name or method name(12) Deaes n property value or method arguments
(13)
[14] :select ¢
Cas?
[16} :case ☁Newt 8 constructor
[17] » Create @ new instance of a Formi2 object
[18] «4 'New!' classname
[19] A Dwi'Delete! a delete existing form
C20] Red Owi ☁New! 'Form! R create form
t2ij ☁#'Ywi ☁awres' R a result returned in awres property
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C22]
(23)
fay)
[2s}
(26)
C27]
C28]
C29]
fac}
[31]
(32]
(33)
tau}
C35]
[36]
C37]
(368)
E39]
C40]
(ual
C42]
[43]
C44)
Cas)
Cue]
C47]
[ued
to},
[so]
(sa]
(s2}
tsa}
[sa]
(55]
(s6]
(s7]
(sel
[s9]
[60]
(611
(621
[ea]
Ceul
[65)
(66)

v

A Qwi ☁caption☂ 'APLtWin Form☂ a default caption
A Qw2 'font' 'MS Sans Serif' .8 a default font
A Qwi 'scale' 5 a pixel coordinates
Qwikegister A # register class name

rease ☁Move!
a Hoves the form to a new location
a ☁Move! vertmove horzmove
a vertmove: ☁top☂ ☁center! 'Bottom'
a horzmove: ☁left☂ ☁centert 'right'

taf 2#pD © :return e send 8
(£ F)+D ®
Ge(iee2=(dr F)9E 0 8
He(1+82e(dr F)>F 0 a
(2 J)+t#'Dws sizer B
(KLM N)*A Dwi where! 8
☁a'Owilawres'(K Lx2p'#'Owi'units') a
K+(,01x0 50 2100 Gxf-M)['top☂ ☁center! 'bottom'icE}
Ee(.01x0 50 100 AxJ-N)['left' ☁center? 'right'icF]
A Qwitwhere' KIM WN a

:case ☁ontop☂ A
s Determines 1f the form is on top of all other forms
a boolean + ☁ontop!
a ☁ontop' boolean

rif OepD 8
t#! Qwi ☁awres' (A [wi ☁aontop') a

relse a
S+(1+1eeD)2"Awnd_notopmost' ☁hwnd_topmost' a
S*5 0 0 0 0 'swp_nomove swp_nosize
SeQweall'SetWindowPos' (A Dwi'hwnd'),S
A Owed (i=9D)

send
☁aontop?

relse
:1f (eC)eA Ows' properties!
rarif (eC)ea Qw2'methods' a

if OepD
te'Dwi'awres'(A Owi 俉)

selse a
A (iwi (<¢).D

send

else...

rend

tend

or integer (% of screen he1ght)
or integer (% of screen width)

exit af not 2 arguments
get method arguments
Gis 0 1f 1st arg char
His 0 if 2nd arg char
get screen dimensions
get form position & size
return old form position

» new vert form posa new horz form pos
move form

ontop property
or not

if not property value
query property
else
windows constant to use
other arguments
call SetWindowPos
register property value

process all other properties/methods
if a standard property ...
or a standard method
when no value or arguments passed
return current value
apply value or arguments

Theutility which knows howto extract the commentsrelative to a given property
or method is QwiDoc reproduced below:
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UV ReA Qwidoc EsFsGsHsTiTsKsLsMsNsPsQ:537iU X3¥;2sDi0
[11 av ReA Qwidoc E -- Return doc for object A property (or method) F
[2] av Example: 'ff' QwiDoc ☁ontop
[8] a¥ Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse [10mar97]
(4)
(5) Qio+2 a environment
[6] Ae(,A)e8 a object name
(7] Me, cE+(,E}~! ! a property (or method) name
[8] GA Owilaclass' e object class descent
t9] rif OepE a if right argument is empty
C10] Me((Ispiit QwiProperties tG)~") ¢ a find all properties
C11] MeM, (Osplit QwiMethods +G@)~"" * a find all methods
(x2) rend # end
(13) Geieh/epMe a length of longest property name
C44] Rete a default result
(15) :for F :in M a for each property or method
(16) sfor Io:in & a for each level of inheritance
[47] Zeer I a get class function Ovr
Cis] S+Zet t a find non blanks
fag] Fes/Z a Ove with no blanks
(20) YF Oss'}:caset'', 5,011) a find where property starts
C2al rif 1e¥ a if found in Over
C22) HeYot a get position where it starts
C23] Fe (HIF)~'0123456789! « drop what's before & remove numbers
C24) J+F Qss Dtend,'C]a' a find Jines starting with comments
C25} keF=Qtcnd a find start of lines
f26] Ents AVvkid a # of comment lines for this property
{27] :af £=0 © :continue © :end a continue if no documentation
[28] Pe((S\Y) 4) 42 a vr starting at :case ☁prop!
[29] Fe(Filltent)+r a ve starting at first comment
[a0] Fe("it(+\FoOltenl)t£L)+F a keep only desired comments
[32] Fe(FeQtenl}eF a dine partition
[a2] Fe( Filet ja7r a return vector of comments
(33) Pe(s/"a\"Pe! ')4°P ® remove leading blanks
[34] tif 2soF a af there is a syntax comment
(35] sandif te(22F)Ose'''',E,'''' 9 1f property found in line
(36) T+2oF a extract 1¢
(a7) VetSyntax: & a prepare syntax statement[38] We(leteryePite! a 1s there a result?☝
[a9} VeV Wet a catenate result
Tyo} VeV,' object! Qwi ' a catenate Qwi
t41] Ve¥ (+/a\is! ')sXeWe? a catenate property & value
C42] (29P}+¥ 4 catenate texts
Cs3j send a end
C44) rif 3spF a if there ts a syntax comment
[4s] randif 1¢(32F)Uss'?'',£,''') a if property found in line
C48] T+30F a extract 1¢
C47] Vet Y a prepare syntax statement
(48) We (tate yaPr tet » 1s there a result?
Cus} VeV Wer a catenate result
(50? V4¥,"''object!' Qvi ☂ a catenate Qwi
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Csi] Vev Ce/a\kst )eXens?
(sz) (32F)+¥
tsa] rend
{54] Pe(clp? '), °F
(583 (UrtaPUsk
(s6] RR, cF
[s7] :leave
[sal rend
(59) rend
[60] send
C61] Ree(R,""Oten2), ☜tent
(ez)

v

catenate property & value
catenate texts
end
indentationinstall property name
c¢atenate doc to result
Jeave :for loop 1f property found
end ifa end classes loopend property/method loopmake result character vector

Note that once again, this function has to deal with inheritance:it extracts a
property or method documentationatthefirst level in the inheritance tree where
this property or method is documented.If no documentationis available, the
function returns an empty matrix.
So,it is very easy to document properties and methods: just add one or more
comments in the class function,just after each : case statement. Thefirst
commentshould describe the role of the property or method. The second (and
possibly third) comment should describe the syntax: simply use commentslike:

boolean + ☁ontop!
or: ☁object! boolean
which will be automatically converted by Q@wiDoc to:

Syntax: boolean +'object' Qwi
tobject" Qui

☁ontop!
☁ontop☂ boolean

Additional comments should be used to describe method arguments, especially
those which must take their values in a list, like:

Syntax: ☁object☂ Qwi ☁Move!vertmove: 'top' ☁center! ☁bottom! or
horzmove: ☁left' ☁center! ☁right' or

Examples:
"ff! Qwik ☁New! 'Form12'ff
☁ff! Qwik ☁Move!

Move Moves the form to a new location
Syntax: ☁tobject' Qwi 'Move' vertmovevertmove: ☁top☂ ☁center☂ ☁bottom! or
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ontop

ontop

Move

horzmove: ☁Jeft' ☁center! ☁right' or integer (% of screen width)
☁££ Qwin '?ontop!
Determines if the form is on top of all other forms or notSyntax: boolean +'object' Qwi ☁ontop!

☁object☂ Qwi ☁ontop' boolean

'£E* Qwiu tt
Determines if the form is on top of ali other forms or notSyntax: boolean «'object' Qwi tontop!tobject' Qwi ☁ontop' boolean
Moves the form to a new location
Syntax: ☁object☂ Qwi 'Move' vertmove horzmove
vertmove: ☁top! ☁center' 'bottom' or integer (% of screen height)
horzmov ☁left! 'center' ☁right' or integer (% of screen width)

 

New Create a new instance of a Formi2 object
Syntax: ☁object' Qwi ☁New! classname

Closerto the Final QwiUtility
There is one more enhancement wecan bring to Qwi4 in order to getcloser to our
final Qwi utility. We will enhance Qwi4 to Qwi5.
Wouldn'tit be nice if @wi was aware of a system object (#) which would only
represent our user-definedclasses, so that we could query the following
properties:

☁#! QwiS ☁properties!children classes properties
'#* Qwis ☁classes☂

\ DemoForm Form1 Formi10 Form11 Form12 Form? Form3 Forms Forms
Formé Form? Form☂ FormS QwiNewClass

☁#! Qwis ☁children☂
ff

☁gg! Dwi ☁New! 'Form!
gg

, '#! QwiS ☁children☂
ff

| 'AR' QwiS ☁New! 'Forms'
] hh
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☁#' Qwi5 ☁children☂
ff Bh

So Qwi5 would only report information about user-defined classes and ignore
standard APL+Win classes.
The nextlisting showsthe new version of Qwi which implements a virtual system
object with 3 properties (properties, children andclasses).

v ReA QwiS ByC;DiE:FsG;H:7:7;X:Oelx;Q10
(2] av Red Qwis B -- OWI emulator
(2] av Owself+'object_name' Qwis ☁New! ☁class_name!
[3] ov Qwself~'object_name' Qwis ☁Newt ☁class_name! (☁propi! valuei)...
C4] av rese ['object_name'] Qwis ☁prop☂

 

(s] av C'object_name'] Qwis 'prop' value
te) av Ltobject_name') Qwis {'propi' value1)...('propN! valueN)
(71 av ces+ (☁object_name'] Qwi5 'Get_Method' [arguments]
(83 ay {tobject_name'☂] Qwis 'Set_Method' (arguments}
(31 av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse (emars7]
[10]
(11) Dio«i ® environment
[12] Qelx«'sHANDLERFOR DDH" a set error handling
[13] :2f 2eOnc'a' o Atflwself o :end a QWSELF 1f no left arg
(15) :if Aste a if object ts virtual system object
Cas] tselect B a depending on right argument
fie] scase ☁classes! a if ☁classes!
fav] ReQwiClasses a return list of UDCs
(18} rcase ☁children☂ a if ☁children
fag] ReQwichiidren a return list of UDC instances
(20) tease 'properties! n 1f ☁properties!
[2a] Re'children' 'classes' ☁propertites' -» hard coded property list
(22) reise a if amy other property or method
[23] RO 0p0 a return empty matrix
tay] rend a end
[2s] rreturn a exit from function
(26]  :end » end
C27] :if 1=4B+,B © Be,cB o send e be sure B is nested
[28] if ☁WewtasB * 1f method is ☁New!
[z9} C+2>B a get specified class name
[30] Be(e'New! 俉),24B a rebuild argument
(31] :elseif ovp4 Dwi'self! a else if object A exists
[32] iif OmC++D+A Qwitaclass' a get registered class name
a3] Gerror'use OWI instead of Qwi5☂  {f none signal error
Cay] rend a end
{38] :else a if not ☁Newt & not an object
Cae} Qlerror'Unknown object: ',A wn Signal error
[37] tend a end
C38] oss #B¢ Be,cB o send a if method/prop with arg/value
[39] wif Boe Be,cR o rend a ensure B depth is z 3
uo] Ex2>a"B ¢ (E/B)+e"E/B mR ensure each element 1s of depth z
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[41]
Cuz]
(43)
Cau)
[4s]
[ye]
(a7)
tua]
[ua)
C50]
(51)
[52]
[sa]
[su]
(s5]
(se?
(57)
[ss}
[59]
tso]
Csi]
fe2]
[ea]
Ce4}
[65
(s6]
(671
[68]
[69]
[70]
[7a]
(72)
(7a]

t#'Qw2 tawres'(0 0p0} « define default result
rfor I :in tpB+,B « for each element in argument

Kel lade! 1, 12HeIon a get method/property name
rselect J+1¢(Kvitk,0)/0 a test property/method name
iease ☁class? » class property

'#'Owr'awres' D n list of classes
:case ☁events! a properties property

Ee mn special property names
ReD, [2.8] (Qwitvents☝~1+D),ck A get properties at each level
tw'Qwitawres? RB a save result

scase ☁methods? a methods property
Bett p special method names
ReD,(1.5} (QwiMethods☜14D),cE a get methods at each level
☁#2 'avres! RF a save result

:case ☁properties! a properties property
Ev'elass' ☁methods' 'properties' 9 special property names
EeoE,'?property! ☁?method' a (continued)
ReD, [1.5] (QwiProperties☝☜1+D),<E a get properties at each level
'#'Owitawrest R a save result

:else a else
if '2t aad n if property starts with ?

ReA Qwvidoc 14 # get property documentation
☁Ova avres! RB a save result

telseif ☁super 'z6+J e if argument starts with ☁super '
E+(14+Fe+/J Oss'super')2D e retrieve the super class name
Gee(SeF)es~t | a method name

stA',E,' G!  av(VALUE:Derror'Unknown class: ',E}{+:0error(a\Odme[]t cn!) /Odm)
selse a else

tA ',0,' H) aV{VALUE:Derror'Unknown class: ',C){»:Qerror(a\Odme(ten!) /Odm)
rend a end

rend « end
rend a end
Re #'Qwi'avres! a return result saved in awres

The function has also been cleaned up and improved over Qwi4 ina few places,
The new lines dealing with the virtual system object(lines 14 to 26) are very
simple to understand: they make useof the following subroutines:

v RQwiChildren
(11
(2)
(31
cul
(s]

v

and:

av ReQwiChildren -- Returns the list of user defined class objectsav Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse [10mar97]
Re'#'(wi'children☂ a find all system object children
ReR-(0="R Owi"c'actass'}/R a keep those which have a aclass property
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Vv R+QwiClasses;A3B;C;D
(11 av ReQwiClasses -- Returns the list of available user defined classes
C2) av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse [10mar97]
(31(4) Be(Oeri"(C+Osplit Ont a),"e'Coy'~"' *
{s]  Dete"B Oss☂c';class'
Cel Be(Qve☜A+(D/C)~" 8 br yHht[7] C+1e"B Oss"e']:case''Newtt?[8] C+eCaie☝B Oss"c'Qwikegister'
[9] R+C/A

v

get line 0 of all ws fns
find those having ;classget Ove of those functions
find those having :case ☁New!
and those using QviRegisterget their namesno

p
Pp
D
D
D

The comments in these functions should be enough to explain them.

The Final QwiUtility
Wecan still enhance QwiS so that weget our final Qwi utility.
Our goal is that Qwi bea self-contained utility and our goalis also to develop
newclasses of objects which would also be represented byself-contained
APL+Win functions.
So we will makethe following improvements within Qwis:

¢ first, we will integrate all our Qvi subroutines (QviChildren, QwiClass,
QwiClasses, QwiDoc, QwiMethods and QwiProperties)

¢ then, we will add a new method to Qwi, called Register, which will
correspond to the QwiRegister subroutine

This way, all you will need in a new clear workspaceto start defining and
exploiting your own new classesof objects will be 2 functions:

Qua
HANDLERFOR

Notethat, when using Qwi, the instruction requiredto register the class of an
object instance should be changed from:

Qwikegister An register class name
to:

A Qwi ☁Register! a register class name
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 Classes Form]to Form12will not run with Qwi because they use
the former QwiRegister method (supported by Qwi1 to Qwi5
only) to register object classes. 1 assume that from now on youwill
prefer to use the self-contained Qwi function becauseit is more
convenient, so you should getinto the habit of registering object
classes using the ☁object! Qwi 'Register' instruction.   

So hereis the codefor the final self-contained Qwi utility:

 

 

sViWiXs¥i2;Qwitvents:Qwitethods;QwiProperties;]

☁elass_name'('propi' valuet)...

(propi! valuet)...('prop¥' ☁valuex)

environment
set error handling
OWSELF if no left argif object is system object
depending on right argumentif ☁classes!all fns
get line 0 of alJ ws functionsfind those having ;class
get Over of those functionsfind those having :case ☁New?
and those using QwiRegister
get their names
if ☁children!
find all system object childrenkeep those with a aclass propif ☁properties!
hard coded property list
1f any other property or method
return empty matrix

exit from function

Vv RA Qui
BsCsDsEsFsGihsIsTiKsLsMsWi0sP 3:53 730
elx;O1o
(a) av Red Qwi B -- DWI emulator
C2] av Owself+'obyject_name'! Qwi ☁New! 'class_name'
(3] av Owself+'object_name! Qwi ☁New!
[4] a¥ rese [tobject_name☂] Qwi 'propt
Cs] av ['object_name'] Qui ☁prop' value
{6] av [tobject_name'] owt
{7] av res+ ['object_name'] Qwi ☁Get_Method☂ [arguments]
[8] ay (object_name'] Qwi 'Set_Method' [arguments]
[9] #¥ Requires: (F) HANDLERFOR (only if error occurs)
(10] av Copyright (c) 1997 Eric Lescasse [16mar97]
(117
(12) Qro+a a
[13] Delx+'sHANDLERFOR ODM! 4
(142) :if 2eQnc'A' © A+OWself o :end A
(1s) :af aura
U6} rselect B 8
fav] scase 'classes! R
[18] C+Osplit Oni 3 a
[193 E+(Derle,"<t[o]' jt a
(20) Deie"E Oss"c'; class! a
faa} Be(Ovr"F+(D/C)-" rye a
[22]. - C+1e"E Oss☝ casettNews! a
[23] CreCaie"E Oss☜c'Quwi'' Register!!! 4
{241 ReC/E 8
C25] ease 'childrent a
(26) Ree Ow children! a
(27) ReR~(oe"R Dwi"s'aclass')/R A
(28) scase ☁properties! A
[29] Re'children' tclasses' ☁properties! n
(307 selse A
C341 Red Ope A
(a2) end a end
[33] rreturn a
[a4] send a end
[35] iif 1==8+,B o B+,cH o send A
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[36] if ☁NewlssB a 1f method is ☁New!
Cav] C#23B a get specified class name
[383 Be(c' New? C),24B a rebuild argument
[a8} :elseif ☁Register'=+B e 1f method is ☁Register!
[40] E+A (wi'classt a APL+Win class name
Cyal Fea Owitaclass! a class descent so far
C42) rif Fed a if aclass not yet defined
(aaj A Owiaclass' (Fecz) a register APL+Win class name
[ya] rend a end
f4si Gee(☜1401'C')pGeOsil2s} a calling fn name (=ude name)
(ue) A Qwitaclass'(G,F) a append ude name
[a7] rreturn a exit after registration
[48] s:elsezf ovpaA Dwi'self' a else if object 4 exists
C49) i4f OxC++DeA Dwi'aclass' a get registered class name
{so] Qerror'Use QWI instead of Qwi! a if none signal error
Csi] send a end
{52] :else a if not ☁New! & not an object
(s3] Qerror'unknown object: ',4 e signal error
(su] rend a end
(SS] :if 1="tB ¢ B+,cB o send a if method/prop with arg/value
{se] <:if 2=#B o Be,cB o :end a ensure & depth 1s 2 3
57] B+2>="B o (E/B)+c"E/B a ensure each element 1s depth 2
[88] ☁#'Qwitawres'(o opo) a define default result
(s9] :for I :in wpbe,B a for each element in argument
(eo) Ket tadet 't5HeI3B ® get method/property name
Ce1l sselect J+ts(Kvt+K,O)/7 a test property/method name
{62] rease ☁class! n class property
(63) ☁eOw2lawrest D a list of classes
Cen] :case 'events' fh properties property
Ces] Ee a special property names
[66] Fee! R+QuiEvents A;C;D!
C67] Fer ctCe(Mvr(.dyeth tr jywrr rer
(68) FeF,c'DeC Oss 't]icasetttrrit
C69] FeF,c'R«74"D Qpenclose C'!
Cro] Fer ct Re(aQRet Urrtly repli☂!
[71] FeF ctRe(e(t☝R)e! abcdefghijkimnopgrstuvwxyza'')/R!
[72] FePyctRea(t' 1 te" R)/R!
(73) F+OdefoF a f1x QwiEvents local fn
(74) ReD. (1.5 ](Qwifvents☂~14+D},cE a get properties at each level
[75] ☁#'Qwr'awres! R a save result
t76] :case 'methods' a methods property
(77) Ee! ® special method names
[7a] Pee'ReQwidethods A;C;D☂
[79] FeFyc'Ce(fvr(,ajott trator
(80) FeF,e'DeC (Iss t']icasetsttist
(aij FeF,c'R+74°D Openclose Cc"
[82] FeFetRe(aV'Rer'trrtty )Qrepl☂R!
(aa) FeP,c! Rea (e(+°R)e! t ABCDEFGHISKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'')/Rt
C84] FeF,c'ReR((avaRrs)!
[45j F+(ldefor a £1xX QwiMethods local fn
(86) ReD, [1.5] (Quidethods☝☜14D), cE a get methods at each level
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(877 ☁#Owi'awres! R a save result
[sel] :case ☁properties☂ n properties property
{ea Eetclass' ☁methods! ☁properties! ® special property names
(30] Ee3E,'2property' '?method' n (continued)
Coa] Fee! ReQwiProperties A;C;D!
[92] Fer,c'Ge(Qvr(,djotl rjetr ors
[93] FeF,c'DeC ss 't]rcasettrrtrt
f94] FeFr,c'R+74°D Qpenclose C'
{95] FeFyo'Re(a\"Retteetert repli"rR?
[96] Per, ctRe(e(+"R)e! abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyza'')/R"
(97] FeF,ctReR-('' 8 eR)/R!
[98] FeF c'ReaR~((c!' private''! ="74°R)/R!
(99) FeP,ct ReR(DavaR;]!
(1003 Feldefor
(101) ReD, (4.5) (QwiProperties☂~14+D),cE 6 get properties at each level
{102] ☁w'Qwitawres! R a save result
(103) relse a else
C104) raf! te a if property starts with ?
{105s] Me, cEe(,Ferrs)~t ¢ a property (or method) name
(106) G+A Qwi'aclass! a object class descent
[107] taf O«pE a if right argument ts empty
[108] Me)splitt(A Qwi'properties')(13;2] a find all class properties
{109] MoM Osplite{A Qui'methods')[1:2] = append all class methods
[110] Meo! a remove extraneous blanks
(141) rend a end
(112) Uet+(/epM a length of longest property name
(4231 Rev a default result
(114) :for EF :in M « for each property or method
(1151 sfor I iin & a for each Jevel of inheritance
(146) ZeDve I a get class function Qvr
(1171 Sezer! a find non blanks
Cire) Fes/Z a Owr with no blanks
(1191 YeP Oss'}:case☂'',£,¢''! » find where property starts
(120] tif qey a if found in Over
[iza] Hert n get position where it starts
(122) F+(HdF)~'0223456789' » drop what's before
[123] J-F Oss Otend,'(Je' « lines starting with comments
(124) 7 -kePFsQten].♥ ♥ _._a.start of lines
(125] Lee (aV\KId a # of comment lines for this prop
(126] tif L=0 © :continue o send a continue 1f no doc
[127] Fe((S\¥)11) +2 a Ovr starting at :case ☁prop!
C128] Fe(FiQtenljer a Ove starting at first comment
{129] Fe("itd+\Fs[tcni)iZ)+F «a keep only desired comments
{130] Fe(FeDtenljer a line partition
(134) Fe(Putal a'r a return vector of comments
{132] Fe(4/"a\"F=) ')4°F a remove leading blanks
(133) tif 2seF n if there is a syntax comment
[134] randif te(2aF)Qsstt'',£,''7' @ if prop found in line
(135) T+22F a extract 1t
(136) VerSyntax: ' ® prepare syntax statement
(137) We('erteP)xPite! wn is there a result?
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(1381
(139]
[140
C141]
C142]
[143]
C144]
C145]
{146)
[197]
(148]
C149]
(150]
(4521
(as2]
[153]
C155]
[iss]
(156)
C157]
(1s8]
(159]
[iso]
(162)
(162]
(16a)
C164)
[165]
(166)
[167]
(168]
(169)
{470]
Caza)

Vev WerVeV,'tobject!? Qwz *
a catenate result

a catenate Qwi
VeV (+/A\ks! ☁)eXeWeT 9 catenate property & value
(2aF)+¥ a catenate texts

send a end
rif 3<pF a If there 1s a4 syntax comment
sandif 1e(32F)Oss''t',£,)''! a if prop found in line

Pe3oF a extract it
ve! , a prepare syntax statement
We('eleP)xPite! a 1s there a result?
Vev WAT a catenate result
Ve¥, 1 object! Qwi ' a catenate Qwi
VeV,(+/a\X=' ')9xeWaT op catenate property & value
(33F)+ a catenate texts

rend a end
Fe(eip! '), °F a indentation
(Uta oF) +O+E a install property name
ReR, CF a catenate doc to result
:leave a leave :for loop 1f prop found

send a end if
rend a end classes loop

rend
Ree(R,"Otenl),☜Dten!
Re(-+/a\oRe[itonl) +R
ta'Owrtawres! R

elseif ☁super ☁6+
B«(19F++/7 Oss'super')sD
Gee (SxF)4d-" |

a end property/method loop
a make result character vector
a remove trailing Qtenls
a save result
a af argument starts with ☁super '
a retrieve the super class name
a method name

2A ',E,' @ av{VALUE:Derror'Unknown class: ',£){*:Derror(a\Ddme(tcn1) /lda}
relse a else

2'A ',0,' HY av{(VALUE:ferror'dnknown class: ',¢}(+:[error(s\Ddme[etcn1) /Odm}
rend a end

rend a end
rend a end

(a72] Re'#tOwi awres!
v

a return result saved in awres

You maybe interested in comparing Qwi5 and Qwi, studying how the Qwi
subroutines (QwiChildren, QwiClass, QwiClasses,QwiDoc,
QwiMethods and QwiPropert ies) have been integrated into Qwi.
Someof them have simply been pasted in at the right place using Ctrl+Gin the
editor: this is the case with QwiClasses(see lines 18 to 24 in Qwi).
Ina few cases though, we were using someof these Qwi subroutines with the
each ("") operator: this was the case with Qvi Properties and QwiMethods.
Rather than trying to paste their code into Qwi and then make complex changes
to implementeach everywherein the pasted code,it is mucheasierto first define
these functions as local functions into Qwi andthento use them as before.
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For example, lines 91 to 100 in Qwi are used to definea local copy of
QwiProperties (we must then not forget to localize Qvi Properties into
line 0 of Qwi).
Had we shownfunction Qwi atthestart of this chapter, you might have been
frightened by the amountof code! I have chosen insteadtostart from relatively
simple version of the Qwi function (Qwi1) which already helpedsolve partof the
problem and then progressively complementit with additional functionality
finally to reach the ultimate stage of the developmentofa utility where you can
try to makeit self-contained.
This chapter is a good example of howa utility should be built and hereis a
summary of the rules:

¢ try to first isolate the main fundamentaltask the utility should perform
* write a first simple version of the utility which tackles this problem
* test the utility fully
¢ then oneafter the other, add additional behaviourto theutility
* ateach step,fully test the utility
« when adding new functionality, do not hesitate to write simple subroutines:

APLis madefor that; moreover simple subroutinesare easier to write and to
test; there is also a chancethese subroutines could serveasutilities later,
outside the context of your current development; therefore save them in your
ucMDOBdfile

* when everything you wanted yourutility to cover is coded, then test
everything again

¢ finally, when youarereally surethe utility andall its subroutines are bug-free,
youcanstart integrating subroutinesinto your utility to makeit a self-
containedutility

It☂s notthat self-containedutilities are better than ones which are not self-
contained (and in fact the contrary is sometimes true), butit is very much easier
to use a self-contained utility in many different contexts because you just have to
remember and copy one unique function into your workspace.
Qwi may becomeso important for your Object Oriented APL+Win developments
thatit☂s importantthatit is as easy as possible to use. That☂s why we madeit self-
contained. ButI did keep a copy of the QviChildren, QwiClass,
QwiClasses, QwiDoc, QwiMethods and QwiProperties functions in my
UCMDOBZfile because I am pretty sure I could need them one day.
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Conclusion
Using Object Oriented Programming, one can extend the power of APL+Win by
building the new kinds of objects one needs, and easily use them in a similar
manner as (WI, with a utility called Qwi. Once new objects are developed and
fully tested they are easy to use and fully re-usable forever.
But what's more we have seen howtoeasily exploit the basic concepts of OOP
with our new objects:

* inheritance,
* polymorphism,
¢ overriding methods, calling superclass methods
¢ method/property overloading
© encapsulation

Encapsulation?
Yes, we have used encapsulation all throughoutthis chapter. Remember: think of
your objects as being the APL class functions (Form1, Form2, ... Form12,etc.)
which implement them. Look carefully: with the help of the: select ...
:case .., :case :end control structure,all class properties and methods
have been encapsulated into just one class function.
Therefore, we can say that an object IS an APL function which totally
encapsulatesall of its functionality (except when inheritanceis used, since the
class function couldcall a parentclass function).
Since this document was published in the Monthly APL+Win Training of May
1997, many users around the world havestarted using Qwi and creating their
own objects. Some have sent me a copy of their objects.
This Qwi technology is also available for Dyalog whereit adapts as well.
Moreinformation about the Monthly APL+Win Training Program can be
obtained from the Lescasse Consulting's Web site at www. lescasse.com.

Eric Lescasse
Lescasse Consulting (SARL)
18 Rue de Ia Belle Feuille
92100 Boulogne, France. Tel: (33) 1.46.05.10.76; fax: (33) 1.46.04.60.23
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Armstrong Numbers and APL
by Joseph De Kerf

This paper originally appeared in BACUS 18.4, December 1996
reprinted by permission of the author

Ina previous paper wetreated niven numbers[1]. In this paper wetreat armstrong
numbers [2].
A positive integer or natural number/ is an armstrong numberif the sum oftheJth
powersofits digits is equal to the original number, J being the numberofits
digits:

=alt+blt+o..
For instance, the integer 153 is an armstrong numberas 13+53+33 = 153.Starting
with the armstrong number1, let F(N) be the Nth armstrong number. Armstrong
numbers F(N) for N = 1(1)28 are listed in Table 1.
As F(N) strongly increases with N, the frequency of the armstrong numbers
strongly decreases when N increases. The nine digits 1 ... 9 are armstrong
numbers. There exists no armstrong number of two digits. And for J23, there
exist at most two armstrong numbers;if | is an armstrong number, then [+1 is an
armstrong number, if and onlyif the last digit of I is 0. Or, if J is an armstrong
number, then [-1 is an armstrong number,if and onlyif the last digit of I is 1.
Examples:

370, 371 and 24678050, 24678051
So far, however, no algorithm has been found to calculate F(N) directly from N.
This meansthat, to-calculate F(N), the sequence of positive integers or natural
numbers1,2, 3,... has to be checked until N armstrong numbers have been found.
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N
A
G
U
B
W
N
E
Z F(N) N FN) N FIN) N F(N)1 8 8 15 8208 22 42108182 9 9 16 9474 23 98008173 10 153 17 54748 24 99263154 11 370 18 92727 25 246780505 12 371 19 93084 26 246780516 13 407 20 548834 27 885934777 14 1634 21 1741725 28 146511208

Table 1: FQN) for N = 1(1)28
Two APL user-defined functions ARMSTRONG1 and ARMSTRONG2 for
calculating the sequence of armstrong numbers F(1), F(2),
below:

Cal
C2]
C3]
Cay

Ca]
C2]
C3)
Ca)

12

VZ+ARMSTRONG1 N;I;37
+(Ns0)/0,2+1I+0

LAB: +o ¥I«I+1
>(Te#t+/((dp10)1I) +7) /LAB
>(N>pZ+Z,I}/LAB

v

VZ*ARMSTRONG2 N;I; J
+(Ns0)/0,2+1I+«0LAB: J+1+l10eI+I+1
>(T#4+/((Jp10)1I)* J) /LAB
+(N>pZ+Z,I)/LABv

ARMSTRONG1 16
34 5 67 8 9 153 370 371 407 1634 8208 9474

ARMSTRONG2 16
3.4 5 6 7 8 9 153 370 371 407 1634 8208 9474

.. F(N) are given

In line [1] it is checked if N is negative or 0, a counter I is set to 0, and the
explicit result Z is set to the empty vector 10. In line [2], the counter I is
increased by 1 and the numberof digits J of I is evaluated. In line [3], using
the function encode, the counter I is split into its digits and it is checkedif the
sum ofthe Jth powersof thosedigits is equal to I, in which case J is an armstrong
number.Finally, in line [4], if the counter IJ is an armstrong number, Z is
catenated with this counter, andthe loop is closed when the shape of the explicit
result Z is equal to N (or [W). If N is negative or 0, the empty vector 10 is
returned.If W is positive, the vector of armstrong numbers F(1), F(2), ... F(TN) is
returned.
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N ARMSTRONG1 ARMSTRONG ARMSTRONGA ARMSTRONGB
0 0.8 ms 0.8 ms 0.8 ms 0.8 ms
4 2.3 ms 2.3 ms 2.2 ms 2.2 ms
& 3.8 ms 3.8 ms 3.7 ms 3.7 ms
12 116.0 ms 115.0 ms 111.0 ms 109.0 ms

16 2.97 sec 2.94 sec 2.86 sec 2.80 sec

20 2.98 min 2.91 min 2.87 min 2.77 min
24 55.30 min 54.00 min 53.40 min 51.70 min
28 average: about 13.5 hours

Table 2: CPU times for N = 0(4)28
The difference between ARMSTRONG1 and ARMSTRONG2lies in the program
used to countthe digits of J. In ARMSTRONGthis is done by evaluating the
shape of theformat of I. In ARMSTRONG2 it is done by adding 1 to the floor of
the commonlogarithm of I.
In ARMSTRONGand ARMSTRONG2,the countJ of the digits of J and checkingif
Tis an armstrong number is done in two separate lines, [2] and [3], for
readability. Performance in CPU times may be improved slightly by substituting
a one-liner for lines [2] and [3]. This is done in the user-defined functions
ARMSTRONGA and ARMSTRONGB:

C13
[2]
Cai

Ca]
C2]
C3)

12

VZ«+ARMSTRONGA N;I;37
+(Ns50)/0,2«1I*0

LAB: +(T#+/((dp10) TL) *JepeI«I4+1) /LAB
>(N>p24Z,0)/LAB

v

VZ*ARMSTRONGB N31; 7
>(Ns0)/0,2+1T+0

EAB: +(T#+/((Jp10)1TI)*J+14+l100I+I+1) /LAB
+(N>pZ+Z,I)/EAB

v

ARMSTRONGA 16
34 5 67 8 9 153 370 371 407 1634 8208 9474

ARMSTRONGB 16
34 567 8 $ 153 370 371 407 1634 8208 9474
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Figure 1: log(T(N)-T(0)) versus log FQN) for N = 4(4)24

To compare the effectiveness of the user-defined functions shown, CPU times
T(N)for N = 0(4)28 have been monitored. Results are reported in Table 2 (cf. also
Figures 1 and 2).
Of coursg T(N) - T(0) is approximately proportional to F(N). Performance of
ARMSTRONGB versus ARMSTRONGincreases, for the domain investigated,
from about 3% to 7% with N. Most importantly however, performanceof the
user-defined functions given is very poor and becomes impractical for even small
values of N. Just as for the functions reported to calculate niven numbers,itwould be a challenge to find an algorithm that drastically improves the
performanceof the functionsto calculate the armstrong numbers.
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The user-defined functions shown conform to the ISO Standard for APL [3].
Programming, calculations, and benchmarks have been done on a MicroLine
Pentium-S 100, with Dyalog APL/W Version 7.1.2, under Windows 3.11 [4].
Benchmarks have been doneusing the system function DMONITOR.

log TH)
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0 0 8 6 a 32
N

Figure 2: log T(N) versus N = 4(4)48
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All queries regarding advertising in VECTOR should be made to Gill Smith,
at 01439-788385, Email: apl385@compuserve.com.

Submitting Material to Vector
The Vector working group meets towards the end of the month in which Vector
appears; we review material for issue n+1 and discuss themes for issues n+2
onwards, Please send the text of submitted articles (hardcopy with diskette as
appropriate) to the Vector Working Groupvia:

Vector Administration, c/o Gill Smith
Brook House
Gilling EastYORK,YO64Jj
Tel: +44 (0) 1439-788385
Email: apl385@compuserve.com

Authors wishing to use Word for Windowsshould contact Vector Productionfor
a copy of the APL2741 TrueType font, and a suitable Winword template, These
may also be downloaded from the Vector web site at www.vector.org.uk
Camera-ready artwork(e.g. advertisements) and diskettes of ☁standard☂ material
(e.g. sustaining members☂ news) should be sent to Vector Production, Brook
House, Gilling East, YORK YO6 4JJ. Please also copy us with all electronically
submitted material so that we have early warning of possible problems.
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British APL Association: Membership Form
Membership is open to anyone interested in APL. The membership year
normally runs from 1st May to 30th April, but new members mayjoin from 1st
August, November or February if preferred. The British APL Association is a
special interest group of the British Computer Society, Reg. Charity No. 292,786
Name:
 Address:
 

 Postcode / Country:
 Telephone Number:
 Email Address:
 

Category (please tick box) to run from: ist May O August O Nov O FebO

 

UK private membership ...........0.. 00.0002 eee £12 Q
Overseas private membership ..................0. £14 QO
Airmail supplement(not needed for Europe) ..........£4 Q
UK Corporate membership .............2.0200005£100 Q
Corporate membership overseas ..................£135 QO
Sustaining membership ... 0.2.0... eee eee eee £430 Q
Non-voting UK member(student/OAP/unemployed only) £6 Q
PAYMENT in Sterling or by Visa/Mastercard/JCB only
Paymentshould be enclosed with membership applications in the form of a UK
Sterling cheque to ☜The British APL Association☝, or you may quote your
Mastercard, Visa or JCB number.
T authorise you to debit my Visa/Mastercard/JCB account
Number: Wiis tataeea Expiry date: Li fui

 
for the membership category indicated above,

Data Protection Act:
☜oe ☜ye . 7 Theinformation suppliedmay beQ annually, at the prevailing rate, until further notice stored on computerandprocessed

one year☂s subscription only in accordance with the registration
of the British Computer Society.   (please tick the required option above)

Signature: Send the completed form to:
British APL Association, c/o Rowena Small, 8 Cardigan Road, LONDONE3 5HU, UK
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